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Abstract
The explosion of mobile broadband compels operators to migrate towards mul-
tilayer deployments, denoted as Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), consisting of
different cell types and carrier frequencies. In this context, functionalities such
as load balancing and mobility management have to be properly engineered
so that the HetNet benefits are fully exploited. The dissertation aims at de-
veloping automated solutions for distributing the traffic across the deployed
network layers. This function is referred to as load-based Traffic Steering (TS)
and utilizes mobility procedures for steering devices to the least loaded cell.
The alignment of TS decisions in both idle and connected mode is of key im-
portance in order to achieve dynamic load balancing with a reasonable signaling
cost. To further analyze the impact of different LTE releases on load balanc-
ing, cases with Carrier Aggregation (CA) are considered as well. Release 10
intra-eNB CA allows users to maintain connectivity to multiple macro carriers,
while Dual Connectivity (DC) expands the concept to have it working between
macrocells and picocells deployed at different frequencies. Among the serving
cells, the Primary Cell (PCell) is responsible for all higher layer processes such
as mobility support and connection maintenance, while the remaining serving
cells are referred to as Secondary Cells (SCell).
For each investigated topic, appropriate algorithms are designed and their per-
formance is evaluated by means of extensive system level simulations. These
are conducted in 3GPP-defined scenarios, including widely accepted stochas-
tic radio propagation models, explicit representation of mobility procedures in
both idle and connected mode, CA functionalities and abstract radio resource
management models. For deployments where macrocells and picocells share
the same frequency, load balancing is performed by means of Range Extension
(RE) that virtually expands the picocell service area. The developed solution
adjusts the picocell coverage subject to cell load and mobility performance ob-
servations. Compared to a fixed RE configuration, the same user satisfaction
is achieved while Radio Link Failures (RLFs) can be reduced up to ∼30-50%.
On the contrary, the challenge for dedicated carrier deployments is to discover
Inter-Frequency (IF) cells without excessive physical layer measurement rates
as they cost both in terminal power and perceived throughput. To ensure their
iv
efficient utilization for load balancing purposes, inter-frequency measurements
are explicitly requested whenever cell overload is detected. Based on the asso-
ciated measurement reports, users are steered to less loaded cells by means of
forced handovers. Moreover, idle mode parameters are adjusted according to
the cell load conditions, so that the TS decisions in idle and connected mode are
aligned. The designed framework does not compromise oﬄoading to picocells
as well as it guarantees low handover/cell reselection rates.
With CA, the simultaneous connectivity to multiple carriers offers opportu-
nities to further perform load balancing via collaborative packet scheduling
schemes. To provide a load–aware PCell management, the load metric used by
TS is neatly modified so as to consider multi-carrier connectivity. By means of
that, the TS algorithms developed for Release 8/9 LTE can be reused for bal-
ancing the load of multi-layer HetNet deployments supporting intra-eNB CA
together with the scheduler. If DC is further enabled, load-based TS is only
relevant for users with single-carrier connectivity capabilities. Nevertheless, it
is of key importance to apply proper cell management policies for DC capable
users. Particularly, it is proposed to relax the requirement of always maintain-
ing the PCell of all DC users on the macro overlay by configuring nomadic
slowly moving hotspot users with a small cell PCell. The associated simulation
results have shown that the proposed method ensures a high utilization of the
picocell layer while significant signaling gains can be achieved – without any
capacity loss – if a suitable SCell management policy is applied that configures
macro SCells only for the cell edge hotpot users.
Dansk Resume´1
Eksplosionen af mobilt bredb˚and tvinger operatørerne til at migrere til fler-
lags implementeringer, betegnet Heterogene Netværk (HetNet), som best˚ar af
forskellige celletyper og bærefrekvenser. I denne sammenhæng er funktioner
s˚asom load balancing og mobility management vigtige, s˚aledes at HetNet forde-
lene udnyttes fuldt ud. Afhandlingen sigter mod at udvikle automatiserede
løsninger til fordeling af trafikken p˚a tværs af de tilgængelige netværks lag.
Denne funktion kaldes load-baserede Traffic Steering (TS) og udnytter mo-
bilitets mekanismerne. Tilpasningen af TS beslutninger i b˚ade tomgang og for-
bundet tilstand er af afgørende betydning for at opn˚a dynamisk load balancing
med en rimelig signalering omkostninger. For yderligere at analysere virknin-
gen af forskellige LTE udgivelser p˚a load balancing, er tilfælde med Carrier
Aggregation (CA) ogs˚a analysert. Release 10 intra-eNB CA giver brugerne
mulighed for at bevare forbindelsen til flere makro bærefrekvenser, mens Dual
Connectivity (DC) udvider begrebet til at f˚a det til at virke mellem makrocelle-
og picoceller som bruger forskellige frekvenser. Blandt de betjener celler, den
Primary Cell (PCell) er ansvarlig for alle højere lag processer s˚asom mobilitet
support og vedligeholdelse-forbindelse, mens de resterende betjener cellerne
betegnes som Secondary Cells (SCell).
For hver undersøgt emne, er egnede algoritmer designet og deres fordele un-
dersøgt ved hjælp af omfattende systemniveau simuleringer. Disse er udført i
3GPP-definerede scenarier, baseret p˚a bredt accepterede stokastisk radioudbre-
delses modeller, eksplicit repræsentation af mobilitet procedurer i b˚ade tom-
gang og tilsluttet tilstand, og abstrakt radio ressource management-modeller.
Til installationer hvor makrocelle- og picoceller deler samme frekvens, udføres
load balancing ved hjælp af Range Extension (RE) for at udvide picocellens ser-
viceomr˚ade. Den udviklede løsning justerer picocellen dækning, baseret p˚a celle
belastning og mobilitets observationer. Sammenlignet med en fast RE konfigu-
ration kan samme brugertilfredshed opn˚as samtidig med at Radio Link Failures
(RLFs) kan reduceres med op til ∼30-50%. Udfordringen for dedikerede carrier
implementeringer er at opdage Inter-Frekvens (IF) celler uden overdreven fysisk
1The author would like to express his gratitude to Klaus I. Pedersen of Nokia, Aalborg,
Denmark for translating and proofreading this section.
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lag m˚alinger, da disse koster b˚ade i terminal strømforbrug og data hastighed.
For at sikre en effektiv udnyttelse af load balancing, er inter-frekvensm˚alinger
udtrykkeligt anmodet om, n˚ar der registreres celle overbelastning. P˚a bag-
grund af de tilknyttede m˚aling rapporter, styres brugerne til mindre belastede
celler ved hjælp af tvungne overdragelser. Desuden justeres inaktive tilstands
parametre i henhold til celle belastningsforhold, s˚aledes at trafikstyringsmæs-
sige afgørelser i tomgang og tilsluttet tilstand er i overensstemmelse.
CA giver mulighed for yderligere at udføre load balancing via kollaborative
schedulering af brugerne. Ved at bruge en belastnings afhængig PCell al-
goritme, hvor load metrikken til dette er modificeret til CA tilfældet, opn˚as
der en simpel form for TS. Ved hjælp af dette, kan de trafikstyringsmæssige
algoritmer udviklet til Udgivelse 8/9 LTE genanvendes til balancering af be-
lastningen af multi-layer HetNet implementeringer understøtter intra-eNB CA.
Hvis DC er yderligere aktiveret, s˚a er load baseret trafik styring kun relevant
for brugere der er serviceret p˚a en enkelt bærefrekvens. Ikke desto mindre,
er det af afgørende betydning at anvende passende celle tildelings algoritmer
for brugere der understøtter DC. Især foresl˚as det at lempe kravet om altid at
opretholde PCell af alle DC brugere p˚a makro overlay ved at konfigurere no-
madiske langsomt bevægende hotspot-brugere med picocellen som PCell. De
tilhørende resultater har vist, at den foresl˚aede metode sikrer en høj udnyttelse
af picocelle laget mens betydelige signalerings gevinster kan opn˚as - uden no-
gen kapacitet tab - hvis en passende SCell management politik anvendes der
konfigurerer makro SCells kun for cellekant hotpot brugere.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Preliminaries
As the number of mobile subscriptions approaches the global population, the
end-user demand for higher bandwidth is constantly increasing [1, 2]. It is an
undeniable fact that mobile broadband has deeply penetrated into our daily
life due to the ”always-on” experience that it offers. In contrast to the Sec-
ond Generation (2G) Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) [3],
which was designed for delivering voice services, modern cellular networks pro-
vide significantly larger transmission bandwidths along with a broad range of
attractive data applications fueled by the usage of tablets and smartphones. In-
doubtfully, the massive deployment of Third Generation (3G) cellular technolo-
gies, such as High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and HSPA+ [4, 5], is one of
the main drivers for migrating towards networks where the data traffic volume
overwhelms voice service consumption.
Nevertheless, the global success of the aforementioned network deployments
did not decelerate the need for designing evolved systems, capable of maintain-
ing the mobile broadband evolution sustainable in the future. In fact, a novel
cellular technology, denoted as Long Term Evolution (LTE), came as part of
the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 8 standardization
[6, 7]. Compared to its 3GPP 3G predecessors, LTE introduces an innovative
radio interface based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
[8], whilst supporting larger transmission bandwidths up to 20 MHz. How-
ever, the peak LTE data rate of 300 Mbps is still far away from the Interna-
tional Mobile Telecommunications Advanced (IMT-A) requirement of 1 Gbit/s
for candidate Fourth Generation (4G) systems [9]. Building on the existing LTE
standardization, Release 10 specifications introduce LTE-Advanced including
several enhancements in order to fulfill the IMT-A targets.
Except for the connection speed amelioration, the emergence of more capable
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devices is foreseen as a critical contributor to the mobile data increase. Tablets,
laptops and smartphones exploit high rate applications such as high definition
video content, gaming and video conference services multiplying the end-user
generated traffic by tens of times compared to conventional telephony terminals
[2, 10, 11]. Given that the penetration of advanced mobile devices is expected
to rapidly increase in the following years, the imposed pressure on the network
infrastructure to satisfy the capacity demand will become even more stress-
ful. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the impact of the aforementioned factors on the mobile
data consumption, as it is envisaged by Cisco. Particularly, mobile broadband
is growing with an Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 66%, resulting
in a 13-fold increase by 2017, as compared to 2012.
Fig. 1.1: The mobile broadband traffic explosion and the contribution of advanced mobile
devices, as foreseen by Cisco in [2].
To cope with the exponential growth of mobile broadband, operators have to
upgrade their networks in order to meet the forthcoming capacity demand. As
shown in Fig. 1.2, this calls for the migration to hierarchical deployments, also
denoted as Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), containing overlapping networks
with divergent characteristics in terms of frequency bands, Radio Access Tech-
nology (RAT), cell sizes and backhaul support. However, the deployment cost
along with the system optimization effort of such diverse and complex infras-
tructure might not be reimbursed by supplementary revenue. Flat rate pricing
policies caused by the relentless market competition have decreased the average
income per subscriber. To reduce operation costs by introducing autonomous
system optimization functions, the concept of Self Organizing Networks (SON)
has been singled out – by both academia and industry collaborations – as
a key system design requirement. A set of different SON use cases can be
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Fig. 1.2: Example of heterogeneous deployment. Macro cells are supplemented with outdoor
low-power small cells for enhancing both outdoor coverage and capacity, while indoor traffic
is primarily served by femtocells and Wi-Fi [12].
found in [13–15], published by 3GPP and the Next Generation Mobile Net-
works (NGMN) Alliance, respectively. Among others, traffic steering is defined
as the ability to control and direct users to the best suitable cell and distribute
traffic among the different layers [16]. To achieve this goal, factors such as User
Equipment (UE) capabilities, power consumption, cell load, terminal velocity
and backhaul capacity can be utilized for performing adaptive traffic steering
subject to the desired network operator policy.
This thesis focuses primarily on the development of load-based traffic steering
solutions for HetNet LTE deployments that find an attractive trade-off between
gain and complexity. The analysis is conducted on the bases of different use
cases, including the explicit modeling of mobility management procedures, an-
alytical Radio Resource Management (RRM) models and advanced features
such as Carrier Aggregation [17, 18]. All in all, the main scope is to provide
solid recommendations for an autonomous load balancing framework subject
to realistic network constraints like device capabilities, physical layer measure-
ment availabilities, mobility performance, signaling overhead and UE power
consumption.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 1.2 outlines
the HetNet evolution addressing several deployment aspects for handling the
foreseen increase of mobile broadband traffic. The key use cases of SON are
discussed in Section 1.4, while Section 1.5 describes the major objectives of
this thesis dissertation. The main research methodology is outlined in Sec-
tion 1.6, followed by a list of contributions in Section 1.7. Finally, Section 1.8
4 Introduction
concludes the chapter by presenting the overall thesis structure.
1.2 The Heterogeneous Network Evolution
To meet the ever growing traffic demand, operators can rely on a wide range
of access technologies and base station types, jointly operating for ubiquitous
communication and QoS experience. LTE networks – initially single carrier
and later on multi-carrier at different frequency bands – will overlay the legacy
2G/3G infrastructure enhancing system capacity and mobile broadband cov-
erage. Complementary upgrades such as spectrum aggregation, higher order
sectorization and spatial multiplexing techniques will also be necessary for fur-
ther boosting performance at the macro layer.
Nonetheless, once the gains of the aforementioned enhancements saturate, the
deployment of low-power small cells is envisaged to be the most appropriate
solution for improving the spectral efficiency per area unit. Targeting on oﬄoad-
ing a significant amount of traffic towards them, small cells will be widespread
adopted, bringing the network closer to the end-user both in outdoor and indoor
areas.
The co-existence of several RATs along with the large scale small cell deploy-
ment will result in a divergent cellular environment. Within the context of
HetNets, this section is dedicated to the aforementioned deployment aspects.
1.2.1 The Multi-RAT Relevance
Albeit the emergence of LTE and its evolved releases, immediate transition
to LTE-only networks is not expected to occur in the mid term for various
practical reasons. Terminal penetrations and existing investments on 2G/3G
systems will prolong the lifespan of the RATs prior to LTE.
Fig. 1.3 depicts the evolution of mobile subscriptions by technology, as these
are foresighted in [19]. Although 2G subscriptions have been declining after
2012, GSM EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN) will continue operating
for service suitability purposes. Having gained significant momentum in re-
cent years, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) type applications can utilize 2G as
the mobile interface for the low bit rate communication between electronic
devices. Additionally, such networks are still offering good voice coverage.
At the meantime, HSPA connections will hold almost 45% of the global market
share by 2017 [19]. As the LTE penetration is foreseen to represent ∼10% of
the worldwide subscriber base and not exceed ∼30% in mature regions such as
North America and West Europe by the same year, LTE should be gradually
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Fig. 1.3: Forecast of the mobile subscription evolution by technology, both regionally and
globally. Subscriptions are defined by the most advanced RAT that the terminal and the
network support. Source: [19].
deployed in order to be cost-effective. Early phase roll-outs comprise LTE as an
overlay to the existing 2G/3G infrastructure providing broadband coverage in
dense urban zones and rural areas with poor fixed-line connection by utilizing
the digital dividend (800 MHz band) [20]. If spectrum available and terminal
penetration allows it, additional LTE carriers at higher frequency bands should
be added for further increasing capacity in traffic-critical network locations.
Upgrading the macro layout by means of reusing the existing site locations
is a viable approach for enhancing system performance. Adding more carriers
to existing base stations, cell-splitting via higher order sectorization [21] and
antenna tilting optimizations [22] are cost-efficient solutions that do not require
any site acquisition costs.
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1.2.2 Small Cells Deployment Aspects
To further densify the network layout – e.g below 200-300 m – by solely deploy-
ing new macro sites would be rather impractical; especially in capacity-limited
dense urban areas, where the aforementioned enhancements may not suffice and
site acquisition can get prohibitively high [23]. To increase the base station den-
sity in a cost-effective manner, low-power small cells should be deployed. Being
significantly less costly than the macro base stations, their large-scale adoption
is envisioned to oﬄoad traffic from the macro overlay to the small cell layer.
Typical deployment scenarios involve small cells to be installed on the street
level in dense urban areas, enhance capacity in indoor regions with high user
density (i.e. airports, shopping malls, etc.) and eliminate coverage holes in
network locations with poor macro coverage [24].
1.2.2.1 Small Cell Classification
Depending on the base station technology, low-power nodes are usually clas-
sified into four categories, also denoted as microcells, picocells, femtocells and
relays. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Small Cell Classification
Base Station Power Cell Radius Deployment Backhaul
Micro <36 dBm 100-300 m Outdoor Wired
Relay 30 dBm <200 m Outdoor Wireless
Pico >24 dBm <200 m Outdoor/indoor Wired
Femto <24 dBm 10-25 m Indoor Wired
Transmission power commonly differs subject to the use case, varying from 36
dBm to 30 dBm for outdoor deployments and not more than 23 dBm for in-
door usage. In more detail, outdoor small cells are deployed by the operator in
order to maximize their oﬄoading potentials and mitigate interference. Unlike
to micro/picocells, which employ ordinary backhauling via wireline solutions
(i.e. leased lines, fiber, etc.), relays operate with a wireless backhaul link uti-
lizing the radio interface resources. Comparative studies between picocells and
relay performance are available in the literature, both in 3GPP defined scenar-
ios [25] and site-specific irregular layouts [26]. The bottom line is that although
relays can enhance network coverage by extending the macrocell umbrella, the
wireless backhauling can be a significant capacity bottleneck, making pico-
cells a more viable solution in dense high traffic areas. Finally, femtocells are
user-deployed nodes designed for residential and enterprise areas, reusing the
customer’s wired broadband connection for providing the attachment with the
core network. Being the primary competitor of Wi-Fi [12] for the dominant local
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area solution, femtocells support 3GPP technologies, utilize licensed spectrum
as well as they can maintain adequate interoperability with the outdoor cellular
environment and support speech service.
1.2.2.2 Associated Challenges
Although HetNets will naturally increase the spectral efficiency, such a paradigm
shift introduces a handful of challenges in terms of load balancing, interference
mitigation and mobility management. A high level description of the related
requirements when migrating towards HetNet scenarios is illustrated in Table
1.2.
Table 1.2: HetNet Paradigm Shift
Challenge Macro-only scenarios HetNet
Cell Association Strongest cell
Cell providing
the highest data rate
Interference Few interfering nodes Many interfering nodes
Mobility Stable macrocell connection
Different cell sizes
make mobility challenging
Associating users with the strongest cell typically results in a poor utilization
of small cells. The reason is that the larger macrocell transmission power un-
avoidably shrinks the coverage footprint of low power nodes, leaving users in
their vicinity to be served by the macro overlay. Although traditional cellu-
lar networks associate users to the strongest base station, several studies have
shown that user association to the cell able to provide the highest data rate is
the proper way forward for HetNets [27–29]. To achieve this goal, the service
area of small cells is virtually expanded by means of biasing techniques that
make handovers executions towards them seem more attractive.
Interference management tops the list as well, as HetNets include a larger num-
ber of interference sources. In addition to this, the fact that users no longer
connect to the cell providing the best Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio
(SINR) makes interference mitigation even more important. Such functionality
is rather crucial in co-channel deployments where macrocells and small cells
share the same carrier frequency. For that purpose, both academia and in-
dustry have put significant effort in investigating solutions for resolving this
problem, with enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (eICIC) [30, 31]
being a well-known outcome of this joint work.
Finally, mobility for ensuring reliable support of mobile connections is of key
importance for cellular networks. Commonly, mobility performance is evaluated
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by various such as handover rates, ping-pong events and the probability of Ra-
dio Link Failure (RLF) and Handover Failure (HOF), respectively [32]. Nowa-
days, field results from commercial macrocell LTE networks illustrate an ex-
ceptional mobility performance with a low RLF probability [33]. However, this
is not the case for small cells, where recent 3GPP studies [32] have shown
that mobility performance degrades when migrating towards HetNet deploy-
ments. This mainly involves users moving at a medium-to-high velocity and one
of the main reasons is that the receiving signal from small cells appears and
disappears more frequently owing to their propagation properties. By means
of that, time-accurate small cell related handovers – especially when the UE
device leaves the low-power node – become a challenging issue.
1.3 Carrier Aggregation in Heterogeneous Net-
works
Given that the multi-carrier upgrades have taken place for capacity reasons,
peak data rates can further improve by utilizing spectrum aggregation schemes
introduced in Release 8 HSPA+ (Dual Cell HSPA [34]), and Release 10 LTE-
Advanced specifications. Focusing on the LTE-Advanced use case, Carrier Ag-
gregation (CA) allows for a transmission bandwidth larger than the 20 MHz
bound of Release 8 LTE. In particular, resources from either contiguous or
non-contiguous spectrum chunks – also denoted as Component Carrier (CC)
– are aggregated, resulting up to a maximum bandwidth of 100 MHz. Being
backward compatible with legacy devices, each CC reuses the typical Release
8 LTE numerology.
A CC, denoted as the Primary Cell (PCell), is responsible for all higher layer
processes such as mobility support, RLF monitoring, connection maintenance,
security, etc [17]. Handovers are solely executed at the PCell, while the remain-
ing serving cells – each of them is also referred to as Secondary Cell (SCell) –
are dynamically added, changed or removed subject to the SCell management
policy. Figure 1.4 shows the fundamental CA scenarios specified in [7]. Intra-
eNB CA allows the concurrent connectivity to multiple macrocell CCs, while
inter-eNB CA expands the concept to have it working between small cells and
the macro overlay. Being initially introduced for Remote Radio Head (RRH)
(scenario 4) and frequency selective repeaters (scenario 5), Release 11 specifi-
cations support inter-eNB CA between macrocells and picocells as well. Such
concept is generalized by Release 12, where the simultaneous connection to at
least two network layers interconnected via the X2 interface is denoted as Dual
Connectivity (DC) [35]. With DC, CA UE devices can maintain a stable PCell
connection at the macro overlay, while SCells are configured on the small cell
layer.
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Fig. 1.4: Reference CA deployments as defined by 3GPP in [7].
1.4 Self Organizing Networks
Cost reduction and zero-touch network management are the main rationale for
introducing the SON concept. Owing to the HetNet complexity, engineering
functions need to be automatized so that the manual intervention is reduced
to the minimum possible. By minimizing the human factor impact, procedures
will become more robust to manual errors, accelerate deployment roll-out and
essentially boost the overall performance by allowing fast re-configuration of the
network parameters. The following subsections elucidate the SON framework
by outlining the specified uses cases, discussing architectural aspects as well as
explaining its distinction from RRM.
1.4.1 SON Use Cases
3GPP has worked on the standardization of several SON functions within the
fields of self-configuration, self-optimization and self-healing (see Fig. 1.5).
These can be shortly described as follows:
• Self-Configuration: It is the ability to bring a new network element into
functional state with the minimum manual involvement [13]. I.e. once
a new base station is deployed, the concerned SON mechanism should
be responsible for transport link detection, connection setup with the
core network and software upgrades [36]. Parameterization of the initial
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Fig. 1.5: SON use cases classification and examples of automated engineering functions.
transmission settings, dynamic Physical Cell Identity (PCI) selection and
autonomous construction of the neighbor relationship list [37,38] are fur-
ther included in the self-configuration process.
• Self-Healing : It aims at alleviating network failures by automatically acti-
vating the proper cell outage compensation algorithms. However, fault di-
agnosis might not be straightforward, since the detected symptom is usu-
ally associated with several failure causes. To complement the diagnosis
process with proper correlation between symptoms and failure causes, ar-
tificial intelligence schemes can be utilized [39]. Given the reader’s inter-
est, more information can be found in [40,41].
• Self-Optimization: It refers to the group of functions that operate while
the network is commercially active and adjust system parameters subject
to the current network environment. The associated SON functions aim
at enhancing network coverage [42], Random Access Channel (RACH)
performance [43], provide network energy savings [44] as well as optimiz-
ing mobility performance and load balancing.
Focusing on traffic steering and Mobility Load Balancing (MLB), the goal is to
optimally distribute traffic among neighboring cells. Adaptive tuning of mobil-
ity configurations and explicit handover executions based on cell load informa-
tion are some of the basic tools for exploiting fairly utilized cells [45–49]. How-
ever, to efficiently exploit the common pool of network resources, factors such
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as UE speed, requested service, backhaul capacity, UE power consumption and
terminal capabilities can be considered as well.
Another important SON feature is Mobility Robustness Optimization (MRO),
being responsible for ensuring autonomous mobility management. As HetNets
involve a remarkable number of cells, the manual configuration of mobility
parameters for each individual cell boundary will be rather impractical. To
overcome configuration complexity while maintaining good mobility perfor-
mance, MRO periodically adjusts mobility parameters on the basis of mobility
performance indicators that are collected online [50,51].
1.4.2 SON Architecture & Challenges
SON functions can be implemented either in a distributed or centralized fash-
ion. However, employing the same architecture for all automation mechanisms
would be suboptimal. The reason is that the design requirements and the op-
erational time scale of each SON function may distinctively differ from one to
another. This leads to a hybrid SON architecture that enables the simultaneous
operation of both distributed and centralized schemes, as shown in Fig. 1.6.
In centralized architectures, the decision points are located at higher net-
work management elements, being responsible for managing a large number
of cells. SON servers collect the associated network measurements as well as
informing the concerned cells about the parameters to be adjusted. In princi-
ple, centralized implementations can potentially achieve better performance
than distributed solutions as they allow for global optimization. Neverthe-
less, sending information to central servers (and vice versa) can be rather
costly, consuming network resources for signaling purposes.
On the other hand, distributed implementations limit the related signaling in-
between neighboring cells as the decision point is the base station itself. By
means of that, SON decisions are taken based on information exchange that
occurs over the X2 interface used for interconnecting adjacent cells. Apart from
scaling better to a larger number of cells, such an approach further allows for
a faster reaction to any network changes.
Albeit a hybrid architecture can better exploit the potentials of SON, it does
not resolve the problem of functionality conflicts between different SON mech-
anisms. Such operational collisions might occur whenever two SON functions
simultaneously attempt to adjust the same parameter in different directions
or they mutually cancel out the performance gains made by each other. Al-
though a simple full instances serialization could be easily realized, its static
nature essentially limits the SON potentials [52]. To avoid such an undesirable
effect, SON functions should be properly coordinated.
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Fig. 1.6: Hybrid SON architecture. Simultaneous operation of centralized and distributed
SON functions within the same network.
1.4.3 SON versus RRM
As both SON and RRM functions aim at optimizing system performance, a
lot of confusion may occur whenever trying to classify an algorithm within the
context of SON or RRM. To clarify this misunderstanding, this short subsection
focuses on shedding some light on the distinctive difference between RRM and
SON.
RRM includes all these procedures that are responsible for the adaptive alloca-
tion and the sharing of the radio resources. Among others, functionalities such
as admission control, packet scheduling and mobility management are typical
RRM paradigms. In particular, they are governed by specific parameters, ac-
cording to which, dynamic decisions are taken in order to improve network
performance.
On the other hand, SON algorithms operate in time periods longer than the mil-
lisecond basis and monitor network statistics. Based on these observations, they
access RRM parameters and fine-tune them so that the related RRM function-
alities adapt to the network environment. A typical example of such interaction
between RRM and SON is whenever MRO adjusts mobility parameters for the
sake of mobility robustness. Finally, SON may even reuse RRM functionalities
without necessarily adjusting any related parameter. The explicit triggering of
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a forced handover for load balancing purposes is another representative case of
this interaction.
1.5 Thesis Scope
The general scope of this dissertation is to propose distributed traffic steer-
ing solutions that achieve dynamic load balancing in multi-layer HetNet de-
ployments. To further investigate the impact of different LTE Releases on load
balancing performance, intra/inter-eNB CA is enabled whenever applicable. Fo-
cusing solely on downlink, the developed self-optimizing schemes should boost
network capacity by reacting autonomously to the cell load variations. Enablers
such as terminal measurements, handoff procedures, information exchange be-
tween neighboring cells and packet scheduling functionalities could facilitate
this purpose.
For scenarios with UE devices without multi-carrier connectivity capabilities,
load balancing can be solely performed by means of mobility procedures. Thus,
handovers in connected mode and cell reselections in idle mode must be em-
ployed so that traffic is pushed towards less loaded cells. The high level targets
for studies conducted in network environments prior to Release 10 are outlined
below:
• Develop schemes for co-channel and inter-frequency load balancing in
HetNet deployments.
• Evaluate the potentials of idle and connected mode load balancing.
• Align the traffic steering decisions for idle UE devices with the ones taken
in connected mode.
• Ensure that load balancing does not disrupt mobility robustness.
With CA, the concurrent connectivity to multiple carriers allows for the de-
velopment of collaborative packet scheduling schemes that can provide a more
efficient utilization of the system resources. For that purpose, the focus is put
on the following research aspects whenever CA is considered:
• Understand how to perform load balancing by means of mobility proce-
dures when this is further assisted by the scheduler.
• Identify suitable SCell management policies subject to the deployment
type.
• Evaluate the viability of load-based traffic steering from Release 10 and
hereinafter.
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1.6 Research Methodology
Performing load balancing involves various network operations that mutually
interact with each other. As mobility procedures in both idle and connected
mode top this list, the derivation of a analytical load balancing solution –
which is also capable of capturing mobility effects – becomes a rather chal-
lenging task. Thus, a heuristic approach is adopted in this dissertation, where
appropriate schemes are designed for each studied topic and their performance
is evaluated by means of extensive system level simulations.
Relying on simulations demands for a simulation tool that can generate reliable
results. For that purpose, a significant amount of time was spent on calibrating
and validating results based on others simulators used within Nokia/Aalborg
University together with advising similar open literature material. Notice that
the developed simulation tool is capable of reproducing the results from the
HetNet mobility 3GPP studies presented in [32,35]. This necessarily strength-
ens the reliability of our simulation tool.
Particularly, the simulation environment is aligned with the generic 3GPP
guidelines for conducting system level simulations with small cells. The adopted
network layout is the one defined in [53], being the most common baseline Het-
Net scenario used in open literature. Radio propagation lies on widely accepted
stochastic models including the effect of distance-dependent pathloss, shadow
fading, fast-fading, etc. Furthermore, physical layer abstraction models provide
the necessary link-to-system level mapping so as to represent physical layer
procedures in time periods longer than the millisecond basis with an attractive
trade-off between computational complexity and accuracy. Nevertheless, it is
worth mentioning that the reader should focus on the relative trends of the
results depicted in this PhD dissertation and not on the absolute values, as the
latter could naturally differ from those obtained in a real LTE system. More in-
formation about the underlying modeling framework can be found in Appendix
A.
Finally, the conducted investigations involve long simulation times so as to
ensure that convergence is achieved and the obtained results are statistically
reliable. The performance evaluation relies on statistics collected after the con-
vergence period. In more detail, these include several performance indicators
that essentially reflect not only the capacity gains of the investigated algorithms
but also the associated costs for achieving a particular performance.
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1.8 Thesis Outline
The thesis is divided into 7 chapters and 5 appendices. A brief overview of the
following chapters is provided below:
• Chapter 2: Setting the Scene – This chapter sets the framework for the
conducted investigations. Initially, the standardized mechanisms and in-
terfaces for facilitating automated load balancing are presented. The de-
sign prerequisites of the developed solutions are thoroughly discussed and
the main performance indicators are defined. Finally, an overview of the
considered scenarios is provided.
• Chapter 3: Co-channel Load Balancing in HetNet Deployments – This
chapter is dedicated to load balancing in co-channel HetNet deployments.
A joint MLB/MRO framework is developed that adjusts handover offsets
based on cell load and mobility observations. Its performance is compared
against a range extension scheme that statically biases measurements in
favor of the small cells.
• Chapter 4: Inter-Frequency HetNet Load Balancing – The problem of
inter-frequency load balancing in HetNet deployments is addressed in
this chapter. A traffic steering solution is developed that moves users to
less loaded inter-frequency neighbors via handovers and cell reselections
in connected and idle mode, respectively. The obtained results illustrate
that the proposed scheme enhances network capacity while maintaining
the associated signaling and UE power consumption costs relatively low.
• Chapter 5: Load Balancing in HetNets with Intra-eNB CA – The study
expands to Release 10 LTE HetNets with intra-eNB CA support. The
joint interaction of load-based traffic steering with CA is investigated for
different CA UE penetrations and deployment scenarios.
• Chapter 6: HetNet Load Balancing with Dual Connectivity – Unlike to
Chapter 5, DC in the form of inter-eNB CA between picocells and the
macro overlay is now enabled. In particular, a cell management framework
is proposed for managing the PCells and the SCells of DC users.
• Chapter 7: Conclusions and future work – Based on the overall study
findings, recommendations for autonomous load balancing are given sub-
ject to the different LTE Releases. Ultimately, some topics for future work
are discussed.
As for the attached appendices, these are outlined below:
• Appendix A: Modeling Framework – This appendix describes the model-
ing framework supporting the conducted studies. It covers several aspects
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such as propagation modeling, SINR calculation, user scheduling assump-
tions, throughput estimation, etc.
• Appendix B: MRO Reliability Analysis – This appendix provides an ap-
proximation of the statistical sample required for achieving a reliable
estimation of the RLF probability used for realizing MRO decisions.
• Appendix C: Complementary Results for Chapter 4 – The study of inter-
frequency load balancing conducted in Chapter 4 is complemented with
some additional results. Emphasis is put on further enhancing the network
capacity as well as estimating the UE power consumption gains achieved
by the developed solution.
• Appendix D: Emulating Different Scheduling Policies with CA – In this
appendix, an abstract RRM framework is presented for emulating packet
scheduling in LTE-Advanced systems. The focus is put on the targeted
fairness to be maintained between non-CA and CA users when allocating
transmission resources. It is shown that the proposed model captures the
main properties of different state-of-art schedulers without the need of
detailed modeling at a subframe basis.
• Appendix E: Complementary Results for Chapter 5 – It includes a pa-
per reprint so as to give further insight on the benefits of the proposed
framework for performing load-based traffic steering in HetNet deploy-
ments with intra-eNB CA.
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Chapter 2
Setting the Scene
2.1 Introduction
The design requirements of traffic steering strategies depend on the network
maturity in terms of terminal penetrations, spectrum availability, cell densifica-
tion, etc. Following the trends of network evolution, traffic management policies
have to migrate from simple static approaches to more intelligent schemes, fully
functional within a multi-layer HetNet environment.
Typically, early-stage LTE roll-outs provide mobile broadband coverage only
in strategically selected areas with high traffic density or poor 3G support. To
take full advantage of the deployed LTE capacity, traffic steering mechanisms
should ensure that LTE-capable devices are pushed to LTE whenever feasi-
ble. Switching back to the 3G overlay should solely occur either due to the lack
of adequate LTE coverage or for service suitability purposes. Simple schemes
based on UE/RAT capabilities [54] together with static configurations of mobil-
ity management functionalities can be employed for facilitating that purpose.
Nevertheless, the ever-growing demand for mobile broadband will force opera-
tors to acquire more spectrum so that additional carriers are deployed and the
increasing capacity requirements are met. An illustrative spectrum allocation
for a European operator being capable of investing in more LTE spectrum is
shown in Table 2.1, including the option of refarming part of the GSM spectrum
to HSPA and LTE [20,55]. Mobile broadband coverage is ensured by macrocells
deployed at lower frequency bands, while more remarkable data rates are ex-
perienced at higher carrier frequencies, fully dedicated to small cells or shared
with the macro overlay.
As the coverage area of these layers is commonly overlapped, there is a greater
degree of freedom for operators to manage UE distributions so that they achieve
an optimized utilization of the network resources. This involves traffic steering
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Table 2.1: European spectrum availability and associated RAT
Carrier Frequency (MHz) RAT Service
800 LTE Coverage
900 GSM ⇒ HSPA Coverage
1800 GSM ⇒ LTE Capacity
2100 HSPA Capacity
2600 LTE Capacity
decisions based on either a single goal or contain the combination of several
targets subject to the desired operator policy. However, the envisioned de-
ployment heterogeneity in terms of deployed RATs, cell sizes and propagation
properties of different carrier frequencies makes such functionality a challeng-
ing task. Furthermore, it is of paramount importance that the same algorithm
covers multiple scenario cases. As network upgrades take place – e.g. addi-
tion of a new network layer –, traffic steering should adapt to the deployment
changes and eventually optimize system performance with the minimum man-
ual intervention. In this context, the derivation of simplified traffic rules no
longer suffices, postulating evolved solutions to be developed. Focusing on dy-
namic load balancing, this is essentially performed via distributed schemes
that exploit mobility management functionalities for steering users from one
Fig. 2.1: Interworking between load balancing and the associated RRC UE state machine
instances.
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cell to another. Information exchange – in the form of load reporting – be-
tween adjacent eNBs assists the process, allowing overloaded cells to identify
under-utilized neighbors and shift traffic to them.
This chapter aims at giving insight into the problem of dynamic load balanc-
ing in HetNet LTE deployments, pointing out the main rationale for the later
designed solutions. The problem itself is delineated in Section 2.2 depicting a
generic framework for performing traffic steering. The potentials of idle and
connected mode load balancing together with the associated challenges are dis-
cussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively. Section 2.5 describes the
developed model associated with the 3GPP-defined exchange of load informa-
tion between adjacent cells. The simulation scenarios together with the related
assumptions are presented in Section 2.6, followed by the precise definition of
the considered performance indicators in Section 2.7.
2.2 Traffic Steering Framework
As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, traffic steering can be employed at any instance of the
Radio resource Control (RRC) UE state machine. This includes steering the UE
device while being in idle mode, in connected mode or whenever switching from
one RRC state to another. The main problem addressed in this dissertation is
how to develop a traffic steering framework, capable of achieving dynamic load
balancing in multi-layer HetNet deployments.
Load balancing in idle mode is performed by means of cell reselections and in-
volves users that do not claim any network resources, since they do not have any
radio bearer established. The main motivation for steering idle devices is that
such an approach does not cause any signaling overhead to the network. Given
that idle mode UE distributions are balanced, devices are more likely to estab-
lish their RRC connection at a non-congested layer, saving signaling overhead
from potential load-driven handover executions. Nonetheless, cell reselections
should be economically utilized as they cost in terms of UE power consumption
[56,57]; hence, they may jeopardize the battery life of the UE device.
Idle mode load balancing is not a trivial task due to the UE-controlled nature
of the procedures governing mobility management in this RRC state. Termi-
nals autonomously perform reselections from one cell to another according to
parameters that are broadcast on the system information (i.e. hysteresis val-
ues, camping priorities, etc). In this context, there is no other means of modify-
ing camping decisions at a user-specific basis once devices have switched to idle
mode. Moreover, the limited network knowledge regarding user location poses
an additional challenge. Traditionally, several cells are grouped into a Track-
ing Area (TA) and reselections between cells belonging to the same TA are
transparent to the network [58, 59]. This higher level of abstraction in terms
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of location management does not allow spatial UE distributions to be accu-
rately monitored, a fact that may endanger the creation of high concentrations
of devices camping on a specific cell, even in the presence of a load balancing
mechanism.
Whenever a idle device switches to the RRC connected, the radio bearer is
commonly established at the latest camping cell. Nevertheless, it might still
occur that the cell does not have adequate resources to serve the newly ar-
rived user. To resolve overload conditions and provide fast load balancing, the
victim UE can be directed to a different carrier via a network-controlled oper-
ation referred to as redirection. Redirection-based schemes mainly tackle inter-
frequency load balancing and are triggered once the radio bearer is established
so that excessive delays in the connection establishment are avoided. The de-
cision is realized by means of a forced handover towards the redirected carrier.
Given that redirections do not suffice for balancing the load, additional actions
should be taken during the connection lifetime. Connected mode load balancing
is undeniably the most effective solution, since the network owns full control
over users. In this context, it can quickly react to inter-layer load variations
and take the proper traffic steering decisions either in the form of modifying
mobility parameters or executing forced handovers. Irrespective of the adopted
method, the challenge here is to maintain handovers at a reasonable level, as
they cost in terms of signaling overhead together with causing service interrup-
tion whenever executed.
To enhance idle mode performance, user-specific information can be exploited
before the device releases its connection and switches to idle mode. In fact, the
RRC protocol [60] specifies the possibility of explicitly providing the UE with a
dedicated mobility configuration via the RRC CONNECTION RELEASE mes-
sage. No additional signaling overhead is required, as the associated information
field is part of the standardized messaging format. In such a manner, the de-
vice may be forced to camp at a different cell for load balancing purposes. The
rationale for exploiting this feature is that the network improves its degree
of control over idle users, allowing for the development of more advanced idle
mode load balancing solutions.
As handovers and cell reselections come at the expense of signaling overhead
and UE power consumption respectively, the question to answer is how they
should be efficiently exploited so that load balancing finds a good trade-off
for the overall network performance and the aforesaid factors. To achieve this
goal, the alignment of load balancing schemes in the different RRC states is of
key importance in order to avoid conflicting situations, where users switching
to connected are immediately handed over to a different cell either due to
radio conditions or load balancing purposes. Such an undesirable event is also
denoted as idle-to-connected ping-pong [16].
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2.3 On Idle Mode Functionalities
Conventionally, cell reselections are performed on the bases of the Rs and Rn
cell ranking criteria, that evaluate the camping cell s and the neighboring cell
n as follows:
Rs = Qmeas,s +Qhyst
Rn = Qmeas,n +Qoffset,
(2.1)
where Qmeas,s and Qmeas,n are the corresponding measurements in terms of
Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) or Reference Signal Received Quality
(RSRQ) [61]. While the former constitutes the typical signal strength measure-
ment in 3GPP terminology, the RSRQ is defined the RSRP over the total
wideband received power, also referred to as Received Signal Strength Indi-
cator (RSSI). Lastly, Qhyst specifies the serving cell hysteresis and Qoffset
is utilized for compensating propagation properties between different carri-
ers. Both Qhyst and Qoffset are broadcast on the system information. Mea-
surement availability is managed by absolute thresholds relative to the camping
cell so that UE battery is economized. More specifically, the UE device initi-
ates intra-frequency measurements whenever the camping cell drops below the
SintraFreqSearch threshold, while SinterFreqSearch controls the inter-frequency
neighbor cell discovery. Note that the measurement periodicity is determined
by the idle mode Discontinuous Reception (DRX) configuration1. Among the
set of discovered cells, the terminal reselects to cell k that achieves the highest
ranking for a predefined Treselection time period:
k = arg max
k∈n
{Rn, Rs} (2.2)
Load balancing by means of ranking-based criteria is essentially performed by
auto-tuning Qhyst and Qoffset so that reselections to under-utilized cells seem
more attractive. This concept is also known as Basic Biasing (BB) [16]. Al-
though BB is widely adopted in single-carrier scenarios, the divergent prop-
agation properties of different carrier frequencies makes it difficult to control
inter-frequency/RAT user distributions via BB-based schemes.
To overcome this challenge, Release 8 LTE introduces a new reselection mecha-
nism – denoted as Absolute Priorities (AP) [62] – for managing inter-frequency
and inter-RAT mobility. The AP framework allows for the prioritization of spe-
cific carriers in idle mode. Carrier priorities are broadcast on the system infor-
mation and devices reselect to a higher priority carrier whenever the target sig-
nal strength or qualityQmeas,n is above the absolute threshold Thresh
AP
2High, i.e.:
1During each DRX cycle, idle UE devices have to wake up so as to listen to the paging
channel, perform physical layer measurements and potentially reselect to a neighboring cell.
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Fig. 2.2: AP applicability in a dual-band macrocell deployment. High priority is assigned
to the high carrier frequency in order to be mainly exploited by cell center users.
Qmeas,n > Thresh
AP
2High, (2.3)
By contrast, cell reselections towards a lower priority carrier are triggered when-
ever the camping cell drops below ThreshAPsLow and a neighbor is better than
ThreshAPHigh2Low:
Qmeas,s < Thresh
AP
sLow ∧ Qmeas,n > ThreshAPHigh2Low (2.4)
Notice that (2.3), (2.4) are solely eligible for cell reselections between carriers
with different priorities. For carrier being assigned with the same camping
priority, cell reselections are still performed based the Rs and Rn criteria in
(2.2).
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the applicability of the AP framework in a multi-layer
macrocell deployment consisting of 2 carrier frequencies with f1 > f2. By pri-
oritizing f1 over f2, cell center UE devices camp on the high carrier frequency
as its coverage is mainly controlled by the ThreshAP2High threshold, overruling
the propagation disparities of the two layers. On the other hand, cell edge UEs
camp on the low carrier frequency, which is the desirable behavior. AP can be
adopted in HetNet scenarios as well. In this case, the highest priority should be
assigned to the small cell carrier in order to maximize the oﬄoading capabilities
of the low-power nodes.
Undoubtedly, AP-based cell reselections provide operators with a greater de-
gree of flexibility for controlling idle mode UE distributions, since the priority
assignment can be done according to their specified objectives. However, there
are still some limitations related to the AP operation:
• Inter-frequency measurements are inefficiently utilized when UEs are con-
figured to perform AP-based reselections. Albeit measurements towards
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Fig. 2.3: Example of a co-channel deployment at f1, supplemented by an additional macro-
cell carrier at f2 with f2 < f1.
a lower priority carrier are typically performed whenever the camping cell
fall below the ThreshAPsLow threshold, terminals camping at a lower pri-
ority carrier always search for prioritized carriers. Apparently, this may
severely impact the power consumption of devices located in areas not
covered by the higher priority carrier. A typical situation involves idle
users away from the small cell vicinity which will repetitively perform
inter-frequency measurements since the small cell carrier will most likely
be prioritized.
• AP may overload the high priority carrier due to the limited location
management information that is available in the RRC idle mode. I.e. a
large concentration of idle users switches to RRC connected congesting
the serving cell. To avoid such undesired effect, SON-based schemes could
dynamically adjust the coverage of the high priority carrier. However, this
may come at the expense of increasing the UE power consumption of
devices camping at a lower priority carrier [16], as aforedescribed.
• Different layers deployed at the same carrier must be assigned with the
same priority. I.e. such a limitation is relevant in the scenario depicted
in Fig. 2.3, where the co-channel macro-pico deployment at f1 is supple-
mented by an additional macro carrier at f2. In this case, the dynamic
adjustment of the AP thresholds controls inter-frequency load balancing
only at carrier basis. This necessarily implicates that layer-specific load
balancing (macro f1 ↔ macro f2 or pico f1 ↔ macro f2) cannot be
performed by means of AP.
These observations indicate that there are still potentials for improving RRC
idle operations, so that they better facilitate load balancing in multi-layer Het-
Net deployments. All in all, this involves enhanced control of user distributions
in the RRC idle state along with energy-efficient inter-frequency cell neighbor
mechanisms.
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2.4 On Connected Mode Functionalities
Mobility management for RRC connected users is based on a network con-
trolled and UE assisted paradigm. This essentially means that handover de-
cisions are taken by the network according to measurement reports that are
provided by the UE device in the uplink. Albeit a periodical reporting configura-
tion is possible, event-triggered is usually employed in order to save messaging
overhead. The standardized measurement event [60] for both intra-LTE and
inter-RAT mobility are outlined in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Measurement Reporting Events
Event Description
A1 Serving cell becomes better than threshold
A2 Serving cell becomes worse than threshold
A3 Neighbor cell becomes offset better than serving
A4 Neighbor cell becomes better than threshold
A5 Serving cell becomes worse than threshold1
and neighbor cell better than threshold2
A6 Neighbor cell becomes offset better than Secondary cell
B1 Inter-RAT neighbor cell becomes better than threshold
B2 Serving cell becomes worse than threshold1 and
inter-RAT neighbor cell becomes better than threshold2
Intra-frequency handovers are typically triggered by the A3 event, as shown in
Fig. 2.4. The UE device is configured to periodically measure intra-frequency
cell neighbors in order to identify potential handover candidates. Given that a
target cell meets the A3 condition for a specific time duration, referred to as
Time-To-Trigger (TTT) window, the event is reported to the network and the
handover procedure is initiated.
Unlike intra-frequency measurements, which are performed rather often for the
sake of mobility robustness on the serving carrier, this is not the case for inter-
frequency cell discovery. Particularly, inter-frequency measurements are typi-
cally configured for UE devices that are about to experience coverage problems
on their serving carrier (see Fig. 2.5). The reason is that the terminal has to
change its frequency oscillators to the measured carrier frequency; a fact that
costs energy and time in which the terminal cannot receive data [63]. To limit
such measurements owing to the aforedescribed costs, inter-frequency measure-
ment availability is controlled by the A2 event and is commonly triggered when
the signal of the serving cell gets weak. Once the A2 condition is met, inter-
frequency mobility is enabled by configuring the related measurement event
(either A3 or A5).
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Fig. 2.4: Handover execution based on A3 event.
Adjusting handover parameters or performing user-explicit forced handover
executions are the main features to employ for connected mode load balanc-
ing. The former modify the service area of adjacent cells so that the coverage
of an overloaded cell is shrunk, while enlarging underutilized neighbors. This
concept is widely adopted in co-channel deployments, where interference limits
load balancing in the cell boundaries of neighboring cells. In this context, such
a scheme constitutes the simplest traffic steering approach, as no user-specific
information is required and dynamic load balancing is achieved by favoring
handover decisions towards fairly utilized cells. The challenge in this case is
to maintain mobility robustness, since load balancing is performed at the ex-
pense of radio conditions; hence, the environment enmity in terms of inter-cell
interference may degrade mobility performance.
On the other hand, dedicated carrier deployments do not naturally suffer from
strong co-channel interference. Consequently, steering users against radio con-
ditions for load balancing purposes does not result in noticeable mobility prob-
lems in most of the cases. However, the major problem for inter-frequency load
balancing is how to provide sufficient measurement availability in order to trig-
ger handover events without impacting the UE power consumption and the
perceived data rates. In such deployments, forced handovers could be an al-
ternative solution. Formally, these overrule the configured mobility events in a
sense that handovers are triggered – for the sake of load balancing – even if the
associated event is not yet met. The drawback of this approach is that traffic
steering requires additional user-specific information for explicitly triggering
inter-frequency measurements and selecting the appropriate UE devices to be
oﬄoaded to a neighboring cell. Thus, the algorithm complexity may increase.
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Fig. 2.5: Typical configuration of inter-frequency measurements in nowadays deployments.
2.5 Load & Composite Available Capacity
To apply any of the aforedescribed traffic steering actions, cells should be aware
of their own load conditions as well as the load of their neighbors. For that
purpose, they periodically monitor their own load conditions and exchange
load information in the form of Composite Available Capacity (CAC) over the
X2 interface [64]. Formally, CAC is implementation specific and expresses the
amount of load that a particular cell is willing to accept subject to several
factors such include resource utilization, QoS requirements, backhaul capacity
and the load of control channels. The following subsections describe how these
mechanisms are modeled in this PhD dissertation.
2.5.1 Cell Load Definition
The most intuitive cell load expression is evidently the utilization of trans-
mission resources. Given that Su is the set of users scheduled in cell c, the
corresponding resource utilization is defined as follows:
ρc =
1
Bc
∑
u∈Su
fu ∈ [0, 1], (2.5)
where Bc is the cell bandwidth in terms of Physical Resource Block (PRB)
and fu corresponds to the amount of PRBs allocated to user u. However, the
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resource usage is not always a good indication of the experienced QoS within
the cell [45, 63, 65]. Typically, packet scheduling with different QoS UE classes
prioritizes real-time traffic when assigning resources. If all real-time users are
satisfied and some resources are still available, they are distributed among
bearers with elastic traffic. Under such scheduling assumptions, neighboring
cells with active best effort users are less likely to perform any load balancing
actions during the duration of large file downloads, if PRB-based traffic steering
is applied. Cells will always look fully loaded, while no information regarding
the UE experience within the cell is provided. Consequently, this may limit the
potentials of performing fast load balancing at a finer time granularity, i.e. in
the time scale of minute or below.
To overcome the aforementioned limitation, a more useful load definition is
provided in this thesis. Since the PRB usage does not reflect the UE experience
within the cell, a notion of user satisfaction is introduced in (2.5) by modifying
fu as below:
f̂u = min{fuR̂u
ru
, ρmax}, (2.6)
where R̂u is the targeted data rate to be met by user u; and ru is the data
rate that is actually achieved for a given resource share fu. In case of real-
time traffic flows, R̂u should be set according to the associated QoS require-
ments, while an equivalent acceptable data rate may be defined for best effort
users as well. Note that (2.6) bounds f̂u to some maximum ρmax value in order
to avoid situations where a single UE in poor channel conditions could declare
the cell in overload by requesting a lot of transmission resources. As f̂u provides
an estimation of the resources which are required to satisfy user u, a virtual
cell load metric, ρ̂c, can be defined as follows:
ρ̂c =
1
Bc
∑
u∈Su
f̂u (2.7)
A direct comparison between the cell load definitions in (2.5) and (2.7) can
be found in Fig. 2.6. The illustrated example assumes 4 best effort users with
equal resource shares, occupying the whole transmission bandwidth. Unlike
ρc that equals to 1, ρ̂c shapes the system load according to the configured
objectives, expressed in the form of R̂ in this specific example. By means of
that, cell may accept additional traffic – for load balancing purposes – by claim-
ing resources from the ”satisfied” users. To avoid any misconceptions from the
reader, the later designed schemes will be engineered on the bases of balancing
ρ̂c across the deployed network layers. Hence, whenever referring to cell load
hereinafter, the definition in (2.7) is considered.
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Fig. 2.6: Properties of virtual load metric. Resource usage is shaped according to the pre-
determined target bit rate requirements.
2.5.2 CAC Definition
To model the periodic cell load monitoring, a first order auto-regressive filter
is employed as follows:
ρ˜smc (tk) = (1− αl) · ρ˜smc (tk−1) + αl ·Mc(tk), (2.8)
where Mc(tk) is the instantaneous load measurement at the time instance
tk; and ρ˜
sm
c (tk) is the corresponding smoothed value subject to the αl parameter
that determines the filter memory. Ultimately, CAC is defined as the propor-
tional difference between ρ˜smc and the target operational cell load, ρtarget:
CAC = 1− ρ˜
sm
c
ρtarget
, (2.9)
It is worthy to mention that ρtarget is a operator-configurable parameter and
it actually indicates the desired load conditions within the cell. Unless CAC >
0, cells do not accept more traffic, protecting the users that they are currently
serving.
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2.6 Scenarios & Assumptions
In order to capture the impact of load balancing in different network environ-
ments, a wide range of scenarios have been considered throughout this PhD
study. These are summarized in Table 2.3 starting from a single-carrier study
case and then moving forward to more mature LTE deployments. The latter
consider multiple frequency layers as well as the usage of intra/inter-eNB CA
whenever this is applicable. Once these are described, the fundamental simu-
lation assumptions are outlined.
2.6.1 Considered Deployments
Scenario A is utilized for investigating the potentials of co-channel HetNet
load balancing. Picocells are deployed in full reuse with the macro overlay at
2.6 GHz with 10 MHz of transmission bandwidth. As the experienced inter-
ference between the two layers is a challenging issue, load balancing should be
accompanied by suitable MRO functionalities so that capacity enhancements
are achieved without a noticeable mobility degradation.
Although Scenario A is preferred for operators with moderate spectrum [20,
66], a handful of deployment alternatives can be realized given that the spec-
trum availability is larger. Inter-frequency load balancing prior to Release 10
is conducted in Scenario B. Particularly, the bandwidth of the co-channel 2.6
GHz HetNet deployment is expanded to 20 MHz, being overlaid by an addi-
tional macrocell 10 MHz carrier at the 800 MHz band. The main rationale for
considering such a case study instead of a dedicated carrier deployment (e.g.
by removing the 2.6 GHz macrocell layer) is that the former is more challeng-
ing. Apart from efficiently discovering cells deployed at a neighbor carrier, traf-
fic steering must manage both load balancing between the 2 macrocell carriers
as well as between the 800 MHz carrier and the 2.6 GHz picocell layer. Ulti-
mately, steering UE devices from 800 MHz to the 2.6 GHz carrier should not
jeopardize mobility robustness on the directed carrier given the strong inter-
ference experienced at the 2.6 GHz band.
With CA, the packet scheduler can assist the load balancing process as CA UE
devices can have data reception from more than a single cell. This essentially
means that it is quite important to understand the viability of load-based traffic
steering in such deployments. For that purpose, intra-eNB CA is enabled at the
macro layers of Scenario B and its joint interaction with load-driven mobility
procedures is evaluated for different penetrations of CA UE devices. Together
with Scenario B, a complementary case study is considered as well. Specifi-
cally, this is denoted as Scenario C and involves the deployment of an addi-
tional 1.8 GHz macrocell carrier – with 10 MHz of bandwidth – over Scenario
B. The only difference is that CA UEs do not own full access to the macro
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Table 2.3: Considered HetNet Scenarios
Co-channel load balancing
Network Deployment
2.6 GHz
(10 MHz)
Scenario A
Macro
Pico
Inter-frequency load balancing with \ without CA UEs
Network Deployment
800 MHz 1.8 GHz 2.6 GHz
(10 MHz) (10 MHz) (20 MHz)
Scenario B Macro ——
Macro
Pico
Scenario C Macro Macro
Macro
Pico
Scenario D Macro Macro Pico
resources in Scenario C due to RF constraints that commonly constraint inter-
band CA to 2 serving CCs [67]. The direct comparison between the two case
studies allows us to draw valuable conclusions regarding the relevance of traffic
steering in deployments where the number of CCs is greater (Scenario C ) or
equal (Scenario B) to the number of serving cells that a CA UE supports.
Finally, the load balancing performance of Dual Connectivity (DC)2 is evalu-
ated in Scenario D. In particular, this scenario constitutes a dedicated carrier
deployment where the 2.6 GHz band is fully dedicated to the picocells with two
additional macrocell carriers at 800 MHz and 1.8 GHz, respectively. Albeit CA
UEs away of the picocell vicinity still aggregate resource from the two macrocell
CCs, users within the picocell coverage can operate in DC mode. The picocells
are assumed to be interconnected with the macro overlay via a high-bandwidth
low-latency interface. This necessarily enables the usage of collaborative mul-
ticell scheduling for offering load balancing between the two heterogeneous
layers.
2.6.2 Modeling Assumptions
Regardless of the simulated scenario, the adopted network layout is the one
defined in [53], consisting of a regular hexagonal grid of 7 macro sites with
3 sectors per site. The inter site distance between adjacent macro eNBs is
500 m. Picocell placement within each macrocell area is based on a spatial
2Adopting the Release 12 3GPP terminology, inter-eNB CA between small cells and
macrocells is denoted as Dual Connectivity (DC) [35].
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uniform distribution, fulfilling specific distance constraints subject to different
base station types. In particular, the minimum macro-to-pico cell distance is
set to 75 m, while the minimum distance between picocells is 40 m. Macro base
stations are equipped with directional antennas and are deployed at a height of
30 m. Unlike macro eNBs, picocells with omni-directional antennas are placed
below rooftop level at 5 m height. Propagation modeling comprises the effects
of distance-dependent pathloss, shadowing, fast fading, 3-dimension antenna
patterns and fixed penetration loss due to building obstacles [53,68].
Picocells are assumed to be deployed in high traffic density locations. For that
purpose, a non-uniform spatial user distribution is considered, where 2/3 of the
users per macrocell area are confined within 40 m of picocells creating hotspot
zones. The remaining 1/3 is uniformly distributed in the macrocell area, moving
at straight line trajectories with constant velocity. Unlike hotspot UEs – they
always move at 3 km/h –, the speed of free moving terminals may vary from
one study to another, reaching significantly higher values. To avoid unwanted
cell border effects, the wrap-around technique is applied and free moving UEs
appear at the other network side whenever reaching the layout borders, as
shown in Fig. 2.7.
Last but not least, both Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and best effort traffic is sim-
ulated depending on the study scope. Similarly to [69], data rates are estimated
by means of rate functions that map the wideband user SINR to throughput
values including the effect of Link Adaptation (LA), Hybrid Automatic Repeat
Request (HARQ) management, spatial multiplexing and Frequency Domain
Packet Scheduling (FDPS) diversity gain [70]. Users are scheduled only if their
perceived SINR is greater than -8 dB; otherwise it is assumed that synchroniza-
tion with the control channel is lost. The most generic simulation assumptions
are summarized in Table 2.4, while a more detailed description of the modeling
framework can be found in Appendix A.
2.7 Key Performance Indicators
Subject to the simulated traffic type, system performance is mainly measured
by means of the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI):
• Coverage throughput : This is the 5th percentile worst user throughput
over all simulated users and transmission instances.
• Average throughput : This is the arithmetic mean of user throughput av-
eraged over all simulated users and transmission instances.
• User Satisfaction: The percentage of users meeting their QoS requirement
in terms of Constant Bit Rate (CBR). It is averaged over all CBR users
and transmission instances.
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Table 2.4: Main Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Network Layout
Hexagonal grid with wrap-around
( 7 sites, 3 cells per site)
Inter site distance 500 m
Carrier frequencies {800, 1800, 2600} MHz
Minimum macro-to-pico cell distance 75 m
Minimum pico-to-pico cell distance 40 m
Base station height Macro: 30 m, Pico: 5 m
Transmit power Macro: 46 dBm, Pico: 30 dBm
User distribution Hotspot
Hotspot radius 40 m
Macro antenna pattern (horizontal)
AH(φ) = −min{12( φφ3B )2, Am}
φ3B = 70
o, Am = 25dB
Macro antenna pattern (vertical)
AV (θ) = −min{12( θ−θetiltθ3B )2, SLV }
θ3B = 10
o, SLV = 20dB
Antenna gain Macro: 14 dBi, Pico: 5 dBi
Antenna configuration 1x2
Macro Pathloss
800MHz:119.8 + 37.6 · log10(R)
1.8GHz:127.2 + 37.6 · log10(R)
2.6GHz:130.5 + 37.6 · log10(R)
Pico Pathloss
2.6GHz:140.7 + 36.7log10(R)−∆cor
∆cor = 3.5dB
Shadowing standard deviation Macro: 8 dB, Pico: 10 dB
Shadowing decorrelation distance Macro: 50 m, Pico: 13 m
Penetration Loss 20 dB
Moreover, Jain’s fairness index has been adopted in this PhD study for visu-
alizing the achievable degree of load balancing. It is defined as the square root
of the cosine of the angle between the data set xi and the hypothetical equal
allocation [71]:
J(x1, x2, · · · , xn) = (
∑n
i=1 xi)
2
n ·∑ni=1 x2i (2.10)
xi corresponds to the average cell load of layer i in this case; and n is the
number of deployed layers. If J = 1, then all cells are equally loaded, while
greater load imbalances are indicated as J approaches the 1/n value.
The following KPIs are used for measuring mobility performance:
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Fig. 2.7: Network layout assuming 2 picocells per macrocell area. The blue line refers to
the trace of a free moving user.
• Handover Rate: It is defined as the total number of handovers averaged
over the simulation time and the number of users. It further gives a notion
of the required signaling overhead for realizing load balancing decisions
in connected mode.
• Cell Reselection Rate: This is the total number of cell reselections aver-
aged over the simulation time and the number of users. As cell reselections
may impact UE power consumption, this particular KPI gives insight into
the potentials UE battery savings in idle mode.
• RLF Rate: Similarly to the aforementioned metrics, the RLF rate is
defined as the total number of RLFs averaged over the simulation time
and the number of users. A low RLF occurrence is desirable so that service
continuity is not jeopardized. Note that a RLF is declared whenever the
downlink wideband SINR has been below -8 dB and does not exceed -6
dB within 1 second [32].
Lastly, the rate of SCell additions, removals and changes are utilized for mea-
suring the overhead introduced by CA. This comes from the required RRC
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signaling for realizing any SCell related action. Note that if any other addi-
tional metric is required for supporting the conducted PhD study, it will be
introduced before its first appearance. This mainly involves statistics regarding
the spatial user distribution, the rate with which physical layer measurements
are performed, etc.
Most of the presented KPIs are tightly coupled. I.e. frequent inter-frequency
handover executions would most likely result in high throughput values sim-
ply because users would always be steered to the least loaded carrier. Sim-
ilarly, high intra-frequency handover rates could eliminate the risk of RLF
declarations. However, the signaling overhead at the network side would be
rather unacceptable in any of the aforedescribed situations. Therefore, it is of
key importance to always measure the cost associated with a particular system
performance before concluding on the suitability of any simulated scheme.
Chapter 3
Co-channel Load Balancing in
HetNet Deployments
3.1 Introduction
Deploying small cells in full frequency reuse with the macro overlay poses a
handful of challenges. As co-channel deployments naturally suffer from strong
interference between the two layers, it is not a trivial task to maintain mo-
bility robustness while performing inter-layer load balancing. To cope with
the aforementioned issues, deployment automation plays a key role for achiev-
ing such a goal. Adopting the SON terminology, autonomous functions tack-
ling dynamic load balancing and mobility optimization are commonly referred
to as Mobility Load Balancing (MLB) and Mobility Robustness Optimization
(MRO), respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the development of such self-
optimization features is facilitated by a handful of mechanisms that enable the
tight coordination of adjacent cells. In this context, neighboring base stations
can exchange information such as cell load conditions, handoff parameters, and
eventually fine-tune system configurations for either load balancing or mobility
robustness purposes.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 formulates
the problem and elucidates the targets of the conducted study, while relevant
state-of-art literature is reviewed in Section 3.3. The proposed framework is
presented in Section 3.4 focusing on both architectural and feature implemen-
tation aspects. Section 3.5 summarizes the associated simulation assumptions
followed by the system performance results in Section 3.6. Finally, Section 3.7
concludes the chapter.
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3.2 Problem Formulation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, intra-frequency handover procedures are triggered
based on the A3 event, hence, whenever the following inequality is met:
Qj + biasj > Qi + CIOi→j , (3.1)
where Qi, Qj are the signal strength measurements from the serving cell i
and the target cell j, respectively; biasj is the measurement biasing of cell
j; and CIOi→j is the handover offset for the i→ j cell pair, also referred to as
Cell Individual Offset (CIO). Given that cells i and j are a macro and a pico
node, respectively, there are two means of pushing excess traffic to the small
cell layer. These are either by increasing biasj or decreasing CIOi→j . The for-
mer is denoted as Range Extension (RE) and corresponds to an effective ∆CIO
adjustment of (CIOi→j−biasj) dB. In fact, both methods enlarge the coverage
footprint of the small cell so that handovers towards that particular cell seem
more attractive. Notice that a similar positive adjustment should be employed
for the CIOj→i configuration (or negative modification of the biasi) so that
handed over UE devices are not pushed back to the macro overlay due to radio
conditions. Assuming fewer users on the small cell layer, the SINR deteriora-
tion after the handover completion is compensated by the larger resource avail-
ability; a fact that essentially improves the spectral efficiency. However, this
naturally comes at the risk of mobility problems, as the increased interference
Fig. 3.1: Multi-cell coordination over the X2 interface for MLB and MRO functionalities
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may make the UE device lose connection with the network due to RLFs and
HOFs.
The problem at hand is to find for each macro-pico cell pair the appropri-
ate CIO configuration that balances the load between the two layers, while
guaranteeing an acceptable mobility performance over the cell boundary. This
task is evidently more challenging in HetNet scenarios rather than in macro-
only networks owing to the stronger interference experienced at the small cell
layer. Moreover, as both MLB and MRO functions can modify the CIO param-
eterization, it is of paramount importance to coordinate their joint operation
and eventually find an attractive trade-off between user experience and mobil-
ity robustness. It is worth mentioning that although the aforementioned SON
functions can operate between any type of cells (e.g. macro-to-macro, macro-to-
pico, pico-to-pico), we limit the problem only between macrocells and picocells
for the sake of simplicity.
3.3 State-of-Art
This section presents the main state-of-art with regards to co-channel load
balancing and mobility robustness. Initially, material from prior studies being
available in open literature is reviewed and the major findings are summa-
rized. After that, the emphasis is put on presenting how the 3GPP specifica-
tions facilitate the MRO employment.
3.3.1 Literature Review
For co-channel HetNet deployments, state-of-art literature mainly faces the
problem of load balancing separately from mobility management. The former
is often investigated together with eICIC, allowing resource partitioning be-
tween the two network layers. Macro base stations are muted on specific sub-
frames, during which, small cells can schedule their cell edge users that oth-
erwise would suffer from severe interference. In fact, eICIC can significantly
improve oﬄoading towards small cells since larger RE values can be employed
for attracting UE devices to low-power nodes [72, 73]. The impact of eICIC
on mobility robustness is investigated in [32, 81, 82], The bottom line is that
the synchronized eICIC employment essentially decreases the RLF rates; how-
ever, it does not fully resolve the problem as the mobility performance is still
dominated by problematic outbound small cell handovers.
An insightful analysis regarding HetNet load balancing can be found in [74],
proposing different biasing configurations subject to the small cell location. The
reason is that small cells positioned closer to the macro eNB have a signifi-
cantly smaller coverage footprint compared to these located at more distant
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positions. Hence, a common RE value for all small cells – favoring handover
executions towards them – will essentially aid cell center low-power nodes to
increase their resource utilization; however, it may create undesired overload
problems at cell edge ones. Undeniably, these findings motivate the adoption
of MLB-based schemes that dynamically adjust CIO configurations on a cell
boundary granularity.
Notice that theoretical load balancing studies – e.g. [28,29] – typically expand
the cell-pair RE adjustment even to a UE dedicated basis. In this context, the
users with the maximum oﬄoading gain are selected and appropriate RE val-
ues are applied so that these particular UE devices are pushed towards the
small cells. Nevertheless, albeit their valuable contribution, such results are
often obtained under semi-ideal conditions, neglecting the impact of several
effects in order to derive closed-form expressions. E.g. mobility is typically not
modeled or ideal estimation of the achievable throughput per layer is consid-
ered. In addition, the signaling overhead for explicitly configuring UE devices
with suitable RE values is commonly ignored.
With regards to HetNet mobility management, state-of-art studies have shown
that the most challenging handoff type is the outbound small cell handover
(pico-to-macrocell) [76, 77] for medium to high speed UE devices. For that
purpose, a small Layer-3 measurement coefficient together with shortening the
TTT window is recommended in an attempt to increase the probability of
timely-accurate handover executions. In addition, the adoption of velocity-
dependent handover settings are also suggested in open literature in combi-
nation with Mobility State Estimation (MSE). Specifically, MSE allows UEs to
calculate their handoff rate and classify themselves into either a low, medium
or high mobility state according to thresholds provided by the network. Users
in medium/high MSE state can be excluded from connecting to a low-power
node or scale down their TTT configuration even more so that the outbound
small cell handover is triggered fast enough. Notwithstanding its satisfactory
performance in macro-only scenarios [78, 79], the disparities in terms of cell
sizes make conventional MSE fall short of adequately estimating user velocity
in HetNet deployments. To enhance MSE operation, the work in [80] proposes
that handover counts associated to small cells should be weighted less in order
to achieve proper correlation between the MSE state and the terminal velocity.
Last but not least, solutions that jointly tackle load balancing and mobility
robustness can be found [83, 84]; nevertheless, they solely refer to macro-only
deployments. These are realized on the basis of a Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC)
that translates human knowledge into a set of rules for adjusting CIOs based
on cell load, call drop ratio and mobility performance indicators. In fact, FLC
are widely used in open literature for fine-tuning mobility parameters (e.g. [83–
86]); however, they require significant configuration effort. For that purpose, the
work in [84,87] has proposed the adoption of reinforcement learning techniques
so as to train the FLC decision making and essentially minimize the human
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intervention.
3.3.2 3GPP Support for MRO
3GPP specifications [88] provide a solid framework for identifying potential
mobility problems and solving them. Based on tight multi-cell cooperation and
online monitoring of mobility KPIs on a cell boundary basis, the following root
causes of mobility problems can be identified (see Fig. 3.2):
• Too Late Handover : The UE device is connected to cell D and is about
to perform a handover to Cell B. However, it experiences a RLF and re-
establishes its connection at cell B. At that point, cell B requests from
the terminal a RLF report including the last measurements and the serv-
ing cell before the RLF declaration. By means of that, cell B is informed
that the ”guilty” neighbor is cell D which is notified that its mobility set-
tings create too late handovers on this specific cell boundary. Hence, the
CIOD→B should decrement.
• Too Early Handover : The UE device is connected to cell A, moving
towards cell D and the handover to that particular cell is successfully
executed. However, shortly after the handover completion, the connec-
tion is lost and the UE re-connects to cell A via the re-establishment
procedure. The associated UE report will indicate that the RLF was de-
clared while the terminal was connected to cell D; hence, the potentially
problematic cell will be informed via the X2 interface. Upon receiving
the concerned notification, cell D has to identify whether or not the RLF
was caused due to its own mobility configuration (e.g. too late han-
dover). As former serving cells keep UE history information stored for
some time after a handover/RLF occurrence, cell D can check the UE
time-of-stay and hereby conclude that the RLF was caused by a too early
handover, notifying cell A about the root cause of the observed mobil-
ity problem. Apparently, the handover execution is delayed if CIOA→D
increments.
• Wrong Handover : The UE device is connected to cell D, moving towards
cell B but wrongly hands over to cell C where it experiences a RLF. After
re-establishing its RRC connection to cell B, the new serving eNB informs
cell C about the associated RLF. Cell C checks the UE history and dis-
covers that there was a handover shortly beforehand, being initiated by
cell D. It then signals to cell D that its mobility configuration causes
wrong handovers. To increase the probability of avoiding such erroneous
handoff decision between cell D and C, the CIOD→C has to increment.
The applicability of the aforedescribed framework has been mainly investigated
in macrocell deployments both in intra-LTE and inter-RAT mobility studies
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Fig. 3.2: Root cause identification of mobility problems
[50, 51, 89, 90]. Specifically, the associated results have shown satisfactory per-
formance in terms of mobility robustness. This motivates for its adoption also
in HetNet deployments, where the remarkable increased number of cell bound-
aries makes the manual optimal CIO configuration rather impractical.
3.4 Joint MLB & MRO Solution
The problem of coordinating the interaction between MLB and MRO func-
tionalities is also denoted as a double responsibility conflict [16]. This is due
to the fact that both SON functions are allowed to access and modify the
mobility parameters. MLB commonly attempts to increase the time-of-stay
in underutilized cells endangering the RLF/HOF occurrence due to too late
outbound handovers. At the same time, MRO will basically try to limit the
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Fig. 3.3: Proposed architecture for joint MLB and MRO operation.
load balancing effect by decreasing the MLB-applied CIO adjustments so that
mobility robustness improves. As this behavior can create conflicting actions
where MRO neutralizes MLB decisions and vice versa, it is of key importance
to define an architectural framework that avoids MLB/MRO conflicts.
The proposed architecture assigns higher responsibility to the MRO function
for controlling mobility parameters. In more details, MRO modifies the CIO
parameterization based on mobility success/failure observations as well as it
further controls the MLB aggressive in terms of load balancing. A schematic
representation of the designed solutions is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The upper and
lower bounds of the eligible CIO configurations are specified [CIOmin, CIOmax].
This range is operator-configurable and is fed as an input to the MRO block. At
the meanwhile, MLB is allowed to modify the CIO within the interval signaled
by MRO. This is expressed by [CIOminMLB , CIO
max
MLB ] and its initialization should
typically set to [0 0] dB. By means of that, MRO is let to adaptively relax or con-
strain MLB operations subject to their impact on mobility performance. Thus:
CIO ∈ [CIOminMLB , CIOmaxMLB ] ∈ [CIOmin, CIOmax] (3.2)
The aforedescribed framework has as its major target to maintain connection
stability. The rationale for such decision is that connectivity problems could
make subscribers much more unsatisfied compared to cases where the user
may perceive suboptimal throughput but at least its connection is stable. The
designed MLB and MRO algorithms are described in the following subsections.
3.4.1 MLB Algorithm
The MLB algorithm relies on the principles described in Section 2.5. Hence,
cells periodically perform load measurements and estimate their own CAC sub-
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ject to the targeted operational load status ρtarget. As seen by Table 3.1, cells
are classified into three categories given their own load conditions. Passive cells
correspond to nodes whose load is below the ρlow threshold and are willing to
accept more traffic. On the contrary, those above ρhigh are denoted as active
and constitute cells declared in overload. Ultimately, cells operating within the
[ρlow, ρhigh] range (i.e. hysteresis region) are characterized as neutral ones as
they do not participate in the MLB procedures. The reason is for avoiding
system instability due to load fluctuations around ρtarget, which in turn may
trigger repetitive load balancing handovers.
Table 3.1: MLB Cell State Characterization
Cell Status Own load Condition
Passive ρ˜smc (tk) < ρlow
Neutral ρlow ≤ ρ˜smc (tk) ≤ ρhigh
Active ρ˜smc (tk) > ρhigh
Formally, all MLB procedures are triggered by active cells. Therefore, upon
overload declaration, an active cell has to estimate a CIO decrement so that
excess traffic is oﬄoaded to adjacent cells. In addition, it informs its passive
neighbors over the X2 interface to report back a proposed ∆CIO modification
subject to their own cell load conditions. Both active and passive cells need to
estimate the required load shift, ls, so that they achieve the targeted cell load
status. Since CAC expresses the proportional load difference from ρtarget, ls
can be defined as:
ls =
1
1− CAC (3.3)
Once ls is estimated, it is basically mapped to a CIO modification, ∆CIOp, as
follows:
∆CIOp = max{min{10 · log10(ls),∆CIOp,bound},−∆CIOp,bound}, (3.4)
where ∆CIOp,bound specifies the bounds of the ∆CIOp suggestion. Albeit larger
values of ∆CIOp,bound can be employed in macro-only networks, more con-
servative adjustments are recommended for HetNet deployment owing to the
associated mobility challenges. For that purpose, ∆CIOp is considered to be
bounded within the [-1,1] dB interval.
To illustrate the properties of (3.4), ∆CIOp is plotted versus the own cell load in
Fig. 3.4 for different ρtarget configurations. It can be observed that ∆CIOp < 0
and ∆CIOp > 0 for active and passive cells respectively. Apparently, this is
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Fig. 3.4: Mapping ls to ∆CIOp for different ρtarget configurations.
a desired behavior, i.e. active cells make handovers towards passive neighbors
more likely to happen, while passive cells decrease the probability of trigger-
ing handoff procedures towards active neighbors. Moreover, |∆CIOp| increases
with ls. Therefore, cells with ρ˜
sm
c  ρtarget or ρ˜smc  ρtarget propose ∆CIOp =
-/+1 dB, while smaller ∆CIOp values correspond to cell load conditions with
ρ˜smc < ρtarget or ρ˜
sm
c > ρtarget, respectively.
Notice that the estimated ∆CIOp might differ between peer neighbors due to
the fact that each cell calculates the proposed coverage adjustment based on its
own load conditions. To avoid asymmetrical cell range shrinking/extension, the
minimum value is selected for each negotiated cell pair as follows:
∆CIO = min{∣∣∆CIOactivep ∣∣ ,∆CIOpassivep } (3.5)
By means of that, the configured CIO values for each direction are updated as
follows:
CIOi→j ← max{CIOi→j −∆CIO,CIOminMLB}
CIOj→i ← min{CIOj→i + ∆CIO,CIOmaxMLB},
(3.6)
where i is the active cell and j is its passive peer neighbor.
As such procedures require resources over the X2 interface, their event-based
triggering – i.e. whenever a cell is declared active – tries to maintain the
related overhead at a reasonable level. This essentially means that the scheme
tolerates slight load imbalances as long as users are satisfied within the cell. By
means of that, the signaling overhead over the X2 interface is limited. Notice
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that communication between peer neighbors freezes for some specific time –
denoted as TWait – after a CIO reconfiguration. The reason is for letting cell
load stabilize after the associated handover executions. If TWait expires and
the cell is still tagged as active, then the process is triggered again. TWait is a
parameter that can be configured by the operator.
3.4.2 MRO Algorithm
The MRO solution builds on the work in [63]. Unlike MLB, MRO decisions are
conducted periodically based on mobility statistics which are collected during
observation periods, also referred to as MRO cycles. In particular, the following
handoff KPIs are recorded at every MRO cycle on a cell pair basis:
• NsHO is the total number of successful handovers
• NRLF is the total number of declared RLFs
• NWHO is the total number of wrong handovers
• NTLHO is the total number of too late handovers
• NTEHO is the total number of too early handovers
• NPP is the total number of ping pong handovers
The associated MRO decisions are realized according to the flow chart depicted
in Fig. 3.5. Notice that MRO actions are triggered only if a minimum amount of
samples, Nmin, is collected during the MRO cycle. If not, then MRO continues
to gather samples and waits for the next cycle to determine whether Nmin is
achieved. This is for ensuring MRO decisions based on a statistically reliable
KPI collection. More information about the number of samples required for
obtaining a reliable estimation of the measured mobility performance can be
found in Appendix B.
Given that the amount of mobility observations suffices, MRO checks whether
the estimated RLF probability, defined as piRLF = NRLF / ( NsHO+NRLF ), is
below the targeted TRLF threshold. If so, no major mobility problems are de-
tected allowing the extension of the operational MLB range by ∆ dB. Other-
wise, the algorithm has to determine which type of handoff problems dominates
the cell boundary.
To achieve this goal, MRO groups mobility problems into 2 generic handover
types, denoted as ”too fast handovers (NTFHO)” and ”too slow handovers
(NTSHO)” respectively. Albeit NTSHO = NTLHO, NTFHO comprises the im-
pact of too early handovers, wrong handovers and ping-pong events. Hence,
NTFHO is defined as follows:
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Fig. 3.5: Flowchart of the joint MLB and MRO flowchart.
NTFHO = NTEHO +NWHO + wPP ·NPP , (3.7)
where wPP ∈ [0,1] and weights the associated ping pong counts. The reason is
that ping pong handovers waste network resources but at the same time they
might save the connection from too early or wrong handovers. By means of
that, wPP is operator configurable and essentially determines the ping-pong
severity. E.g. when wPP equals to 1, ping-pong handovers are fully counted
as mobility problems while they are simply ignored if wPP is set to 0. Once
NTFHO and NTSHO are calculated, the following inequalities are checked:
piTSHO > piTFHO + ε (3.8)
piTFHO > piTSHO + ε, (3.9)
where ε is the parameter utilized for determining which problematic handover
group dominates the cell boundary; while piTSHO and piTSHO are associated
probabilities of too fast and too slow handovers, respectively. Apparently, solely
one or even none of (3.8), (3.9) can be met at each MRO cycle. In the second
case, no actions are taken since the algorithm cannot figure out the dominant
root cause of mobility problems and prefers to maintain the same handoff con-
figuration for the sake of system stability.
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On the contrary, fulfilling (3.8) indicates that mobility performance is primar-
ily degraded by too late handovers. To increase the probability of faster han-
dover executions, MRO has to decrement the latest CIO configuration by ∆
dB, while incrementing – by the same ∆ value – the MLB associated CIOminMLB
limit. The latter restricts MLB in a sense that any increase of the CIOminrelax
parameter inevitably shortens the time-of-stay in underutilized cells for mobil-
ity robustness purposes. Similarly, given that (3.9) is met, the root cause of the
mobility deterioration comes from too fast handovers. To resolve this undesired
effect, parameters should be adjusted in a manner that handovers executions
are slightly delayed. Thus, MRO increases the CIO configuration while limiting
the upper MLB bound in an effort to make mobility setting less aggressive.
3.5 Simulation Assumptions
System level simulations are conducted in the co-channel deployment described
in Section 2.5, where both macrocells and picocells are deployed at the 2.6 GHz
sharing 10 MHz of bandwidth. Two high traffic areas (hotspots) are generated
per macrocell area and picocells are concentrically deployed. CBR traffic is
simulated for a fixed number of Nu = 30 users is considered per macrocell
area and the associated offered traffic demand is defined as the product of Nu
with the requested CBR rate1. Lastly, low mobility at 3 km/h is assumed for
hotspot users, while a mixture of different speeds – with equal probability –
is considered for free moving UEs at 3 km/h and 50 km/h, respectively. The
handover procedure is completed 100 msec after the event reception at the
network side, taking into account the time required for preparing and executing
the handover.
To evaluate the trade-off between the capacity enhancements provided by load
balancing and the potential mobility performance degradation, the following
cases are simulated:
• No RE : No CIO adjustments are performed. A fixed handover offset of 3
dB is assumed for all cell pairs; hence, the inbound and outbound picocell
CIO configuration equals to CIOm→p = CIOp→m = 3 dB.
• Fixed RE : Picocell measurements are virtually biased by 3 dB so that
they attract more users. As discussed in Section 3.2, this essentially means
that CIOm→p and CIOp→m effectively equal to 0 dB and 6 dB, respec-
tively. Notice that the applied RE value is chosen according to the rec-
ommendations in [72], for cases when no eICIC is employed.
• MLB : In this case, CIOm→p and CIOp→m are dynamically adjusted
within the range of [CIOminMLB , CIO
max
MLB ] = [0 6] dB. Cell load obser-
1For more information regarding the scheduling assumptions, please refer to Appendix A
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Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Picocells/Macrocell area 2
Number of Users 30
Traffic Type CBR @{512:64:832} kbps
TTTm→m 480 msec
{TTTm→p, TTTp→m} 256 msec
Layer-3 Filtering Coefficient 1
MLB
[CIOminMLB , CIO
max
MLB ] [0 6] dB
Cell Load smoothing coefficient, αl 0.2
Cell Load Measurement Interval 0.5 sec
{ρlow, ρtarget, ρhigh} {0.7, 0.8, 0.9}
TWait 4 sec
MRO
[CIOmin, CIOmax] [0 6] dB
MRO cycle 90 sec
∆ 0.5 dB
{ε, wPP } {0.03, 0.25}
Fixed RE
{CIOm→p, CIOp→m} {0, 6} dB
vations are performed periodically every 500 msec and the associated
measurements are smoothed with a forgetting factor of al = 0.2. Lastly,
ρtarget is set to 0.8, while ρlow and ρhigh equal to 0.7 and 0.9, respectively.
• MLB+MRO : The MLB range is controlled by MRO. [CIOminMLB , CIOmaxMLB ]
is set to [0 0] dB at the beginning of the simulation and is dynamically
modified at each MRO cycle subject to the measured mobility perfor-
mance. The duration of a MRO cycle is 90 sec and Nmin is set to 20
handover attempts2. Notice that the targeted RLF probability is set to
2%, while all MRO-applied decisions are realized by steps of ∆ = -/+
0.5 dB. Ultimately, the maximum allowable CIO range is configured to
[CIOmin, CIOmax] = [0,6] dB.
The simulation length is constituted by 15 MRO cycles and system performance
is evaluated by taking into account only the last 5 observation periods. Note
that other mobility parameters such as TTT settings and the Layer-3 filter-
2As seen by Appendix B, a significantly larger amount of samples is required for ensuring
a small error in the estimation of the measured RLF probability. However, this would made
the simulation time practically unfeasible.
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ing co-efficient of UE measurements are fixed for all simulated cases in line
with the recommendations in [76].The most relevant simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 3.2.
3.6 Performance Results
Fig. 3.6 illustrates the configured CIO values for all recorded successful in-
bound and outbound picocell handovers. The depicted statistics correspond
to a high offered traffic simulation and are presented in the form of empir-
ical Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF). Note that the fixed RE case
is not included as CIOm→p and CIOp→m are always equal to 0 dB and 6 dB
respectively. Particularly, it can be observed that even in the standalone MLB
operation, CIO configurations do not always reach the maximum relaxation
values as they depend on the cell-pair load conditions at the time of the han-
dover. Moreover, the larger variability of the outbound CIO parameterization
further indicates that there are time instances when even picocells are over-
loaded, requesting CIOp→m to be decreased. When MRO is enabled, its effect
is mainly visible at the outbound picocell boundary in order to resolve the
mobility problems cause by too late outbound picocell handovers. Hence, the
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Fig. 3.6: Configured CIO values for all recoded successful handovers in both cell type
directions. High traffic conditions are assumed.
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MLB applied CIO adjustments are constrained in an attempt to make handover
executions faster. On the contrary, the MRO impact on CIOm→p is much less
noticeable since inbound picocell handovers do not typically suffer from severe
mobility problems.
The estimated RLF rates versus the offered load for all simulated schemes
are shown in Fig. 3.7a. It can be seen that the RLF occurrence increases
monotonically with the offered traffic demand. This is due to the co-channel
interference that naturally becomes stronger; making the outbound picocell
handover even more challenging. Albeit no major problems are observed when
none load balancing mechanism is activated, both RE and MLB degrade hand-
off performance significantly. Notice that the RLF rates for the standalone
MLB operation are lower than the fixed RE case simply because MLB does
not always configure the maximum allowable CIO adjustment of 3 dB. On the
other hand, MRO tries to bring RLF performance within a more acceptable
range. E.g. at the high load conditions of 25 Mbps, the MLB+MRO configu-
ration decreases the estimated RLF rates by ∼33% relative to the standalone
MLB operation, while higher reduction gains of ∼50% are achieved over the
fixed RE configuration. Nonetheless, even when MRO is enabled, the RLF per-
formance is still almost three times worse than the case without load balancing.
Fig. 3.7b depicts the corresponding handover rates. As expected, all employed
load balancing schemes result in increased handoff rates compared to the case
without load balancing. The reason that more handovers are triggered in an
attempt to push excess traffic to the deployed picocells. Among the simulated
cases, MRO+MLB is apparently the most costly approach due to the faster
outbound picocell handover executions induced by MRO. However, the asso-
ciated cost is rather affordable since the estimated handover increase over the
static RE configuration is only ∼5%. Ultimately, it is worth investigating the
RLF probability achieved by MLB+MRO. This can be extracted by dividing
the RLF rate over the rate of the overall handover attempts (i.e. success-
ful handovers plus RLFs). In fact, the proposed solution meets the 2% target
for all offered load conditions providing a convenient means of autonomously
controlling mobility robustness.
The ratio of users oﬄoaded to the picocell layer together with the associated
Jain’s fairness index3 are shown in Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.8b, respectively. It can
been observed that the fixed RE configuration maximizes the picocell oﬄoading
since the small cell measurements are always biased by 3 dB. Particularly, it
oﬄoads ∼9% more users to the picocell layer compared to when no load balanc-
ing mechanism is used. For MLB+MRO, the related picocell oﬄoading ratio is
∼1.5% less than the one achieved by the static RE configuration. The reason is
that MRO essentially reduces the time-of-stay in the picocell layer for the sake
of mobility robustness. As for the Jain’s index, similar trends are seen. The
3The definition of Jain’s fairness index is provided in (2.13) and illustrates the degree of
achievable load balancing.
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Fig. 3.7: Estimated mobility performance for different CIO configuration policies and offered
traffic demands.
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Fig. 3.8: Picocell user oﬄoading and degree of achievable load balancing for different CIO
configuration policies and offered load conditions.
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Fig. 3.9: User satisfaction for different CIO configurations and offered load conditions. The
user satisfaction also includes the impact of RLFs, during which, users are essentially declared
unsatisfied.
fixed RE configuration achieves the load balancing performance as this meth-
ods maximizes the user oﬄoading to the picocell layer. It is worth mentioning
that the aforedescribed KPIs are primarily impacted by the CIO adjustment
range. Consequently, they cannot further improve unless larger fixed/dynamic
RE values are configured. However, this is feasible only if interference coordi-
nation – i.e. eICIC – is applied on top.
Lastly, Fig. 3.9 illustrates the user satisfaction for all simulated configurations
and offered traffic demands. Recall from Section 2.7 that this is defined as
the ratio of users that on average meets the QoS requirement. Despite the
significant mobility enhancements achieved by MRO, MLB+MRO results in a
marginally worse performance than the fixed RE scheme. The reason is that
the associated MRO improvements in terms of RLF reduction refer to time
instances when the users experience very low SINR conditions (i.e. below -8
dB). As the number of these time instances constitute less than 2% of the overall
pool of samples used for the post-processing of statistics, user satisfaction is
mainly affected by the picocell user oﬄoading ratio. By means of that, the
better oﬄoading performance of the static RE scheme is also reflected in the
UE experience metric. Assuming a target outage of 10%, the capacity gains
over the case without load balancing are in the order of ∼15%, as this potion
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of additional traffic can be carried by the network with the same outage.
3.7 Conclusions
This chapter has addressed the problem of co-channel HetNet load balancing
and mobility robustness. A joint MLB/MRO framework has been proposed
that modifies the handover CIO based on both cell load and mobility obser-
vations. By means of that, the load balancing aggressiveness is autonomously
controlled given its impact on mobility robustness. Performance evaluation has
been conducted by means of system level simulations that explicitly model the
LTE handoff procedures as well as 3GPP proprietary functionalities that allow
the tight coordination between adjacent cells.
Simulation results have shown that although a static RE value maximizes
the user oﬄoading to the picocell layer, it could result in unacceptable RLF
rates. The reason is that the outbound picocell handover becomes even more
challenging when RE is employed since users are forced to stay longer con-
nected to low-power nodes for load balancing purposes. On the other hand, the
dynamic adaptation of the handoff parameterization based on load and the esti-
mated mobility performance seems a more attractive solution. Specifically, the
coordinated MLB/MRO operation halves the RLF rates – when these are com-
pared against the fixed RE configuration – maintaining adequate user satisfac-
tion with a marginal increase in terms of handover events.
All in all, the proposed MLB/MRO solution finds a better trade-off between
the capacity gains and the associated mobility robustness. However, it does
not fully resolve the mobility problems. For that purpose, it is recommended
to be complemented with additional features for fulfilling this goal. These may
involve state-of-art solutions that explicitly manage high velocity UE devices
or the usage of interference coordination schemes.
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Chapter 4
Inter-Frequency HetNet Load
Balancing
4.1 Introduction
As mobile broadband traffic continues to grow, operators are compelled to de-
ploy more carriers. Macrocell upgrades by means of adding more spectrum in
existing site locations will constitute the initial network evolution phase, fol-
lowed by the strategical placement of small cells in traffic-critical urban ar-
eas. Apparently, balancing the load across the deployed frequency layers is a
key prerequisite for boosting network performance; however, it has to be per-
formed in a efficient manner. This calls for the development of solutions that
not only achieve high system performance, but also maintain the associated
load balancing costs at a reasonable level. These include the signaling burden
for triggering load-driven handovers together with the impact of inter-frequency
cell discovery mechanisms on user throughput and terminal power consump-
tion.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: The problem of inter-
frequency load balancing is discussed in Section 3.2, followed by the litera-
ture review in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 describes the proposed inter-frequency
load balancing framework covering traffic steering schemes for both idle and
connected UE devices. The simulation assumptions are summarized in Sec-
tion 3.5, while the corresponding performance results are presented in Section
3.6. Lastly, the chapter concludes with Section 3.7.
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4.2 Problem Delineation
The dilemma for inter-frequency load balancing is that while the associated
measurements increase the oﬄoading opportunities towards neighbor carri-
ers, they come at the expense of terminal power and transmission gaps. The
latter may impact significantly the perceived data rates since the UE device
cannot be scheduled during these measurement periods. For that purpose, inter-
frequency measurements in connected mode are essentially controlled by the A2
event1, meaning that these are triggered whenever the serving radio conditions
drop below a network configurable threshold. We denote the related parameter
as A2Thresh.
Typically, A2Thresh is set to a relatively low value so that inter-frequency mea-
surements are configured in areas where the UE device is about to experience
coverage problems at its serving carrier. Performing load balancing by means of
adjusting handover parameters may fall short of moving cell center users from
carrier to another or pushing excess traffic to small cells deployed at a different
carrier. The reason is that inter-frequency handovers are seldom triggered in
network locations with good macrocell coverage due to the lack of UE physical
layer measurements.
In a attempt to fully exploit the large overlapping coverage of inter-frequency
deployments, a rather simple approach would be to configure all handover pro-
cedures on RSRQ measurements, while increasing A2Thresh. As it can be seen
by Fig. 4.1, the RSRQ measure partially captures cell load information due
to the RSSI contribution2. Such property is more visible at cell center loca-
tions, where the measured RSRQ may vary several dB subject to the load
conditions. On the contrary, the observed dependency diminishes while moving
towards the cell edge. Given that the A2Thresh configuration provides sufficient
measurement availability to discover cells deployed at a different carrier, RSRQ-
based mobility can operate as a passive traffic steering mechanism, where inter-
frequency handovers/cell reselections are triggered due to the load imbalance
of neighbor carriers. However, such an approach does not ensure that cell dis-
covery mechanisms are efficiently utilized. By means of that, the resulting cost
in terms of handovers might be relatively high, while the unnecessary physical
measurements could jeopardize UE power consumption and perceived through-
put.
This calls for the development of load balancing solutions that elegantly control
standardized mechanisms such as measurement rules, mobility configurations
1For more details refer to Table 2.2, where all 3GPP defined measurement events are
outlined.
2Recall that RSRQ is defined as the RSRP over the RSSI, where RSSI comprises the
linear average of the received wideband power including co-channel serving and non-serving
cells, adjacent channel interference, thermal noise, etc [61]. For more information refer to
Appendix A.
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Fig. 4.1: Load dependent relation between SINR and RSRQ
and information exchange between neighboring cells or between the network
and the UE device. It is worth mentioning that the problem is not only lim-
ited to connected mode. Specifically, further emphasis is put on the idle mode
AP framework used for triggering priority-based cell reselections. As pointed
out in Section 2.3, the target is to enhance the degree of network control over
idle UE devices in combination with providing more energy efficient mecha-
nisms for discovering inter-frequency cell neighbors in idle mode. The latter
mainly involves users camping on a lower priority carrier which typically scan
for prioritized carriers even if they are out of their coverage.
All in all, the derived traffic steering framework will concurrently perform load
balancing in both RRC modes. However, as idle and connected mode procedures
distinctively differ, the proposed methods have to avoid decisions that result
in conflicting policies between the different RRC states. This is for minimizing
the occurence of idle-to-connected (and vice versa) ping pong events3 which
naturally increase the network RRC signaling as well as they impact UE power
consumption. In this context, aligning idle and connected mode is of crucial
importance so as to achieve dynamic load balancing with a reasonable cost in
terms of handovers and cell reselection.
4.3 State-of-Art
State-of-art literature covers a handful of research topics in deployments with
multiple frequency layers. Among others, these include the derivation of rules
3Recall that an idle-to-connected ping pong refers to the situation when a user switching
to connected mode is immediately handed over to a different cell.
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for assigning users onto different carriers, evaluation of inter-frequency mobility
performance, UE power savings via measurement optimizations and dynamic
load balancing by means of adjusting handover parameters.
Simplified carrier load balancing studies can be found in [49,91–93]. User assign-
ment is typically conducted based on factors such as the achievable throughput
per carrier, number of served users, UE capabilities, coverage, etc. Albeit their
valuable contributions in terms of deriving the optimal user distribution across
the deployed carriers, they commonly neglect mobility effects as well as the
associated RRC signaling for achieving a particular performance.
Concerning relevant mobility investigations, the work in [94] compares the suit-
ability of RSRQ and RSRP measurements for triggering inter-frequency han-
dovers. The bottom line is that RSRQ measurements result in higher handover
rates and ping pong events due to their sensitivity to load fluctuations. In an
attempt to improve inter-frequency mobility, a joint handoff measure based on
both measurement entities is proposed in [95]. The suggested scheme achieves
better performance than the case when a single measurement entity – either
RSRQ or RSRP – is used for triggering inter-frequency handovers.
Although the aforementioned mobility studies refer solely to UE devices in con-
nected mode, some work is done for idle mode as well. In particular, the impact
of idle mode mobility on UE power consumption is analyzed in [57], employ-
ing inter-frequency ranking-based cell reselections. Results indicate that power
savings up to 30% can be achieved if cell reselections are kept at a reasonable
level by optimizing measurement thresholds and hysteresis values. However, the
study is performed in the form of a sensitivity analysis for different mobility
settings, without proposing any method for their autonomous configuration as
well as investigating the impact on user throughput. Similarly, the work in [96]
gives a deep insight into the suitability of AP-based cell reselections as a means
of idle mode traffic steering. The limitations regarding the assignment of camp-
ing priorities are further discussed but no concrete solution is recommended.
Connected mode load balancing by means of modifying mobility parameters is
thoroughly investigated in macro-only deployments, focusing mainly on inter-
RAT scenarios. The reason is that inter-system handovers are usually trig-
gered by traffic steering mechanisms aiming at realizing a particular operator
policy. In fact, the methods described in [97, 98] illustrate a promising load
balancing performance. Moreover, their application to inter-frequency deploy-
ments within the same RAT should be rather straightforward, requiring min-
imal modifications. Nevertheless, they hardly provide any information about
the associated cost in physical layer measurements.
With the emergence of HetNets, the topic of efficient cell neighbor discovery
has gained significant momentum. To discover small cells deployed at a differ-
ent carrier without performing unnecessary measurements, several state-of-art
solutions are already proposed. Specifically, the work in [99] proposes the re-
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laxation of the measurement periodicity for low mobility users so that they
measure other carrier frequencies less often. Some more advanced schemes are
proposed in [100,101], where users are explicitly configured with inter-frequency
measurements subject to geo-location information. In other words, users within
the small cell vicinity are signaled to start measuring neighbor carriers. Given
the reader’s interest, a set of candidate solutions can be found in [32,102]. Nev-
ertheless, they solely focus on connected mode, ignoring how idle mode func-
tionalities can assist small cell discovery.
4.4 Inter-Frequency Load balancing Framework
The proposed load balancing framework assumes that the A2Thresh is config-
ured to a relatively low value, while all mobility functionalities are based on
RSRP measurements. To avoid unnecessary UE measurements, inter-frequency
cell discovery – for load balancing purposes – is explicitly triggered whenever
cell overload is detected. In other words, the network can request measure-
ment reports from particular users so that potential oﬄoading target cells are
discovered. Such an approach decouples mobility management from load bal-
ancing, allowing the classification of inter-frequency events into load-driven and
mobility-driven handovers/cell reselections.
To comprehend the main principles of the suggested solution, Fig. 4.2 illus-
trates a representative example for connected mode devices. A load-driven han-
dover is described in Fig. 4.2a. F2 is overloaded and the concerned UE is config-
ured to measure neighbor carriers even if the A2 condition is not yet met. Based
on the associated measurement reports and the inter-cell information exchange
in terms of CAC, the cell at F1 is discovered. By means of that, the user can
be forced to connect to F1 for the sake of load balancing.
On the other hand, mobility-driven inter-frequency handovers are solely trig-
gered due to poor radio conditions. This case is illustrated in Fig. 4.2b, where
the serving radio conditions drop dramatically such that the A2 condition is
fulfilled and the terminal is configured to measure F1. Given that the handover
mechanisms are timely executed, the UE device is handed over to F1 before
experiencing a RLF at F2. Lastly, no action is taken in Fig. 4.2c. F2 is not
overloaded as well as it provides full coverage. Therefore, the terminal stays
connected to the same carrier.
Notice that albeit the aforedescribed examples refer to connected mode, the
same principles can also be applied for idle UE devices. Nevertheless, as the
network does not own full control over idle mode mobility, the traffic steering
decisions are taken before the connection release. By means of that, the con-
cerned UE can be provided with suitable idle mode parameters so that it is
forced to camp on the desired layer once switching to idle mode.
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(a) F2 is overloaded and a load-driven handover to F1 is initiated
(b) Coverage hole on F2. A mobility-driven handover is triggered towards
F1 regardless of the inter-layer load conditions so that the RLF is avoided.
(c) F2 is not overloaded as well as provides full coverage. No action is
taken.
Fig. 4.2: Decoupling inter-frequency mobility from load balancing
In a nutshell, the developed framework exploits the switching instances of
UE RRC state machine for realizing load balancing decisions. This essentially
means that it steers UE devices that have just established a radio bearer or
they are about to switch to idle mode. It is worth mentioning that the load
thresholds introduced in Section 3.4 are still applicable; hence, cells whose load
is above ρhigh are declared in overload, while those below ρlow are only willing
to accept excess traffic.
4.4.1 Forced Handovers Upon Connection Setup
Terminals switching to connected mode are explicitly requested to initiate inter-
frequency measurements, whenever the serving load exceeds the overload de-
tection threshold ρhigh. Once the associated measurements are reported to the
network, a single cell per carrier is selected as follows:
c∗ = arg max
k
{QRSRPk,m }, (4.1)
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Algorithm 1 Forced Handovers upon Connection Setup (FHO@CS)
{C} = ∅
for m = 1 to number of carriers do
c∗ = arg max
k
{QRSRPk,m },
{C} ← {C} ∪ c∗
end for
select target cell c = arg max
c∗
{CACc∗}
if ρ˜smc < ρlow then
if QRSRPc ≥ ARSRPthresh ∧QRSRQc ≥ ARSRQthresh then
initiate load balancing handover to cell c
end if
end if
where QRSRPk,m is the measurement report for cell k on carrier m in terms of
RSRP; and c∗ is the strongest RSRP measured cell per carrier. We denote as C
the constructed set of candidate target cells; hence c∗ ∈ C. The cells in C are
sorted in a descending CAC order and the neighbor c with the highest capacity
is chosen as the final handover target. The load state of cell c is extracted by
the CAC value and if it is below ρlow, an inter-frequency handover to that
particular cell is initiated, given that the following constraints are satisfied:
QRSRPc ≥ ARSRPthresh, (4.2)
QRSRQc ≥ ARSRQthresh, (4.3)
where QRSRPc , Q
RSRQ
c are the related RSRP and RSRQ measurements reports
for cell c; and ARSRPthresh, A
RSRQ
thresh correspond to the minimum RSRP and RSRQ
requirements that should be met by the handover target. It is worth mentioning
that the ARSRPthresh parameter in (4.2) is configured ∆ dB higher than A2Thresh
value so that the handed over UE device does not initiate inter-frequency mea-
surements after the handover completion. In such a manner, the probability of
an inter-frequency ping-pong handover is significantly reduced, while interfer-
ence information about cell c is extracted by (4.3).
The aforedescribed scheme is denoted as Forced Handovers upon Connection
Setup (FHO@CS) and steers users to cells that provide sufficient coverage and
capacity. As it can be seen by Fig. 4.3, this does not necessarily mean that
forced handovers are always initiated towards the least loaded neighbor. It is of
vital importance to ensure that the handed over UE device is well-covered by
the target cell. Apart from avoiding inter-frequency ping-pong events, such an
approach guarantees that mobility robustness on the redirected carrier is not
jeopardized by extra handovers or RLF declarations.
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Fig. 4.3: Example operation of Algorithm 1 (Forced handover upon connection establish-
ment). Albeit the picocell 1 is the least loaded neighbor, the UE device is steered to picocell
2, since it is the best cell at the redirected carrier. By means of that, extra handovers or
RLFs on f2 are avoided.
4.4.2 Dedicated Priorities at Connection Release
To improve the assignment flexibility of camping priorities, a new scheme is
proposed – denoted as Dedicated Absolute Priorities (DAP) – that expands the
AP framework on a UE specific resolution. As discussed in Section 3.2, this can
be realized by exploiting the RRC Connection Release message for providing
the UE device with dedicated mobility parameters. By means of that, different
camping priorities can be signaled to users subject to their physical location
and the load per carrier.
The priority adjustment mechanism is described in Algorithm 2 and it generally
follows the same principles as Algorithm 1. In particular, the highest priority is
assigned to the least loaded carrier that well-covers the concerned UE. For that
purpose, both (4.2) and (4.3) are used for the construction of the C set. The
measurements for checking the coverage of a particular carrier might be avail-
able due to previously performed connected mode measurements; otherwise, an
explicit measurement trigger could be used for requesting such measurements
before the RRC connection release.
Moreover, ARSRPThresh should be configured to a value that is greater or equal to
ThreshAPsLow. The reason is that Thresh
AP
sLow is the parameters that determines
the coverage of a prioritized carrier. Given that (4.2) is satisfied, then DAP
ensures that the concerned UE device will camp on the selected carrier as it
is assigned with the highest priority. Nevertheless, it is recommended to set
ThreshAPsLow equal to A2Thresh in order to align the mobility-driven events in
connected and idle mode respectively. Inevitably, carriers failing to meet (4.2)
and (4.3) are given the lowest priority.
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Algorithm 2 Dedicated Camping Priorities at Connection Release (DAP)
{C} = ∅
for m = 1 to number of carriers do
c∗ = arg max
k
{QRSRPk,m } subject to QRSRPk,m ≥ ARSRPthresh ∧QRSRQk,m ≥ ARSRQthresh
{C} ← {C} ∪ c∗
end for
select target cell c = arg max
c∗
{CACc∗}
if ρ˜smc < ρlow then
sort cells in C in descending CAC order and derive the associated carrier
list {f}.
assign the highest priority to the first carrier of {f} and continue in a
descending order.
if |{f}| < number of carriers then
find the unavailable carriers and move them to the end of the list by
assigning them the remaining lower priorities based on CAC.
end if
end if
4.5 Simulation Assumptions
DAP+FHO@CS is evaluated by means of system level simulations in scenario
B, as presented in Section 2.6.1. Thus, both macrocells and picocells share a
20 MHz carrier at 2.6 GHz, being supplemented by an additional macrocell
carrier at 800 MHz with 10 MHz of bandwidth. The standardized RSRQ-based
mobility framework is used as a reference, considering three different A2Thresh
setups. For these configurations, inter-frequency handover and cell reselections
are triggered by exploiting the in-built load information that is available in
the RSRQ measure. Broadcast AP are used in idle mode and the 2.6 GHz is
prioritized over the 800 MHz band owing to its larger transmission bandwidth
and the picocell deployment. No other means of traffic steering is employed and
there is no discrimination between load-driven and mobility-driven events.
Finite buffer best-effort traffic is simulated for different offered traffic demands.
A Poisson packet arrival is assumed and the size per burst is negatively expo-
nentially distributed with a mean value of 3 Mbits. As the number of users is
fixed for all simulated cases, the offered traffic demand per macrocell area is
essentially controlled by the packet interarrival time. Shortly after the downlink
buffers are emptied, users switch to idle mode. The connection release timer is
set to 1 sec, while UE devices are assumed to switch to connected 0.1 sec after
the packet arrival. Since the cell load conditions will differ significantly from
one simulation to another, two different ρtarget configurations are considered
for DAP+FHO@CS. The first assumes that ρtarget = 0.8 is fixed for all of-
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Table 4.1: Generic Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Number of picocells per macrocell area 2
Number of Users 30
User Distribution Hotspot
Offered Traffic {20:5:40} Mbps
Traffic Type Finite-Buffer Best Effort
Mean Packet Size 3 Mbps
User Velocity 3 km/h
Measurement Filtering Coefficient 4
Intra Frequency Handover RSRP-based A3 event
Intra A3 Offset 3 dB
Inter Frequency Handover
RSRP or RSRQ-based A3 event
(depending on configuration)
TTT
456 msec
(for any handover type)
Intra Frequency Cell Reselection R criterion-based
Inter Frequency Cell Reselection priority-based
Broadcast AP
{2600 MHz, 800 MHz} =
{HIGH, LOW}
Treselection 1.5 sec
RSRQ-based Configuration
A2Thresh {-12,-14,-16} dB
ThreshAPsLow A2Thresh
{ThreshAPHigh2Low, ThreshAP2High} {Thresh
AP
sLow-2,
ThreshAP2High-1} dB
DAP+FHO@CS
A2Thresh -110 dBm
ThreshAPsLow -110 dBm
{ThreshAPHigh2Low, ThreshAP2High} {-106, -108} dBm
A2RSRPThresh -105 dBm
A2RSRQThresh -14 dB
ρtarget {0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8}
{ρlow, ρhigh} {ρtarget-0.1, ρtarget+0.1}
fered traffic conditions (config. 1 ), while ρtarget is properly adjusted according
to the offered load in the second case (config. 2 ). R̂ is set to 3 Mbps. Note
that this configuration is rather important for determining the load balancing
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aggressiveness. Small R̂ values naturally decrease the virtual cell load, while
significantly high values may declare all cells in overload.
Mobility management procedures are explicitly modeled for both idle and con-
nected UE devices. The periodicity of the DRX cycle in idle mode for per-
forming measurements and cell reselections is 1.28 sec, while measurements in
connected mode are performed every 40 msec. Since the study focuses on of-
floading solutions for low velocity users, mobility at 3 km/h is assumed for all
users4. Therefore, not so aggressive handover parameters are utilized. Further
optimizations by means of MRO mechanisms are possible; however, these are
out of the study scope. The main simulation parameters are summarized in
Table 4.1.
4.6 Simulation Results
4.6.1 Interworking of Proposed Methods
Before presenting the performance comparison between DAP+FHO@CS and
the RSRQ-based mobility configuration, this section is dedicated to the mutual
interaction of the developed algorithms. For that purpose, their stand-alone
performance is compared against the case where both schemes are concurrently
operating. If DAP is not employed for idle mode UE devices, then broadcast
AP is applied with the RSRP-based parameterization of Table 4.1. Note that
the simulations are conducted for a fixed offered load of 40 Mbps per macrocell
area.
Fig. 4.4 illustrates both the average and the coverage (5%-ile) UE throughput
for all load balancing methods. In fact, DAP performs the worst due to the
time instance that traffic steering decisions are applied. Specifically, camping
priorities are adjusted during the connection release; hence, there is no guar-
antee that the selected camping carrier will still be in similar load conditions
when the UE devices switches to connected mode again. Notice that for this
particular simulation campaign, users typically stay in idle mode for ∼5-7 sec
before establishing a new RRC connection. Owing to the up-to-date load infor-
mation, FHO@CS further enhances the perceived data rates. Nevertheless, this
case is a representative example where idle and connected mode are severely
misaligned. In more detail, broadcast AP pushes idle users to cells deployed at
the 2.6 GHz, whereas FHO@CS steers UE devices to the 800 MHz carrier. This
essentially means that – after that the data session completion – 800 MHz con-
nected mode users will most likely to the 2.6 GHz band, regardless of the offered
load conditions. This undesired effect is avoided when both DAP and FHO@CS
4Medium/ high velocity UE devices should be pushed to the 800 MHz carrier in order not
to endanger their handoff performance due to the deployed picocells at the 2.6 GHz carrier.
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are jointly operating; a fact that makes the DAP+FHO@CS configuration the
best amongst the simulated ones.
The related cost in terms of handovers and cell reselections is shown in Fig.
4.5. DAP results in a cell reselection rate that is 2.6 times higher than the one es-
timated for handovers. The reason is that load balancing is solely performed by
means of idle mode functionalities. Nonetheless, the standalone FHO@CS oper-
ation constitutes the most costly approach due to the conflicting policies applied
in idle and connected mode, respectively. Idle-to-connected ping pong events
(and vice versa) dominate mobility performance, increasing the associated han-
dover and cell reselection rates by ∼240% and ∼60% over the DAP configura-
tion. The importance of aligning the traffic steering decisions between the two
different RRC UE states is highlighted by the estimated DAP+FHO@CS mo-
bility performance. In this case, the aforedescribed FHO@CS behavior is elim-
inated and both handover and cell reselection rates decrease significantly. By
means of that, the associated cost in mobility events is kept at an affordable
level. Notice that the cell reselections are constantly more than the estimated
handover events. This is due to the non-optimal configuration of the R crite-
rion used for handling idle mode mobility between macrocells and picocells at
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Fig. 4.4: Throughput performance for the developed load-based traffic steering policies. 40
Mbps per macrocell area are considered.
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Fig. 4.5: Mobility performance for the developed load-based traffic steering policies. 40
Mbps per macrocell area are considered.
the 2.6 GHz carrier. Applying a hysteresis value to the serving picocells would
essentially resolve the problem by increasing the camping time on the small
cell layer.
4.6.2 Performance Comparison between DAP+FHO@CS
and RSRQ-based Mobility
Fig. 4.6a and Fig. 4.6b depict the average and coverage UE throughput for
the simulated load balancing configurations. All in all, the same trends are
observed in both figures. The A2Thresh = −16dB setup results in the worst
performance regardless of the offered load conditions, while the A2Thresh =
−12dB configuration achieves the highest UE throughput since it offers suffi-
cient inter-frequency measurement availability to exploit the load information
carried by the RSRQ measure. Note that the UE experience gap between the
A2Thresh = −14dB and the A2Thresh = −12dB setting broadens as the of-
fered load decreases. The reason is that the ThreshAPsLow = A2Thresh = −14dB
configuration can not trigger enough cell reselections to the lower priority 800
MHz carrier at lower offered traffic demands. By means of that, the utilization
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of the 800 MHz carrier gradually decreases. On the other hand, the proposed
DAP+TS@CS framework results in similar performance to one achieved by the
A2Thresh = −12dB configuration only if ρtarget is adjusted according to the
offered traffic (config. 2 ). Unless ρtarget is properly configured, the number of
load-driven events essentially decreases at lower offered load conditions since
the traffic steering framework is less frequently triggered.
The corresponding mobility performance in terms of handovers and cell rese-
lections is shown in Fig. 5.9c and Fig. 5.9d, respectively. With regards to the
RSRQ-based mobility configurations, it is alleged that the capacity gain comes
at the expense of RRC signaling. Thus, the A2Thresh = −12dB setup consti-
tutes the most costly approach due to the inefficient use of inter-frequency mea-
surements and the sensitivity of the RSRQ measure to the load variations. On
the contrary, the proposed framework reduces the RRC signaling in terms
of handovers. Between the two different DAP+FHO@CS configurations, the
capacity-driven one (config. 2 ) essentially results in higher RRC signaling
simply because more load-driven handovers are executed. Nevertheless, the as-
sociated overhead is well below the one estimated for the A2Thresh = −12dB
case. In more detail, the reduction gains are in the order of ∼20% at high
offered load conditions, while higher savings are achieved at lower traffic de-
mands. It is worth mentioning that the inter-frequency handovers correspond
to ∼50-60% of the total handovers for the A2Thresh = −12 setting, whereas for
DAP+FHO@CS the corresponding percentages are in the order of ∼20-40%
depending on the offered load conditions.
The trends are similar for idle mode as well. Compared to DAP+FHO@CS, the
RSRQ-based setup of broadcast AP results in noticeably higher cell reselection
rates. This is due to the measurement configuration of users camping on the
lower priority 800 MHz carrier that always scan for prioritized 2.6 GHz cells if
broadcast AP are employed. Hence, even if a cell reselection to the 800 MHz
carrier is performed, the concerned user can reselect back to the 2.6 GHz band
at any time, given that the associated condition is met. This behavior is more
evident at low offered load conditions where the load is rather unstable and
a single transmission can impact RSRQ measurements by several dB. On the
other hand, the usage of DAP in idle mode ensures that users almost always
camp on the frequency layer with the highest priority; hence, inter-frequency
measurements towards lower priority carriers are only triggered whenever the
UE is about to experience coverage problems on its camping carrier. Note
that a high reselection rate increases UE power consumption in idle mode as it
extends the DRX cycle of idle users. An estimation of the achievable UE battery
savings achieved by DAP+FHO@CS relative to the other simulated RSRQ-
based configurations is available in Appendix C. In particular, it is shown that
the proposed inter-frequency load balancing framework can reduce the idle
mode UE power consumption up to ∼45%.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the user distribution across the deployed layers together
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Fig. 4.6: Throughput performance for different load balancing configurations and offered
traffic demands.
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Fig. 4.7: Mobility performance performance for different load balancing configurations and
offered traffic demands.
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with the rate that connected mode users perform inter-frequency measure-
ments. The illustrated KPIs correspond to high offered load conditions of 40
Mbps per macrocell area, where measurement gaps may have a critical impact
on the user throughput. Regardless of the load balancing configuration, it is
observed that most of the users are oﬄoaded to the 2.6 GHz carrier as it owns
double bandwidth than the 800 MHz band. With regards to the RSRQ-based
configurations, the A2Thresh = −12 dB case provides the best utilization of
the 800 MHz carrier; a fact that results in the throughput gains depicted in
Fig. 4.6a and 4.6b, respectively. Nevertheless, DAP+FHO@CS achieves al-
most the same user distribution with a noticeably lower cost in physical layer
measurements and RRC signaling, as seen by Fig. 4.8b. In more detail, the
related measurement rate is ∼22 times lower than the one estimated for the
A2Thresh = −12dB configuration proving that inter-frequency cell discovery
mechanisms are utilized much more efficiently when DAP+FHO@CS is em-
ployed.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the user distribution illustrated in Fig. 4.8
is not the optimal one. To support this argument, Fig. 4.9 depicts the Jain’s
fairness index for both DAP+FHO@CS and the A2Thresh = −12dB configura-
tion. Jain’s index is calculated twice with and without the impact of the picocell
layer. Although the investigated methods provide exceptional macro-only load
balancing performance, the fairness index deteriorates when the picocell load
is also taken into account. The reason is that no traffic steering mechanism
is utilized for balancing the load of the two layers sharing the 2.6 GHz car-
rier. Given the reader’s interest, Appendix C shows that the supplementary
usage of co-channel MLB at the 2.6 GHz further improves the picocell user of-
floading and eventually results in better load balancing performance, compared
to when DAP+FHO@CS is solely employed.
4.7 Conclusions
This chapter has addressed the problem of inter-frequency load balancing in
multi-layer HetNet deployments. Specifically, a traffic steering framework has
been designed, denoted as DAP+FHO@CS, that explicitly configures UE de-
vices with inter-frequency measurements whenever cell overload is detected. In
such a manner, less loaded neighbors at different carriers are discovered and
UE devices are steered towards them via idle and connected mode functionali-
ties. The proposed framework is compared against different RSRQ-based con-
figurations of the standardized mechanisms used for managing inter-frequency
mobility.
Simulation results have shown that RSRQ-based mobility requires adequate
measurement availability so as to perform as a passive traffic steering mech-
anism. However, such an approach does not avoid UE devices from perform-
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Fig. 4.8: User distribution and corresponding inter-frequency measurement rate for different
load balancing configurations. 40 Mbps per macrocell area are considered.
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Fig. 4.9: Jain’s index for different load balancing configurations. 40 Mbps per macrocell
area are considered.
ing unnecessary inter-frequency measurements, while it further results in han-
dover/cell reselection rates that are relatively high. On the contrary, the de-
veloped framework uses more efficient cell discovery mechanisms. In such man-
ner, DAP+FHO@CS achieves a better trade-off between the derived capacity
gains and the cost paid in handovers, cell reselections and physical layer mea-
surements. Therefore, it could be considered as an attractive traffic steering
solution for performing inter-frequency load balancing in multi-layer HetNet
deployments.
Note that the complementary UE throughput benefits of DAP+FHO@CS can-
not be seen with the adopted best-effort traffic model since RSRQ already
performs well for such type of traffic. To make a more fair comparison be-
tween the investigated schemes, QoS should also be introduced into the traffic
model, which is left for future work.
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Chapter 5
Load Balancing in HetNets with
Intra-eNB CA
5.1 Introduction
Carrier Aggregation (CA) enables UE devices to concurrently connect to mul-
tiple carriers, also denoted as Component Carriers (CC). Albeit the main ratio-
nale for introducing CA has been the amelioration of the peak data rates, the
multi-CC connectivity gives operators the opportunity to better exploit their
fragmented spectrum. This can be achieved by advanced packet scheduling
schemes that enhance user fairness and perform fast load balancing across the
aggregated CCs. In this context, load-based forced handovers might become
less relevant in CA network environments.
This chapter aims at identifying of viability of load-based traffic steering in
HetNet deployments with intra-eNB enabled at the macro overlay. Unlike pre-
vious studies, (e.g. [103, 104]), we adopt a more realistic approach where mo-
bility procedures and the associated latencies for configuring SCells are explic-
itly modeled as well as both idle and connected mode UE devices are consid-
ered. Furthermore, more challenging CA configurations are simulated where the
experienced interference and the bandwidth per CC differs. To understand the
mutual interaction between CA and load-based handovers/cell reselections, the
DAP+FHO@CS framework is adopted for providing load-aware PCell man-
agement, while the scheduler assists the load balancing process. To smoothly
integrate inter-frequency traffic steering with CA, the load metric defined in
Section 2.5 is modified so as to consider multi-CC connectivity as well. Ulti-
mately, system level simulations are conducted in scenarios B and C, as de-
scribed in Section 2.6. Recall that the reason for simulating both scenarios is
for analyzing the relevance of load-based traffic steering in deployments where
the number of deployed CCs is equal or greater than the number of CCs that
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Fig. 5.1: Considered scenarios with intra-eNB enabled at the macro overlay. CA UE devices
can be configured with up to 2 serving cells, while conventional handovers/cell reselections
are required for accessing the picocell resources.
a CA UE supports. Since inter-band CA is commonly constrained to only 2
serving cells, CA UE devices do not own access to the overall macrocell spec-
trum in scenario C (see Fig. 5.1). To our knowledge, such case has not been
yet analyzed.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 gives in-
sight into the main state-of-art with regards to cell management and packet
scheduling in CA network. The proposed load metric modification for provid-
ing load-aware PCell management by means of traffic steering is described in
Section 5.3, while the simulation parameters are outlined in Section 5.4. The
associated performance results are shown in Section 5.5, whereas the chapter
is concluded with Section 5.6.
5.2 State-of-Art CA: Mobility & Scheduling
5.2.1 PCell & SCell Management
As discussed in Section 1.3, all higher layer procedures are handled by one
of the serving cells, denoted as the PCell. Among others, mobility procedures
are managed by the PCell. This essentially means that handovers and RLF
declarations can only take place on the PCell complying to the same proce-
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dures as without CA. Since connected mode UE devices can solely operate in
CA mode, the PCell is commonly assigned on the cell that the UE devices
establishes its RRC connection once switching to connected mode.
The remaining serving cells – denoted as SCells – are dynamically configured on
a UE dedicated basis. Specifically, such actions are triggered by measurements
reports sent by the UE device in the uplink. Therefore, whenever a SCell event
is fulfilled, the network informs – via downlink RRC signaling – the concerned
user about the action to be performed (i.e. adding, removing or changing a
SCell). It is worth mentioning that the cost of inter-frequency measurements
in terms of transmission gaps is less relevant for CA terminals, since they may
concurrently receive data on one carrier, while performing measurements on
a different carrier [105]. By means of that, inter-frequency measurements for
CA UE devices are not controlled by the A2Thresh configurations, but they are
typically performed with a certain periodicity. Nevertheless, the A2 event can
be still utilized for activating inter-frequency PCell mobility; thus, for changing
the PCell via an inter-frequency handover.
Albeit the tremendous peak data rate enhancements, CA inevitably increases
the overhead burden due to the associated RRC signaling for configuring SCells.
In fact, the impact of various PCell and SCell management policies on network
signaling has been investigated in [106] for the LTE-Advanced Scenario 1 and
Scenario 31, respectively. The corresponding simulations have shown that a
dynamic SCell policy is more relevant in deployments where the coverage of the
deployed CCs differs significantly (i.e. Scenario 3). In such, both the PCell and
SCell SINR distribution improve; however, at the expense of a 3-fold increase
in RRC reconfigurations.
5.2.2 Packet Scheduling
Layer-2 packet scheduling is responsible for allocating physical resources to
the multiple users. It can be performed independently per CC or jointly across
several CCs. The first approach is similar to packet scheduling in a conventional
single carrier system, meaning that CA users are assigned resources in each CC
without considering the scheduling decisions in other CCs. On the contrary, the
latter approach takes into account the CA UE statistics of all configured CCs.
For single carrier systems, the Proportional Fair (PF) scheduler is a famous
packet scheduling paradigm that ensures user fairness by exploiting multi-user
diversity [107]. By means of that, UE devices are allocated an equal amount
of transmission resources in the long term irrespective of fading characteris-
tics and radio conditions [108]. The degree of fairness is typically by a utility
1The reader should refer to Fig. 1.4 in Section 1.4. Both F1 and F2 have the same coverage
in Scenario 1. On the contrary, different coverage is provided by F1 and F2, while F2 partially
overlaps F1 so that to improve cell edge throughput at F1.
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function that is defined as the sum of the logarithmic user throughput. How-
ever, guaranteeing user fairness within each CC does not essentially means that
global fairness over all CCs is also achieved. This is of paramount importance
in scenarios where both non-CA and CA UE devices co-exist in the system, as
the former naturally own limited access to the overall spectrum resources (they
can solely connect to a single CC).
The problem of resource allocation in LTE-Advanced systems with a mixture
of non-CA and CA users has been investigated in [103, 109], showing that
the independent PF scheduler results in resource starvation for non-CA UE
devices. To enhance user fairness between the different UE categories, a joint
PF metric is proposed as follows:
ui,j = argmax
u
{ Ru,i,j∑n
i=1 R˜u,i
}, (5.1)
where ui,j is the user assigned the j
th PRB on the ith CC; Ru,i,j is the instan-
taneous user throughput on this particular PRB; and R˜u,i is the past average
user throughput on the ith CC. Compared to the traditional PF metric, (5.1)
considers the aggregated past throughput over all CCs so as to decrease the
scheduling priority of CA users in particular CCs. In other words, CA UE de-
vices are primarily scheduled on the CC that can serve them with the highest
data rate. By means of that, non-CA UE devices are assigned more transmis-
sion resources, which in turn enhances the global user fairness. In fact, the
metric in (5.1) maximizes the sum of logarithmic throughput in scenarios with
a mixture of non-CA and CA devices [104], which essentially means that it is
the optimal scheduler given the aforementioned utility function.
A representative example of how the independent PF and the cross-CC sched-
uler allocate transmission resources is depicted in Fig. 5.2. Specifically, 2
CCs with similar coverage and bandwidth are considered. A single legacy
UE is assigned onto each of them, while a CA user aggregates resources from
both CC1 and CC2. As the independent PF metric guarantees fairness within
each CC, the CA UE device will be allocated half of the bandwidth in each
CC; thus, it will be assigned with double transmission resources compared to
the non-CA users. Evidently, this is avoided if the cross-CC scheduler is used
for achieving fair resource allocation. In this case, all UEs are assigned 1/3 of
the total system resources.
For scenarios where all CCs provide similar coverage, both schedulers perform
the same when the CA UE penetration reaches to 100%. Nonetheless this is not
the case for deployments with CCs of different coverage. For such scenarios, the
conducted investigations in [93, 110] have shown that cross-CC scheduling is
essential even if all users are CA capable. The reason that this type of scheduler
can compensate for potential SINR disparities between the aggregated CCs and
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Fig. 5.2: Example of resource allocation for different packet scheduling schemes and a
mixture of non-CA and CA users.
eventually provide fast inter-layer load balancing.
5.3 Integrating Traffic Steering with CA
The prior state-of-art studies indicate that CA relaxes the requirements of bal-
ancing the load by means of mobility procedures, as the scheduler can serve this
purpose as well. However, these investigations are typically conducted with-
out simulating any mobility mechanism in idle and connected mode respec-
tively. Particularly, newly arrived users – generated by dynamic birth-death
process – are assigned onto one or more CCs based on suitable Layer-3 carrier
load balancing mechanisms and disappear from the system when their data
session ends. In a real network, such Layer-3 carrier assignment procedures are
realized by the associated PCell and SCell management policies. A forced PCell
handover towards a less loaded layer might still be relevant for a CA UE that
establishes its connection at an overloaded layer and the scheduler is not able
to compensate the load imbalance. In addition, idle mode functionalities should
ensure that users start service on the best cell without having to perform any
PCell handover whenever switching to connected mode.
To provide traffic steering support in such network environments, the load
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metric defined in (2.6) has to be neatly modified so that it takes CA into
account. The reason is that (2.6) does not consider the throughput that CA
UE devices perceive on the remaining carriers, which in turn may result in cell
load misconceptions and triggering of unnecessary traffic steering events. These
include PCell handovers triggered by FHO@CS or inter-frequency reselections
based on the DAP operation. To avoid such undesired effect, the virtual load
contribution of user u to one of its serving cells c is now defined as follows:
f̂u,c = min{ fu,cR̂u∑
j∈S ru,j
, ρmax}, (5.2)
where fu,c is the resource share of user u in cell c; and
∑
j∈S ru,j represents
the aggregated user throughput over the set S of all configured cells. Similar
to cross-CC scheduling, the metric in (5.2) assumes that the individual sched-
ulers exchange information on the CC-specific CA UE throughput. On the
other hand, the load contribution of non-CA users does not alter compared to
when (2.6) is used, since such users solely receive data from a single cell. Note
that the cell load of cell c is eventually derived by summing f̂u,c over all users
being served by that particular cell, as discussed in Section 5.2. Except for
the modification in the load metric used for realizing any traffic steering ac-
tion, the developed DAP+FHO@CS framework is directly applicable in a CA
environment. This necessarily means that both algorithms operate as described
in Section 4.4, aiming at load-aware PCell management irrespective of the UE
category since the load metric in (5.2) now considers multi-cell connectivity.
At the meanwhile, SCell management can be decoupled from the PCell traffic
steering framework. Specifically, SCell additions, removals and changes could
be governed by the 3GPP-defined measurement events outlined in Table 2.2. A
RSRQ-based configuration of the associated SCell events is generally suggested
so that the load information carried by the RSRQ measure is rapidly ex-
ploited. By means of that, a load-aware SCell association is guaranteed as
well. All in all, the suggested integration method results in independent PCell
and SCell operations. The advantage of this approach is its simplicity as the
only required modification lays on the definition of a proper load metric for
managing PCells. Furthermore, it is quite generic in a sense that it can be
straightforwardly applied in any deployment scenario, even if CA is not sup-
ported by all network layers.
Scenario B and Scenario C essentially belong to this deployment category as
it assumed that CA is only enabled at the macro overlay. This necessarily
means that CA terminals can access the picocell spectrum only by means of
handovers or cell reselections. Similarly, whenever these users are connected
to a small cell, they cannot add a macro SCell. Cross-CC scheduling together
with DAP+DFHO@CS is responsible for balancing the load across the de-
ployed macrocells, while load balancing between the small cell layer and the
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overlaid inter-frequency macrocells is conducted via traffic steering function-
alities. Hence, it is of paramount importance to ensure that macro CA users
are oﬄoaded to the picocell layer – they leave CA mode – only if they will
truly benefit from such action. This is even more crucial in Scenario C, where
hotspot CA users should either aggregate resources between the macrocell 800
MHz and 1.8 GHz carriers or be connected to small cells depending on the
network load and the perceived interference at the 2.6 GHz band. Using a load
metric – such as the one defined in (5.2) – that comprises the effect of multi-
cell connectivity essentially increases the probability of taking the proper traffic
steering decisions.
5.4 Simulation Assumptions
The applied simulation setup is in line with the one outlined in Table 4.1
in terms of considered users, traffic model, mobility, DAP+FHO@CS config-
uration, etc. To emulate the cross-CC scheduler behavior, an abstract RRM
management model is developed capable of capturing the main properties of
collaborative PCell/SCell scheduling. Given the reader’s interest, the adopted
modeling framework is described in Appendix A. The main simulation pa-
rameters are outlined in Table 5.1. Notice that the duration of a SCell exe-
cution refers to the overall time required for starting the data reception on
the SCell. Thus, it includes the time required for setting up, configuring and
activating the SCell.
Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
CA UE Penetration {0, 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100} %
Traffic Type Finite Buffer
Offered Load 20:5:50 Mbps
Macrocell Scheduling Cross-CC
Picocell Scheduling Proportional Fair
SCell Support 1 SCell
SCell Execution Time 50 msec
Particularly, the following cases are simulated for different penetrations of CA
UE devices:
• AP+CA: This configuration refers to the case when RSRP-based broad-
cast AP are applied for idle UE devices prioritizing the 2.6 GHz car-
rier. No means of connected mode traffic steering is employed and the
scheduler solely offers load balancing at the macro overlay. With this
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setup, all PCells are assigned on the 2.6 GHz carrier regardless of the
CA penetration and the offered load conditions. This is due to the load
insensitive RSRP configuration and the conservative absolute thresholds
used for triggering cell reselections towards lower priority carriers, which
makes all users establish their RRC connection at the 2.6 GHz carrier. By
means of that, CA UEs are solely configured with SCells on the remain-
ing lower macrocell carriers. Albeit being a rather extreme case, it is an
interesting configuration in order to investigate whether the CA scheduler
is capable of achieving inter-layer load balancing regardless of the great
PCell imbalance.
• TS+CA: Load-aware PCell management is performed via the employ-
ment of DAP+FHO@CS.
Table 5.2: SCell Events Definition
SCell Action Event Value TTT
Addition target becomes better than threshold -16 dB 128 msec
Removal SCell becomes worse than threshold -18 dB 256 msec
Change target becomes better than SCell 3 db 256 msec
The configured SCell measurement events for adding, changing or removing
a SCell are outlined in Table 5.2. Specifically, a target cell whose RSRQ is
above -16 dB can be added as SCell. The motivation for configuring such a low
threshold is for exploiting CA as much as possible. Apparently, if more than
a single cell fulfill the addition condition, the best among them is added. The
threshold for realizing a SCell removal is set 2 dB lower than the associated
addition threshold in order to decrease the probability of triggering repetitive
additions and removals of the same SCell owing to the RSRQ sensitivity to
load variations. In fact, SCell are also removed whenever a CA user performs
a PCell handover or switches to idle mode. Lastly, the SCell can be changed if
a 3 dB stronger inter-frequency neighbor is discovered. Such an event is only
feasible in Scenario C, where CA terminals cannot connect to all macrocell
carriers. Notice that a short TTT window is configured for SCell additions in
order to increase the probability of exploiting the SCell before the transmission
buffer empties. On the other hand, SCell removals and changes are configured
with a longer TTT window; again for the sake of SCell stability2.
2For SCell removals, the TTT is only applicable to the case when the SCell has to be
removed due to radio conditions. Given that the user performs a PCell handover or switches
to idle mode, then the SCell is instantly removed.
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Table 5.3: PCell & SCell Distribution (AP+CA)
Scenario B
Macro Macro Pico
800 MHz 2.6 GHz 2.6 GHz
PCell 0 0.6 0.4
SCell 1 0 0
Scenario C
Macro Macro Macro Pico
800 MHz 1.8 GHz 2.6 GHz 2.6 GHz
PCell 0 0 0.6 0.4
SCell 0.5 0.5 0 0
5.5 Simulation Results
Scenario B is initially simulated for different traffic demands with and without
CA. The CA UE penetration is set to 50%. When CA is not supported, load
balancing is solely achieved by means of DAP+FHO@CS; hence, the asso-
ciated performance results obtained in Chapter 4 are reused for comparison
purposes. After that, both scenarios B and C are simulated for fixed high load
conditions and different CA UE penetrations. The focus is put on analyzing
how load balancing is affected by the UE connectivity capabilities and the CA
UE penetration. As the PCell/SCell distributions are insensitive to the offered
load and the CA penetration for the AP+CA configuration, the estimated dis-
tributions – expressed in the form of per-layer ratio – are summarized in Table
5.3. Hence, the reader can refer to that particular table, whenever is needed for
comparison purposes hereinafter.
5.5.1 Impact of Offered Traffic
Fig. 5.3a and Fig. 5.3b depict the average and coverage UE throughput with
and without CA for the simulated load balancing configurations in scenario
B. Compared to the non-CA case, data rates essentially improve when CA is
introduced. Nevertheless, the associated non-CA and CA curves come closer
as the offered load increases. This is a typical CA behavior, where at low
load conditions the extended transmission bandwidth results in great capacity
enhancements, while at high load conditions the system saturates and lower
gains are achieved mainly by exploiting multi-user diversity. Focusing on the
CA cases, it can be observed that TS+CA outperforms AP+CA only at low
load conditions. At such traffic demands, the time in connected mode is not
long enough to exploit the CA scheduler for balancing the load. Hence, it is
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important to ensure that all UE devices start service on the best cell via traffic
steering. When the offered load increases, the gains of TS+CA over AP+CA
diminish as the CA scheduler is now offering load balancing. Particularly, even
if all UE devices have their PCells on the 2.6 GHz carrier when AP+CA is
employed, CA UE devices are primarily scheduled on their 800 MHz SCells so
that resource fairness between the different UE categories is maintained. By
means of that, the load-aware PCell management provides no gain for CA
penetrations above 50% and the scheduler performs fast inter-layer at the macro
overlay. At the meanwhile, idle mode AP ensures the high utilization of the
deployed picocells. Thus, global load balancing can be achieved.
To measure the associated RRC signaling for all simulated cases, the estimated
handover and SCell event rates are illustrated in Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b, re-
spectively. In fact, handovers essentially decrease with CA simply because less
inter-frequency handovers – triggered by FHO@CS – are required for balanc-
ing the load. Note that almost no inter-frequency handovers are triggered in
the case of AP+CA since the bandwidth of the 800 MHz carriers is accessed
only by means of SCell additions. Nevertheless, SCell actions dominate RRC
signaling when the SCell event rates are compared with the associated han-
dover ones. Furthermore, the applied PCell policy does not impact the SCell
events. This is due to the rather aggressive configuration of the SCell addition
threshold, which makes macrocell CA users almost always add a SCell whenever
switching to connected mode. In other words, the generated signaling induced
by SCell additions – and removals as there is an 1:1 relationship between them
– heavily depends on the rate that user switch to RRC connected. One way to
decrease the RRC signaling would be to increase the RSRQ-based threshold for
adding SCells. However, the throughput gains provided by CA would naturally
decrease as such an action would limit the amount of UE devices in CA mode.
5.5.2 Impact of CA UE Penetration & multi-CC Connec-
tivity Capabilities
Fig. 5.5 depicts the associated PCell and SCell mass probability function for
the TS+CA configuration in both investigated scenarios and for different CA
penetrations. In general, it can be seen that traffic steering distributes PCells
across the deployed layers, as this is performed via forced handovers and cell
reselections in connected and idle mode, respectively. By means of that, a por-
tion of users is steered to the inter-frequency carriers, while the addition of the
1.8 GHz band further oﬄoads the 2.6 GHz macrocell layer, when comparing
the PCell distribution between the two scenarios. With regards to SCells, their
assignment is impacted by the TS+CA configuration, in a sense that – unlike
to AP+CA – CA UEs are now configured with 2.6 GHz SCells as well. Such ac-
tions are performed by CA terminals having their PCell on either the 800 MHz
or 1.8 GHz carrier. Nevertheless, as the CA UE penetration increases, both
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Fig. 5.3: Throughput performance with and without CA in scenario B for different offered
traffic demands and load balancing configurations. 50% of the users are CA capable.
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Fig. 5.4: Mobility performance with and without CA in scenario B for different offered
traffic demands and load balancing configurations. 50% of the users are CA capable.
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Fig. 5.5: PCell and SCell distribution for both scenarios and simulated CA UE penettra-
tions. Fixed offered load conditions are considered.
the PCell and the SCell distribution start converging to the ones estimated for
the AP+CA configuration. The reason is that less traffic steering events are
required for balancing the load. In this context, CA tries to compensate the
load imbalances caused by suboptimal PCell assignments by means of cross-CC
scheduling.
Fig. 5.6 shows the event rates in terms of forced handovers – triggered by
FHO@CS – for both scenarios and all considered CA UE penetrations. It can
be seen that both curves steadily decrease with the CA UE penetration. This
indicates that CA truly relaxes the requirements of performing inter-frequency
load balancing by means of mobility procedures. Specifically, the rate of load-
based forced handovers is reduced to ∼82% when all users are CA capable in
scenario B, while lower reduction gains of ∼55% are estimated for scenario C.
Jain’s fairness index is presented in Fig. 5.7 in a attempt to capture the
achievable degree of load balancing in both deployments. Regardless of the
investigated scenario, the employment of DAP+FHO@CS improves the asso-
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Fig. 5.6: Load-driven forced handover rates versus the CA UE penetration for both simu-
lated deployments. Fixed offered load conditions are considered.
ciated fairness index significantly for CA penetrations below 50%. The reason
is that the load imbalances induced by AP cannot be fully resolved by CA
since the amount of CA users is not large enough to fully exploit cross-CC
scheduling. Nevertheless, this is achieved for CA UE penetrations above 50%
in scenario B, where TS+CA hardly provides any gain over the AP+CA con-
figuration. Unlike to scenario B, TS+CA continues to enhance the load bal-
ancing performance for CA UE penetrations above 50% in scenario C. In this
case, the fact that the number of deployed macrocell carriers is greater than the
multi-CC connectivity capabilities of CA users poses a challenge on balancing
the load solely via the CA scheduler. Undeniably, this observation proves that
load-based traffic steering is still relevant in such scenarios, providing some gain
even for a CA UE penetration of 100%.
Fig. 5.8a and 5.8b illustrate the estimated throughput gains of TS+CA over
AP+CA for both scenarios B and C. Generally, the trends are similar to Jain’s
index performance shown in Fig. 5.7. Albeit the gains are noticeably higher for
low CA penetrations – where the load-aware PCell management is of paramount
importance – traffic steering does not any throughput benefit for CA UE ratios
above 50% in scenario B. This is not the case for scenario C, where the stan-
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Fig. 5.7: Jain’s fairness index for all different load balancing configurations in both simulated
scenarios and CA UE penetrations. Fixed offered load conditions are considered.
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Fig. 5.8: Throughput gains of TS+CA over AP+CA for both simulated scenarios and CA
UE penetrations. Fixed offered load conditions are considered.
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(b) Scenario B: TS+CA
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(c) Scenario C: AP+CA
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(d) Scenario C: TS+CA
Fig. 5.9: SCell events for both scenarios and load balancing configurations versus the CA
penetration.
dalone operation of the CA scheduler is not sufficient for balancing the load. In
such manner, the load-driven PCell management is still required and load bal-
ancing is eventually achieved jointly by the scheduler and the PCell traffic
steering framework. Specifically, the gains of TS+CA over AP+CA in terms of
coverage and average UE throughput are in the order of ∼50% and ∼28%, re-
spectively, when half the considered users are CA capable. As the load bal-
ancing performance naturally increases with the CA UE penetration, the gains
decrease for higher penetrations of CA users. E.g. the gain in coverage through-
put is around 10% at 80% CA penetration, 5% at 100 % CA penetration, while
the associated average throughput gains almost disappear for CA UE ratios
above 70%. The reason is that in such high CA penetrations, traffic steering
primarily enhances the user fairness between the different user types (i.e. non-
CA and CA devices), while maintaining a similar average user throughput.
Lastly, the CA signaling overhead measured in terms of SCell additions, re-
movals and changes is shown in Fig 5.9. Albeit no difference is observed for
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the SCell additions and removals (for the reasons explained in subsection
5.5.1), traffic steering impacts the associated SCell changes estimated for sce-
nario C. As already seen in Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.3, the RSRQ-based configura-
tion of the associated SCell change event guarantees on average an equal split of
SCells between the 800 MHz and the 1.8 GHz carrier for both the AP+CA and
the TS+CA configuration. However, this requires many more SCell changes
in the AP+CA case indicating that the macrocell load experiences more fluc-
tuations. Hence, a larger amount of SCell changes is triggered owing to the
load-sensitive RSRQ measure. On the contrary, the usage of the PCell traffic
steering framework ensures a more stable SCell connection reducing the corre-
sponding SCell change rate to ∼70% regardless of the CA UE ratio. The reason
is that TS+CA balances better the macrocell load; a fact that equalizes the
RSRQ distribution per carrier and decreases the probability of triggering SCell
changes.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has evaluated the potentials of load-based traffic steering in multi-
layer HetNet deployments supporting intra-eNB CA. This essentially means
that CA users can aggregate resources from more than one co-located macro-
cells, while regular handovers/cell reselections are used for accessing the picocell
bandwidth. To avoid cell load misconceptions, the associated metric defined in
Chapter 2 has been neatly modified so that it considers multi-CC connectiv-
ity. By means of that, DAP+FHO@CS is capable of providing load-aware PCell
management taking into the throughput that users perceive in all of the serv-
ings cells. On the other hand, SCell management is essentially decoupled from
the PCell traffic steering framework as SCell additions, removals or changes
are solely triggered based on RSRQ measurements. System level simulations
are conducted in more challenging CA environments, where the aggregated
carriers differ in terms of bandwidth, interference as well as CA UE devices
may not be capable of aggregating resources from all of them.
The associated simulation results have shown that performing load balancing
by means of mobility procedures is essential for any deployment and CA UE
penetrations below 50%. For higher ratios of CA UE devices and medium/high
load conditions, traffic steering hardly provides any throughput gains in sce-
narios where CA users can aggregate resources from all macrocell carriers. The
reason is that joint PF scheduling across the macrocell carriers can balance the
load, while broadcast AP in idle mode maximizes the picocell oﬄoading poten-
tials. By means of that, global load balancing is achieved. Nevertheless, at low
offered load conditions traffic steering should still be employed as the time in
connected mode is not sufficient for fully exploiting CA.
On the other hand, load-based handovers/cell reselections are still relevant
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for CA penetrations above 50% in scenarios where the number of deployed
macrocell carriers is greater than the multi-CC connectivity capabilities of the
users. In such deployments, the load-aware PCell management can provide ad-
ditional gains especially at the coverage throughput by improving the allocated
resource shares between non-CA and CA users. Albeit the capacity enhance-
ment gradually diminish with the CA penetration, traffic steering reduces SCell
changes events irrespective of the CA UE ratio to 70% for the considered sce-
nario. Nevertheless, the significant decrease of SCell changes is not reflected in
the overall RRC signaling reduction achieved by traffic steering. The reason is
that the absolute number of SCell additions/removals is noticeably higher than
the SCell changes. This is due to the aggressive SCell addition policy applied
in this study. By means of that, the RRC signaling reduction gains are reduced
to ∼10-15% when all CA events are taken into account.
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Chapter 6
HetNet Load Balancing with
Dual Connectivity
6.1 Introduction
The concept of inter-eNB CA between macrocells and small cells deployed at
different carrier frequencies is also known as Dual Connectivity (DC). By means
of that, UE devices can experience higher data rates as they can be served
by both layers. This further enables the usage of collaborative PCell/SCell
scheduling for balancing the load not only between co-located macrocell carriers
but also between small cells and the macro overlay. In addition, HetNet mobility
becomes easier since UE devices in DC mode can be configured with a macrocell
PCell, which naturally shows a better handoff performance.
This chapter aims at proposing methods for managing PCells and SCells in
dedicated carrier deployments supporting DC. Unlike most of the prior art
studies, a more realistic approach is adopted where user mobility in both RRC
UE states is explicitly modeled and the related latencies for managing SCells
are accounted as well. This allows to capture specific effects not seen other-
wise, based on which, a cell management framework is proposed that ensures
the high utilization of the small cell layer together with decreasing the RRC
signaling induced by DC.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 provides an
overview of DC focusing primarily on the main state-of-art in terms of packet
scheduling and mobility management. The proposed PCell and SCell manage-
ment framework is described in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 summarizes the main
simulation assumptions followed by the associated performance evaluation in
Section 6.5. Finally, the chapter concludes with Section 6.6.
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6.2 DC Overview and State-of-Art
As shown in Fig. 6.1, UE devices in DC mode typically have their PCell on the
macro layer, while small cells are dynamically configured as SCells within their
vicinity. SCell additions, removals and changes are triggered based on UE RRM
measurements, while RRC signaling is utilized for executing such decisions.
Fig. 6.1: UE device in DC mode. The PCell is assigned onto the macrocell while the small
cell is typically configured as a SCell.
Mobility studies evaluating the handoff performance in dedicated carrier de-
ployments with DC can be found in [106, 111, 112]. The bottom line is that
DC naturally improves mobility robustness in HetNet scenarios. Challenging
handovers between the two layers are avoided and users access the small cell
bandwidth by means of SCell events. Therefore, even if the SCell connection
on the small cell is lost, the UE still maintains a stable connection with the
macro overlay; a fact that naturally reduces the likelihood of RLFs and HOFs.
Performance results evaluating the capacity gain of DC are available in [66,
113]. It is shown that cooperative multicell scheduling – e.g. cross-CC scheduler
– is also essential for deployments supporting DC. To fully exploit the potentials
of such scheduling scheme, a high bandwidth low latency interface is required
for interconnecting the two layers. This enables their tight coordination so as to
allocate the transmission resources in a fair manner; a fact that naturally results
in fast load balancing between the two layers. An example of such cooperation
is shown in Fig. 6.2. Specifically, user C is located at very close to small cell
and it would perceive exceptional throughput even by being solely scheduled
on the small cell layer. By means of that, the scheduler allocates transmission
resources primarily on the small cell for that particular user, leaving more
macrocell resources for UE devices away from the small cell vicinity (user A)
and cell edge terminals operating in DC mode (user B).
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Apart from enhanced mobility robustness and fast inter-layer load balanc-
ing, the work in [114] has shown that DC can effectively decrease the UE
energy per delivered bit as long as the provided throughput benefits are above
20%. This is due to the faster transition to RRC idle that eventually com-
pensates for the higher amount of power that the UE device consumes while
operating in DC mode. Consequently, it is quite important to ensure that this
requirement is met so that the power consumption of CA UE devices is not
jeopardized by DC.
Unfortunately, the aforedescribed enhancements do not come without any cost.
It is widely accepted that DC increases the network signaling. This is induced
by the SCell management overhead. In fact, the aforementioned mobility stud-
ies estimate an overall RRC signaling increase of at least ∼ 30% compared to
when no DC is used. To reduce the overhead burden, the authors in [105] pro-
pose a novel method for enabling SCell management based on autonomous UE
decisions assisted by some network control. By means of that, RRC signaling is
essentially save as a portion of the standardized messaging exchange between
the UE and the network can be bypassed, whenever a SCell action is realized.
6.3 Proposed PCell/SCell management for DC
6.3.1 Rationale
Albeit the valuable contributions of the prior state-of-art studies, they com-
monly neglect particular effects. E.g. having the PCell always on the macro
overlay may limit the small cell oﬄoading potentials, especially at low offered
load conditions where the transmission time is short and it may not suffice for
fully exploiting the small cell as a SCell. Such effects were not captured by the
studies in [66,113].
To make DC performance less dependent on the traffic type and the associ-
ated latencies whenever configuring SCells, it is suggested that the PCell of
nomadic low mobility user within the small cell coverage is assigned on the
small cell layer. By means of that, these users can instantly access the small
cell bandwidth. Note that such an approach does not jeopardize mobility ro-
bustness as the low UE speed does not make the PCell management a chal-
lenging task. Furthermore, the co-channel interference is not strong enough to
potentially degrade mobility performance as the small cells are deployed at a
dedicated carrier. At the meantime, users that freely trespass several small cells
with time-variant velocity should still be configured with macro PCells as their
time-of-stay on a particular small cell is not long enough to worth a small cell
PCell configuration.
The aforedescribed PCell management framework allows for a more flexible
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Fig. 6.2: Example of global resource allocation with DC and cross-CC scheduling. The two
layers are assumed to be interconnected with a high bandwidth low latency interface so as
to enable their tight coordination.
SCell policy as well. In principle, users with their PCell on the small cell layer
should still be configured with macro SCells so that the benefits of the extended
bandwidth are maintained. Nevertheless, as seen by Fig. 6.2, users experiencing
exceptional radio conditions on the small cell are primarily scheduled on that
particular layer for the sake global user fairness. Hence, defining a SCell policy
that is capable of filtering out macro SCell configurations which bring small
benefit to the user throughput could naturally decrease the DC RRC signaling
without a noticeable cost in the UE experience.
The following subsections propose a cell management framework for realizing
our reasoning. The major underlying assumption is that the network is ca-
pable of estimating user behavior. In practice, features such as UE History
Information [115], Mobility State Estimation (MSE) and novel finger-printing
techniques [101] could essentially provide an estimation about the speed and
the location of UE devices. It is important to clarify that the suggested cell
management framework solely refers to UE devices with DC capabilities. This
essentially means that the cell management of legacy UE devices is still gov-
erned by load-based traffic steering, reusing the same algorithms as the ones
developed for providing load balancing in Release 8/9 LTE.
6.3.2 Idle Mode Policy
Slowly moving hotspot UE devices are always provided with dedicated camping
priorities – via the RRC connection release message – that prioritize the small
cell layer over the macro overlay. In such a manner, these users are forced to
camp on small cells and establish their PCell on that particular layer when
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switching to connected mode again. Notice that they still can reselect to an
overlaid macrocell if they are about to experience coverage problems on the
small cell. Furthermore, intra-frequency cell reselections between neighboring
small cells are supported via the R criterion.
On the other hand, free moving users are only configured with macrocell idle
mode mobility. Hence, cell reselections to small cells can not occur. Simi-
larly, the R criterion governs intra-frequency macro-to-macro cell reselections,
while inter-frequency idle mode mobility and associated traffic steering schemes
– e.g. DAP – can still be enabled if more than a single carrier are deployed at
the macro overlay.
6.3.3 Connected Mode PCell Policy
For users having small cells configured as PCells, intra-frequency mobility sup-
port is provided via the A3 event for potential small cell-to-small cell han-
dovers, while small cell-to-macro handovers are triggered whenever the connec-
tion on the small cell layer is about to be lost. Finally, users with a macrocell
PCell are only allowed to perform handovers to neighboring macrocells. Appar-
ently, if more than a single macrocell carrier is deployed, inter-frequency traffic
steering policies such as FHO@CS can still realized at the macro overlay, as
shown in the previous chapters of the dissertation.
6.3.4 Connected Mode SCell Policy
For users having their PCell on the small cell layer, it is desirable to config-
ure macrocell SCells only for those that they will truly benefit from such an
action. Particularly, a SCell addition event that relatively compares the signal
quality between the two layers (i.e. A3 event) would serve that purpose. Hence:
QRSRQSCell > Q
RSRQ
PCell + CAAdd, (6.1)
where QRSRQPCell and Q
RSRQ
SCell are the RSRQ measurements for the PCell and the
target SCell, respectively; and CAAdd specifies the offset for adding a SCell. By
setting CAAdd < 0, then macro SCells will be configured only for those users
whose signal quality on the small cell is worse or at least comparable with
the one measured at the macro overlay. The degree of comparability between
the experienced radio conditions in both layers is typically determined by the
CAAdd parameterization. On the other hand, the macro SCell could be re-
moved whenever the signal quality on the PCell becomes offset better than the
SCell, i.e.
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QRSRQPCell > Q
RSRQ
SCell + CARem, (6.2)
where CARem is the associated offset of the SCell removal event and it is set
to CARem = −CAAdd so that repetitive additions and removals of the same
SCell are avoided.
With regards to free moving users with the macrocell configured as PCell, small
cell SCell additions/removals are governed by the threshold-based events de-
scribed in Table 5.21. The reason is that a SCell addition on the small cell will
almost always enhance their perceived data rates. Therefore, there is no need
to relatively compare the signal quality of the two layers before adding a small
cell SCell. If fact, even in the case of a too early small cell SCell addition, the
scheduler would tackle this problem by assigning transmission resources on the
macro overlay for the suffered UE device until the small cell radio conditions
essentially improve.
Lastly, SCell changes can still be performed based on the A6 event defined in
Table 5.2, regardless of the layer on which the PCell is configured.
6.4 Simulation Assumptions
The simulated deployment is Scenario D, as described in Section 2.6. Specifi-
cally, the 2.6 GHz band is now dedicated to the picocell layer with two addi-
tional macrocell carriers at 800 MHz and 1.8 GHz, respectively. Both intra-eNB
and inter-eNB CA are supported in this scenario meaning that the scheduler
offers fast load balancing without any inter-layer restriction.
The proposed PCell/SCell management policy is compared against the case
when all CA UE devices have their PCell on the macro overlay, while SCell ad-
ditions, changes and removals are performed according to the events of Table
5.2. Low mobility at 3 km/h is considered both for hotspot and free moving
UE devices. It is assumed that the network provides the necessary means for
identifying slowly moving CA users within a radius of 40 m from the picocell
position. The applied CAAdd configurations are -4 dB, -2 dB and -1 dB, re-
spectively. It is worth mentioning that picocell measurements are biased by 2
dB during the evaluation of a SCell condition. The considered CA UE ratios
range from 0% to 100%.
Finite-buffer best effort traffic is simulated for different offered load condi-
tions. Packet arrivals are modeled as a Poisson process and the packet size is
negatively exponentially distributed with a mean value of 10 Mbits. Lastly, the
1A target cell is added as a SCell whenever its signal quality is above -16 dB (A4 event). On
other hand, a SCell is removed whenever its signal quality becomes worse than -18 dB.
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Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters for Scenario D
Parameter Value
Macrocell Carriers 800 MHz & 1.8 GHz
Picocell Carrier 2.6 GHz
UEs per Macrocell Area 30
Picos per Macrocell Area 2
UE Distribution Hotspot
Offered Load 20:10:70 Mbps
Traffic Type Finite Buffer
mean packet Size 10 Mbits
Scheduling Cross-CC PF
SCell Support 1 SCell
CA UE Penetration {0, 20, 50, 80, 100} %
CAAdd {-4, -2, -1} dB
traffic steering (DAP+FHO@CS2) configuration as well as the mobility man-
agement parameterization are similar to the one applied in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, respectively. The most relevant simulation assumptions are summa-
rized in Table 6.1.
6.5 Impact of Offered Load and CAAdd
In this section, the two cell management policies are simulated for different
offered load conditions and a CA UE ratio of 100%. Additionally, the case
when all UE devices are legacy UE devices is simulated as well.
Fig. 6.3a illustrates the user ratio served by the picocell layer – averaged over
the simulation time – for all simulated cases and offered traffic conditions. When
no CA is used, DAP+FHO@CS pushes ∼76-78% of the total users to the small
cell layer. Unlike the previously investigated scenarios where picocells were
deployed in full reuse with the macro overlay, the picocell coverage is no longer
limited by the macrocell interference. Consequently, a significant larger amount
of UE devices can be oﬄoaded to the small cell layer. However, this is not the
case when DC is enabled with all PCells configured on the macro overlay. In
principle, a smaller ratio of users is served by the deployed picocells, especially
at low offered load conditions. The reason is that CA users may already have
emptied their buffer before the SCell on the picocell layer is activated. If this
2DAP+FHO@CS is applied only for non-CA UE devices without inter-layer restric-
tions. On the other hand, traffic steering support for CA users is solely provided at the
macro overlay, as discussed in Section 6.3
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(a) Ratio of users served by the picocell layer.
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(b) Ratio of users served per macrocell layer.
Fig. 6.3: User ratio served per layer in Scenario D for all simulated PCell/SCell management
policies. All users are considered CA capable.
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occurs, then the SCell is still configured but it can be exploited only if a new
data session starts before the expiration of the connection release timer. As
the offered load increases, sessions naturally last longer. Thus, there is a higher
probability that users will experience throughput in their pico SCells. In such a
manner, the number of served UE devices increases with the offered load when
configuring the DC mode with macro-only PCell management.
This undesired behavior is avoided if hotspot users are configured with their
PCells on the small cell layer. In this case, the picocell bandwidth is at least
exploited by the hotspot UE devices which constitute 66% of the total users in
the network. As explained above, the associated user ratio increases with the
offered traffic simply because more free moving users access the picocell band-
width by means of SCell additions at higher load conditions. Apparently, the
CAadd parameterization does not affect the investigated metric since it solely
governs the dynamic macro SCell management of hotspot UE devices.
The effect of CAadd can be observed in Fig. 6.3b showing the average ratio
of served users per macrocell layer. In fact, this particular KPI decreases for
a larger CAadd value. The reason is that less users operate in DC mode, as
hotspot UE devices located more distant from picocells are solely configured
with a macro SCell. To avoid any misconception from the reader, summing
the corresponding ratios over all layers essentially equals to 1 only in the non-
CA case, where UE devices can solely connect to a single cell. On the other
hand, samples from a CA UE device may count in more than a single layer
depending on whether the user is scheduled on both of its serving cells.
The mobility performance in terms of handover rates and SCell events is de-
picted in Fig. 6.4. In line with previous results, handovers naturally decrease
with CA. Nevertheless, the proposed PCell management method for hotspot
users achieves a better performance compared to when all UE devices have
their PCell on the macro overlay. The reason is that less PCells are assigned
on the overlaid macrocell carriers which decreases the probability of triggering
inter-frequency handovers between the macrocell carriers. Notice that hotspot
UE devices can still perform picocell-to-picocell handovers. Nonetheless, the
small cell deployment density of the considered scenario is not high enough to
increase the RRC signaling caused by the intra-frequency hotspot mobility on
the 2.6 GHz carrier.
As for SCell events, the proposed scheme reduces the DC RRC signaling. Com-
pared to the macro-only PCell configuration, the associated event rates are re-
duced irrespective of the offered traffic conditions to ∼15%, ∼25% and ∼30%
when CAAdd is set to -4 dB, -2 dB and -1 dB, respectively. Apparently, the
gain comes by avoiding macro SCell additions for hotspot UE devices with
adequate small cell coverage. As the proposed method solely tackles the RRC
signaling induced by hotspot CA users, the concept of UE autonomous SCell
management [105] discussed in Section 6.2 could be applied for managing the
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Fig. 6.4: Mobility performance of Scenario D for all simulated PCell/SCell management
policies. All users are considered CA capable.
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SCells of free moving users. By means of that, the signaling burden of each
SCell action would decrease despite the fact that users would experience the
same SCell event rates.
Fig. 6.5a and Fig. 6.5b show the coverage and average UE throughput for all
simulated cases. When CA is enabled, data rates essentially improve as users
benefit from the larger transmission bandwidth and the increased multi-user
diversity. Nevertheless, the macro-only PCell configuration is constantly worse
than the case when hotspot UE devices have their PCell on picocells. The
reason is that the proposed method ensures a better utilization of the small
cell layer. Ultimately, it can be observed that the CAAdd parameterization
has almost no impact on the perceived throughput proving that the proposed
SCell management policy is capable of filtering out unnecessary SCell config-
urations. Notice that there is some marginal loss when CAAdd increases at
low load conditions. This is due to time instances when no active macrocell
users exists in the network but hotspot UE devices are not configured with a
macro SCell. Apparently, this situation is very unlikely to happen at higher
load conditions where the optimal approach is to primarily schedule the cell
center hotspot users on the picocell layer irrespective of whether a macro PCell
is added or not.
6.6 Impact of CA UE Penetration
In this subsection, the proposed PCell/SCell management policy is evaluated
for different CA UE penetrations and fixed offered load conditions of 70 Mbps
per macrocell area. Notice that the CAdd parameter is configured to -1 dB since
it is the one providing the maximum RRC signaling reduction, as seen above.
Fig. 6.6 illustrates the coverage and average UE throughput versus the CA
UE penetration for both PCell/SCell policies. It can be observed that relax-
ing the requirements of maintaining the PCell always on the macro overlay
does not benefit the UE perceived data rates at low-to-medium CA UE pene-
trations. The reason is that DAP+FHO@CS still pushes non-CA users to the
deployed picocells; hence, the small cell layer is well exploited given that the
ratio of non-CA UE devices is large enough. Nevertheless, the performance gap
between the two policies steadily broadens as the CA UE penetration increases
simply because more PCells are assigned on the macro overlay; a fact that re-
sults in worse utilization of the picocell layer for the reasons explained in Section
6.5. It is worth mentioning that the gains of the proposed PCell discrimination
policy over the conventional macro-only PCell configuration naturally depend
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Fig. 6.5: UE throughput performance in Scenario D for all simulated PCell/SCell manage-
ment policies. All users are considered CA capable.
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Fig. 6.6: UE throughput performance for all simulated PCell/SCell management policies
and different CA UE ratios. A fixed offered load of 70 Mbps per macrocell area is considered.
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Fig. 6.7: Load balancing performance for all simulated PCell/SCell management policies
and different CA UE penetration. A fixed offered load of 70 Mbps per macrocell area is
considered.
on the offered load. Hence, higher gains would be achieved if lower offered load
conditions were simulated.
The associated degree of achievable load balancing is depicted in Fig. 6.7, ex-
pressed in the form of Jain’s fairness index. Albeit the load balancing perfor-
mance achieved by the macro- only PCell configuration is generally high owing
to the scheduler, it is still impacted by the buffer size and the associated la-
tencies adding a SCell on the picocell layer. These two factors naturally reduce
the time that is available for exploiting the picocell bandwidth by CA UE de-
vices with a macro PCell. By means of that, the estimated Jain’s index starts
decreasing for CA UE ratios above 50%. The aforedescribed dependencies dis-
appear with the proposed PCell policy since the slowly moving CA users can
immediately start service on the picocell layer. This results in a better load
balancing performance which is further reflected by the corresponding Jain’s
index that steadily increases with the CA UE penetration.
Ultimately, Fig. 6.8 presents the SCell event rates for all simulated cases. In
particular, the relative SCell policy introduced for CA users with a picocell
SCell decreases the CA RRC signaling by 30% regardless of the CA UE pene-
tration. As these reduction gains are similar to the ones estimated in Section
6.5, it makes us concludes that the RRC signaling savings achieved by the pro-
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Fig. 6.8: SCell events rates for all simulated PCell/SCell management policies and different
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. A fixed offered load of 70 Mbps per macrocell area is considered.
posed scheme mainly depend on the spatial UE distribution, irrespective of the
offered load conditions and the CA UE ratio.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a cell management framework has been proposed for govern-
ing the PCells and SCells of users operating in DC mode. In a nutshell, the
suggested scheme relaxes the requirement of maintaining the PCell solely on
the macro overlay by allowing nomadic slowly moving hotspot UE devices to
be configured with a picocell PCell. At the meantime, macrocell SCell con-
figurations for these particular users are governed by events that relatively
compare the signal quality of the two layers. The performance of the proposed
cell management policy has been evaluated by means of system level simula-
tions using as a reference the case when all CA UE devices have their PCell on
the macro overlay and picocell SCell configurations are managed by threshold-
based events.
Simulation results have shown that DC naturally diminishes the need of steer-
ing CA users to picocells by means of load-driven mobility events. The reason
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is that these users can access them via SCell configurations, while the scheduler
can also provide fast load balancing between the two layers. Therefore, load-
based traffic steering remains relevant only for legacy UE devices, while proper
cell management policies can be applied for users operating in DC mode. Com-
pared to the macro PCell-only configuration, the proposed cell management
framework improves the network capacity at high CA UE penetrations while
it further reduces the DC RRC signaling up to ∼30% regardless of the CA UE
ratio and the offered load conditions. These signaling savings are achieved with-
out limiting the capacity gains of DC as macrocell SCells are only configured
for the hotspot UE devices that truly benefit from such an action.
Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work
This dissertation has constituted a ”journey” through the different LTE Re-
leases analyzing their impact on load balancing performance. For that pur-
pose, a handful of load balancing solutions has been evaluated in a set of dif-
ferent HetNet LTE deployments. These started from a single-carrier study and
then moved forward to more mature scenarios with an increasing number of fre-
quency layers allowing the usage of Release 10 intra-eNB Carrier Aggregation
(CA) and Dual Connectivity (DC), respectively.
This final chapter summarizes the main findings from all conducted studies in
the form of general recommendations. The given guidelines are organized per
LTE release, while some ideas for future work are proposed as well.
7.1 Recommendations for Release 8/9 LTE
Exploiting mobility procedures is the only means of achieving dynamic load
balancing in Release 8/9 LTE. However, this needs to be performed in a efficient
manner so as to achieve a reasonable cost in handovers and cell reselections. It
is generally suggested that:
• Having both RRC modes push users to less loaded cells guar-
antees their mutual alignment. This in turn reduces the amount of
handovers and cell reselections required for balancing the load. At low
load conditions, the capacity enhancements mainly come from idle mode
traffic steering, while at higher offered traffic demands idle mode schemes
primarily reduce the RRC signaling and connected mode traffic steering
boosts network performance.
For co-channel load balancing, the modifications of the handover offset in con-
nected mode should also applied in idle mode by modifying the camping cell
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hysteresis correspondingly. For inter-frequency load balancing, load-adaptive
UE dedicated camping priorities together with forced handover upon connec-
tion setup provide the necessary degree of alignment between the two RRC
modes.
7.1.1 Co-channel Load Balancing
For co-channel HetNet load balancing, the main challenge is to maintain mo-
bility robustness. To find an attractive trade-off between the capacity gain and
the associated mobility performance, the following guidelines are given:
• Dynamically modify cell-pair handover offsets based on Mobility
Load Balancing (MLB) and Mobility Robustness Optimization
(MRO) functions. To solve the problem of double responsibility conflict
between the two SON functions, MRO monitors the mobility performance
and signals the range within which MLB is eligible to modify handover
offsets for load balancing purposes.
• Supplement MLB/MRO with interference mitigation schemes
as well as provide differentiated mobility configurations based
on UE speed. The reason that the strong inter-cell interference makes
MRO incapable of resolving all mobility problems.
The proposed framework coordinates the interaction between MLB and MRO,
while it allows operators to control the load balancing aggressiveness based on
the targeted mobility performance.
7.1.2 Inter-frequency Load Balancing
Load balancing across cells deployed at different carriers requires an efficient
utilization of inter-frequency measurements. This is for reducing their cost in
UE power consumption and transmission gaps together with avoiding unnec-
essary mobility events. To achieve this goal, it is highly recommended to:
• Decouple inter-frequency mobility from load balancing. This is
achieved by configuring the associated idle and connected mode measure-
ment events such that handovers/cell reselections are only triggered for
mobility robustness purposes when the UE is about to experience cover-
age problems on its serving carrier.
• Explicitly request measurements from load balancing UE can-
didates so as to push them to a less loaded carrier whenever
overload is detected. Measurements can be requested from users that
are about to switch to idle or they just have established a radio bearer.
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• Use load-adaptive dedicated camping priorities together with
forced handovers upon connection setup. The former are provided
via the Connection Release message and force users to camp on the de-
sired carrier. On the other hand, forced handover upon the connection
establishment can resolve outdated traffic steering decision caused by long
periods in idle mode. If used do not frequently switch from one RRC mode
to another, then forced handovers during the connection life-time should
also be employed.
All in all, the proposed inter-frequency traffic steering framework ensures the
efficient utilization of physical layer measurements while achieving a good load
balancing performance with a reasonable cost in RRC signaling.
7.2 Recommendations for Release 10
The load balancing solutions developed for Release 8/9 LTE are also scalable
with Release 10 and beyond. The only required modification involves the
re-definition of the load metric so as to comprise the effect of multi-
carrier connectivity. Based on this finding, the following guidelines are given
in order to achieve dynamic load balancing in multi-layer HetNet deployment
with intra-eNB CA:
• Reuse the existing idle and connected mode schemes developed
for Release 8/9 LTE so as to provide a load-aware PCell man-
agement.
• Exploit signal quality measurements for adding, removing and
changing Secondary Cells (SCells).
• Apply collaborative PCell/SCell scheduling so as to assist load-
based traffic steering in balancing the load across collocated
cells.
The proposed method for integrating load-based traffic steering with CA pro-
vides a good load balancing regardless of the considered scenario. Further-
more, it results in RRC signaling savings by reducing SCell changes in scenar-
ios where the number of collocated carriers is greater than the multi-carrier
connectivity capabilities of the CA users.
7.3 Recommendations for Release 12
With Release 12 DC, users can be oﬄoaded to the small cell layer by means
of SCell configurations, while the scheduler can further offer dynamic load
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balancing between small cells and the macro overlay. In this context, traffic
steering becomes only relevant for legacy UE devices so as to ensure
that these users are oﬄoaded to the small cell layer by means of
load-driven mobility procedures. Nevertheless, suitable cell management
policies should be applied for users operating in DC mode so as to optimize
system performance. The associated guidelines are outlined below:
• Relax the requirement of managing the mobility of all DC users
by the macro overlay. Nomadic slowly moving DC users should be pro-
vided with fixed dedicated priorities that prioritize the small cell layer. By
means of that, their PCell is established to the small cell layer when
switching to connected mode again. For free moving DC users, macro-
only mobility support is provided.
• Avoid macrocell SCell configurations that hardly provide any
throughput benefit to users having their PCell on a small cell.
This is achieved by configuring SCell events that relatively compare the
signal quality of the two layers. In such manner, macrocell SCells are
solely configured for the cell edge hotspot UE devices, which typically
are the ones that truly from benefit from DC.
The proposed cell management framework makes DC performance less depen-
dent on the traffic type and the delays for configuring SCells. Albeit the re-
sulting throughput gains are load-dependent, it reduces the SCell management
overhead regardless of the offered load conditions and the DC user penetration.
7.4 Future Work
This section intends to propose some ideas for future work. Apparently, there
are several directions for broadening the study scope; nevertheless, we limit the
future endeavor to some interesting topics to be analyzed.
To start with, integrating MLB and MRO with eICIC is definitely a topic worth
investigating. As seen in Chapter 3, MLB and MRO change mobility parameters
on a cell-pair basis, while eICIC selects macrocell muting patterns on a cell
basis. This essentially raises the issue of understanding how to coordinate these
functionalities so as to take optimal decisions in an dynamic environment where
many macrocells interact with many small cells.
Furthermore, a natural step forward is to remove the assumption of the regular-
grid 3GPP network layout and evaluate the performance of the designed load
balancing solutions in more realistic simulation environments. An attractive
option is the explicit modeling of site-specific scenarios based on data obtained
from operators. This involves the use of 3D topography maps for deriving both
building and street information, site locations, small cell deployment in high
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traffic hotspot zones, etc. Furthermore, ray-tracing tools should be utilized
for providing a realistic representation of the propagation environment. Ap-
parently, such scenarios illustrate a greater degree of irregularity and capture
effects that can be seen in the regular grid 3GPP layout. Therefore, it is very
interesting to analyze the behavior of load balancing when indoors users are
considered and users realistically move along city streets. Complementing the
3GPP-based results with site-specific studies is the only means for making the
drawn conclusions stronger.
Lastly, the seamless integration of Wi-Fi with LTE has gained significant mo-
mentum during the last years. Owing to the widespread adoption of Wi-Fi
access points, operators desire enhanced features that adaptively control user
oﬄoading rather than blindly prioritize Wi-Fi over LTE. For that purpose, ad-
vanced traffic steering solutions need to be developed so as to enable the tight
coordination between the two networks and further allow for dynamic oﬄoading
decisions based on load, user mobility, backhaul capacity, etc.
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Appendix A
Modeling Framework
This appendix aims at shedding some light on the modeling framework that
supports this PhD study. For that purpose, the following sections give a deep
insight into the underlying models used for representing radio propagation ef-
fects, physical layer aspects, radio resource management and higher layer mo-
bility functionalities.
A.1 Propagation Environment
The macrocell pathloss is calculated based on the deterministic model in [68], be-
ing expressed in the logarithmic domain as follows:
LdBmacro = 40(1− 4 · 10−3hc)log10(du,c)−
− 18log10(hc)− 21log10(fc) + 80 [dB], (A.1)
where du,c is the distance between user u and cell c; hc is the base station
height measured from above the average rooftop level (15 m); and fc is the
deployed carrier frequency. Similarly, the perceived pathloss between a small
cell and the UE device is estimated using the model in [53], being necessarily
adjusted to a carrier frequency of 2.6 GHz:
LdBpico = 140.7 + 36.7log10(du,c)−∆corr [dB], (A.2)
where ∆corr is the correction factor applied for carrier frequencies above 2 GHz
and it is set to 3.5 dB [117,118].
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Large scale shadowing effects are explicitly modeled as a zero mean log-normal
distribution with a different standard deviation σs subject to the base sta-
tion technology. Specifically, σs equals to 8 dB for macrocells, while 10 dB
are considered for the small cells. Notice that full correlation is assumed for
cells served by the same eNB; otherwise, a correlation coefficient of 0.5 is ac-
counted. In accordance with [119], the shadowing spatial variability is given
by the decorrelation distance, ds, which differs between macrocells and pico-
cells. The considered values for macro base stations and small cells are 50 m
and 13 m, respectively.
Antenna gains are calculated based on the elevation and azimuth angle, while
a fixed loss of 20 dB is accounted for the penetration losses due to building
obstacles [68]. Finally, velocity-dependent fast fading is only considered as a
error component in the modeling of the physical layer measurements so as to
emulate the fast fading smoothing that typically occurs at Layer-1 for mobil-
ity management purposes. Therefore, it is not taken into account whenever
calculating wideband values.
A.2 Physical Layer
This section presents the assumptions related to the LTE physical layer model-
ing. First of all, the SINR formulation is provided followed by the abstraction
model used for estimating the wideband user throughput. Finally, the last sub-
section focuses on the modeling of the physical layer measurements in terms of
RSRP and RSRQ.
A.2.1 SINR Formulation
The wideband received power Prx,c from cell c is given by:
Prx,c = Ptx,cLu,c [dBm], (A.3)
where Ptx,c is the total transmission power of the base station; and Lu,c is the
link loss between user u and cell c comprising the impact of the propagation
effects discussed in Section A.1 except for fast fading. Based on (A.3), the
wideband SINR of user u with regards to cell c can be written as:
γu,c =
Prx,c∑
k 6=c ρkPrx,k +N
, (A.4)
where N is the received noise power; and ρk ∈ [0 1] is the resource utilization
of each interfering node k. Particularly, ρk scales the interference power so as
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to acquire a valid notion of the generated interference depending on the traffic
conditions. For instance, cell k generates no interference when ρk equals to
01, while full interference is accounted whenever ρk is 1.
A.2.2 Estimation of User Throughput
The UE perceived data rates are estimated based on a set of rate functions that
map the estimated wideband SINR γu to user throughput comprising the effect
of link adaptation, HARQ management, spatial multiplexing, etc. The FDPS
diversity gain is accounted by selecting the proper mapping curve subject to
the number of active users Uc connected to cell c. Therefore, each rate function
is typically denoted as η(γu, Uc).
The impact of Uc on η(γu, Uc) – expressed in the form of [kbits/s/PRB] – is
depicted in Fig. A.1. It can be observed that the achievable throughput per
PRB increases with Uc since more users exist in the cell and there is more multi-
user diversity to be exploited by the scheduler. In addition to this, the model
further captures the saturation of the FDPS gain as Uc increases. For that
purpose, up to eight mapping curves are used in this work and the wideband
data rate ru can be essentially expressed as:
ru = η(γu,min{Uc, Umaxc }) · fu, (A.5)
where Umaxc = 8; and fu is the amount of resources assigned to user u. Lastly, to
avoid throughput estimations coming from unrealistically high SINR values
that typically do not occur in real system due to RF impairments, the achievable
throughput per PRB is bounded to 810 kbit/sec. This corresponds to a spectral
efficiency of 4.5 bit/sec/Hz.
A.2.3 Physical Layer Measurements
RSRP is defined as the linear average of the received power measured on the re-
source elements that carry the reference signal [61]. Assuming that all resource
elements are equally powered regardless of whether data or reference signal is
carried, the measured RSRP from cell c is modeled as below:
RSRPc =
1
Nsbc
PPRBrx,c · ef · em [Watt], (A.6)
where Nsbc = 12 is the number of subcarriers over an OFDM symbol; P
PRB
rx
is the wideband received power scaled down to a PRB basis; ef is the error
1In case of ρk = 0, the generated interference due to the transmission of the reference
signal is neglected by (A.4) for the sake of simplicity.
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Fig. A.1: η(γu, Uc) as a function of the wideband SINR γu and the number of scheduled
users Uc
component that comprises the effect of Layer-1 fast fading averaging; and em is
an additional error that emulates measurement imperfections. In particular, it
is modeled as Gaussian random variable – truncated within the range of [-3, 3]
dB – with a mean of 0 dB and a standard deviation of 1.21 dB, respectively
[120].
As for RSRQ, it is defined as:
RSRQ =
RSRP
RSSI
, (A.7)
where RSSI constitutes the total wideband received power on the carrier in-
cluding serving cell, interference and noise. Thus, RSSI can be written down
as:
RSSI =
∑
k∈Sm
ρk · PPRBrx,k +
∑
k∈Sm
(1− ρk) · λ · PPRBrx,k +N, (A.8)
where Sm expresses the set of cells deployed at carrier m; and λ is the ratio
of the received power when no data are transmitted meaning that only the
reference signal power is measured in this case. Assuming that the reference
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Fig. A.2: Time trace of PRB-scaled wideband received power together with the associated
physical layer RSRP measurement. User velocity of 30 km/h is assumed.
symbols of the first antenna port are measured by the UE device, then λ equals
to 2/12. By inserting (A.8),(A.6) in (A.7), RSRQ is expressed as:
RSRQ =
1
Nsbc
PPRBrx · ef · emeas∑
k∈Sm ρk · PPRBrx,k +
∑
k∈Sm(1− ρk) · λ · PPRBrx,k +N
(A.9)
A.3 Layer-3 Filtering
The physical layer measurements are subject to additional time-domain filtering
at Layer-3, i.e:
M˜t = (1− α) · M˜t + α ·Mt, (A.10)
where Mt is the latest physical layer measurement; M˜t is the updated filtered
value at time t; and α equals to 1/2(K/4), where K is the Layer-3 coefficient
and is responsible for further smoothing the physical layer measurements. As
seen by Fig. A.3, large values of K limit the capability of following the signal
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Fig. A.3: Impact of Layer-3 filter coefficient on physical layer measurements.
properly; a fact that can jeopardize mobility robustness. The Layer-3 coefficient
is a network-configurable parameter with K = 1 and K = 4 to be the most
typical configurations.
A.4 Radio Resource Management
This section describes the assumptions related to how users share transmission
resources together with defining the associated cell resource utilization. Appar-
ently, the derived formulations depend on the traffic QoS class and the user
connectivity capabilities (i.e. non-CA or CA user). It is worth mentioning that
the underlying models reuse and neatly extend the mathematical framework
presented in [63, 116] so as to enable the explicit representation of such pro-
cedures over time periods longer than the millisecond basis with an attractive
trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity. In other words, the
reader should interpret the below calculations as average values for time pe-
riods in the order of tenths of milliseconds during which users move from one
position to another.
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A.4.1 Case without Carrier Aggregation
The following subsections refer to the case when only non-CA UE devices are
considered. The associated definitions are given both for CBR and best effort
users and are valid as long as a single user type exists in the cell.
A.4.1.1 CBR Users
CBR users are denoted as satisfied if the amount of allocated PRBs suffices for
meeting their bit rate requirement Du. Hence, fu can be defined as follows:
fu =
BcDu
rmaxu
, (A.11)
where rmaxu is the wideband throughput that user u would perceived if it were
allocated the whole transmission bandwidth2 ; and Bc is the cell bandwidth in
PRBs. By means of that, the PRB utilization of cell c can be written as:
ρc =
1
Bc
min{
Uc∑
u=1
fu, Bc}, (A.12)
All users are satisfied whenever ρc < 1. Nevertheless, (A.12) does not provide
any information about which users to declare unsatisfied whenever ρc = 1 and
Bc does not suffice for satisfying all users. For that purpose, it is assumed that
the scheduler tries to maximize the user satisfaction by sorting users in descend-
ing SINR order so as to start the resource assignment from the highest SINR
users. The reason is that such users naturally request fewer resources. This
essentially means that the worse SINR users are always the ones declared un-
satisfied.
A.4.1.2 Best Effort Users
A simple resource-fair policy is applied for best-effort users, i.e.
fu =
Bc
Uc
(A.13)
2the derived resource utilization depends on the user perceived throughput which in turn
requires SINR information. To overcome this dependency, the fixed-point iteration solution
proposed in [63, 116] is applied. Specifically, the resource utilization estimated for the time
period tl−1 is used as an input for calculating the SINR for the current time period tl.
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As some users may empty their buffer and others may not, the average resource
utilization for this particular time period is approximated by the following
equation:
ρc =
1
Bc
Uc∑
u=1
min{f bu, fu}, (A.14)
where f bu is the amount of resources required for emptying the buffer of user
u. Evidently, ρc = 1 if full buffer traffic is considered, while ρc ∈ [0 1] for finite
buffer traffic.
A.4.2 Case with Carrier Aggregation
For cases with a mixture of non-CA and CA users, it is of key importance to
model collaborative PCell/SCell scheduling. For that purpose, this subsection
presents the developed modeling framework for capturing the main properties
of such scheduling scheme without any need for an explicit implementation at
a subframe granularity. Finally, please notice the model is only valid for users
best-effort traffic.
To start with, for the case with CC-independent scheduling the resource share
of each user – regardless of its connectivity capabilities – can still be approx-
imated by using (A.13). However, this resource management policy results in
poor coverage throughput owing to the resource starvation of non-CA users. To
improve user fairness, a cross-CC scheduler would primarily assign transmis-
sion resources for CA users to the cells that can serve them with the highest
throughput, as also discussed in Chapter 5. Clearly, the achievable data rates
achieved with CC-independent scheduling – i.e. estimated from (A.14) – could
provide an indication of where is preferable to allocate more resources for CA
users. For that purpose, the concept of virtual user is introduced, according to
which, the user presence in each cell is scaled as below:
wu,c =
rindu,c∑
c∈Xc r
ind
u,c
, (A.15)
where rindu,c is the perceived user throughput on cell c assuming no PCell/SCell
scheduling collaboration; and Xc constitutes the set of serving cells for user
u. This essentially means that wu,c equals to 1 only for non-CA users, while
wu,c ranges in-between 0 and 1 for CA users. In fact, if wu,c > wu,c′ then the
CA user u should be assigned more resources in cell c rather than cell c′, and
vice versa.
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To incorporate this effect into the resource allocation solution and eventually
emulate the behavior of collaborative PCell/SCell scheduling, (A.13) can be
modified as follows:
fu,c =
wu,cBc∑Uc
u=1 wu,c
, (A.16)
where
∑Uc
u=1 wu,c is total number of virtual users connected to cell c; while the
use of wu,c in the nominator is for ensuring that the sum of allocated resources
does not exceed Bc.
To derive the average PRB utilization per cell, (A.14) can still be reused
given that a virtual buffer is defined per cell whose size bvu,c is proportional
to wu,c. Hence, b
v
u,c can be expressed as the product of wi with bu, where bu is
the actual buffer size for user u. By means of that, ρc can be written as:
ρc =
1
Bc
Uc∑
u=1
min{fvbu , fu}, (A.17)
where fvbu is the amount of resources required for emptying the virtual buffer
of user c in cell c.
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Appendix B
MRO Reliability Analysis
This appendix aims at calculating the amount of mobility observations required
for a reliable MRO prediction of the RLF probability. To achieve this goal, each
handover attempt is considered as a binary random variable, i.e. ’1’ whenever
it is successfully completed and ’0’ in case of a RLF declaration. By means
of that, the probability of having X successful handovers out of N handover
attempts is calculated by the Binomial mass probability function as follows:
P (X) =
(
X
N
)
pX(1− p)N−X , (B.1)
where p is the expected success probability of each independent handover at-
tempt.
Let p̂ denote the estimation of p made by MRO during the length of a MRO
cycle. Then the associated error | p− p̂ | can be written as:
 = ±z
√
1
N
p̂(1− p̂), (B.2)
where z corresponds to the 1-0.5α percentile of the Gaussian distribution and α
is the error percentile. The associated z values for different confidence intervals
are shown in Table B.1.
Fig. B.1 illustrates the estimated error for p̂ = 0.98 (i.e. p̂rlf = 0.02) as
a function of the statistical sample N for different confidence intervals. Gen-
erally, it can be observed that the error decreases with the number of col-
lected samples, regardless of the considered confidence interval. Targeting on
a reliable MRO estimation with  = 0.01, the number of required collected
samples is Nmin = 756 for a confidence interval of 95%. With this amount
of samples, MRO is 95% confident that the RLF probability is between 0.01
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Table B.1: Table of z values for confidence intervals
Confidence Level z
70% 1.04
80% 1.28
90% 1.645
95% 1.96
and 0.03. Apparently, Nmin decreases for less reliable confidence intervals. E.g.
∼550 samples are required for a confidence level of 90%, while Nmin equals to
200 samples when the considered confidence level is 70%.
Notice that for the conducted simulation campaign of Chapter 3, Nmin was
set to 20 samples. The related error is 0.061, 0.052, 0.040 and 0.033 for a
confidence interval of 95%, 90%, 80% and 70%, respectively. To improve the
algorithm reliability, MRO should either wait for several cycles before taking
any decision or adequately extend the duration of the KPI collection cycle. Un-
fortunately, none of the aforementioned modifications were finally applied as
the associated simulation run-time was unfeasibly long.
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Fig. B.1: Estimation of error for the measured RLF probability as a function of the observed
handover attempts for different confidence intervals. p̂rlf equals to 0.02.
Appendix C
Complementary Results for
Chapter 4
This appendix aims at complementing Chapter 4 with some additional re-
sults. As already seen in Section 4.6, DAP+FHO@CS results in cell reselection
rates which are significantly lower than the ones estimated for any RSRQ-based
AP configuration. This effect clearly impacts the UE power consumption in idle
mode. Hence, an estimation of the achievable UE battery savings is given in
Section C.1. After that, the focus is put on analyzing the system performance
when intra-frequency traffic is further enabled so as to balance the load be-
tween the two layers (macro/pico) deployed in full frequency reuse at the 2.6
GHz carrier.
C.1 Idle Mode UE Power Consumption Savings
Extending the duration of the DRX cycle for measuring neighbor cells as well
as for performing cell reselections essentially increases the power consumption
of idle UE devices. Specifically, the work in [56, 57] has shown that the rela-
tive increase/decrease of the UE power consumption in idle mode achieved by
one mobility configuration with regards to another can be estimated by the
following equation:
B = 100 · (T
1
tot + T
1
DRX(
IDRX
Iidle
− 1)
T 2tot + T
2
DRX(
IDRX
Iidle
− 1) − 1) [%], (C.1)
where Ttot is the total time that is on average spent by each UE device on
idle mode; TDRX is the associated time spent on DRX cycles; Iidle is the
current drawn while the terminal is totally idle; and IDRX is the current drawn
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whenever the UE device wakes up so as to enter DRX. According to UE power
measurement made on a LTE smartphone in [121], the IDRX/Iidle ratio equals
to ∼50. As for TDRX , it can written as:
TDRX = NDRX(Tpage + Tmeas + TRes), (C.2)
where NDRX is the average number of DRX cycles that each idle UE device
entered; while Tpage, Tmeas and Tres correspond to the time spent at every
DRX cycle on paging, measuring neighboring cells and performing cell rese-
lections, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider that Tpage +
Tmeas = 30 msec [56,57]. Then, (C.1) can be written as:
B = 100 · (T
1
tot +NDRX(0.03 +N
1
resT
Exec
res )(
IDRX
Iidle
− 1)
T 2tot +NDRX(0.03 +N
2
resT
Exec
res )(
IDRX
Iidle
− 1) − 1) [%], (C.3)
where Nres is the average number of cell reselections per UE device; and T
Exec
res
is the time required for completing a single cell reselection.
Using (C.3), the idle mode UE battery savings achieved by DAP+FHO@CS rel-
ative to the RSRQ-based mobility configurations are illustrated in Fig. C.1. In
fact, DAP+FHO@CS provides significant idle mode UE power consumption
savings regardless of the considered reference case. The highest reduction gains
are in the order of ∼45% and are achieved over the A2thresh = ThreshAPsLow =
−12 dB case since this is the most costly configuration in terms of cell reselec-
tions, as already shown in Fig 4.7b of Chapter 4.
C.2 Joint MLB and DAP+FHO@CS Operation
The MLB algorithm – developed in Chapter 3 – is further enabled in Scenario
B so as to better balance the load between the two layers deployed at the
2.6 GHz. Specifically, MLB is still configured as described in Table 3.2; how-
ever, both idle and connected mode UE devices are now considered. For that
purpose, idle mode follows the MLB-applied ∆CIO adjustments by modifying
the serving cell hysteresis Qhyst accordingly. In such a manner, the probability
of triggering idle-to-connected ping pong events between the two 2.6 GHz layers
reduces significantly. The joint MLB and DAP+FHO@CS operation is evalu-
ated for high offered traffic conditions of 40 Mbps per macrocell area, while the
standalone DAP+FHO@CS performance is used as a reference.
Fig. C.2 illustrates the estimated user distribution with and without enabling
co-channel MLB at the 2.6 GHz carrier. Owing to the exploitation of the cell
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Fig. C.1: Esimated idle mode UE battery savings achieved by DAP+FHO@CS relative to
the remaining simulated RSRQ-based configurations. α is set to 50 and Texecres = 100 msec.
load information, the associated handover and cell reselection parameters are
modified in such a manner such that the picocell layer seems more attrac-
tive. By means of that, a user percentage of ∼5% is additionally oﬄoaded to
them, coming mainly from the 2.6 GHz macrocell layer.
The estimated Jain’s fairness index together with the UE throughput perfor-
mance are shown in Fig. C.3 for all load balancing configurations. It can be ob-
served that the MLB usage improves Jain’s index by a factor of ∼1.2 compared
to when solely inter-frequency traffic steering is applied. Apparently, the reason
is that the load of the underlaid co-channel deployment is more balanced when
MLB is further enabled. However, this is not translated in significant benefits
in terms of UE throughput since the strong interference between the two 2.6
GHz layers is a limiting factor. Compared to the standalone DAP+FHO@CS
configuration, MLB enhances the coverage throughput by ∼15%, while the
corresponding gain in average throughput is only ∼7%.
Fig. C.4a depicts the mobility performance in terms of handovers and cell
reselections, respectively. MLB essentially increases the handoff rate by ∼10%
since additional handovers are triggered for balancing the load of the 2.6 GHz
carrier. Nevertheless, an interesting observation is that the rate of mobility
events in idle and connected mode is more balanced when co-channel MLB
is additionally employed. This is due to the optimization of the serving cell
hysteresis value that necessarily increases the camping time on the picocell
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Fig. C.2: User distribution with and without MLB. An offered load of 40 Mbps per macrocell
area is considered.
layer. This in turn reduces the amount of cell reselections performed between
the two 2.6 GHz layers.
Finally, the estimated RLF rates for the simulated traffic steering policies are
shown in Fig. C.4b. With regards to the DAP+FHO@CS case, no mobil-
ity problems are observed proving that the developed inter-frequency traffic
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Fig. C.3: MLB impact on the degree of achievable load balancing and UE throughput in
scenario B. An offered load of 40 Mbps per macrocell area is considered.
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steering solution does not jeopardize the mobility robustness at the redirected
carrier. On the other hand, the co-channel load balancing naturally increases
the RLF occurrence since the 2.6 GHz users no longer connect to the best cell
in terms of signal strength. Nevertheless, the cost paid in RLFs is rather af-
fordable owing to the additional coverage provided by the 800 MHz macrocell
carrier. In this context, MRO becomes less relevant.
All in all, the joint operation of intra-frequency and inter-frequency load bal-
ancing is recommended for scenarios where a co-channel HetNet deployment is
overlaid by a dedicated macrocell carrier. Albeit this approach balances bet-
ter the network load, the additional capacity benefits provided by enabling
intra-frequency MLB heavily depend on the experienced interference at the
co-channel HetNet deployment. Hence, interference mitigation is still required.
From a mobility performance perspective, the handover and cell reselection
rates occurrence are balanced, while the estimated RLF rate remains within
an acceptable range thanks to the overlaid macrocell carrier that is deployed
at a dedicated frequency band.
Appendix D
Emulating Different Scheduling
Policies with CA
This paper reprint presents a mathematical framework for emulating different
packet scheduling policies in network environments with CA. Compared to the
model shown in Appendix A, it can derive a stringent mathematical solution
for calculating the virtual amount of CA users per CC subject to the targeted
user fairness. Nevertheless, it is only valid for scenarios where the CA users can
connect to all CCs and similar SINR conditions per CC are perceived. Hence, it
is included in the dissertation for the sake of completion since it was not used
in the simulation campaigns of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Abstract—This paper aims at the theoretical modeling of
different packet schedulers in Long Term Evolution-Advanced
(LTE-A) systems. For that purpose, an abstract Radio Resource
Management (RRM) framework has been developed, considering
Proportional Fair (PF) and cross-Component Carrier scheduling.
To validate our work, extensive system level simulations have
been conducted for different ratios of users with Carrier Ag-
gregation (CA) capabilities. The associated results confirm that
the proposed model satisfactorily captures the main properties
of the aforementioned scheduling metrics without any need for
explicit design at a subframe resolution; hence, making it a
promising candidate for a convenient scheduler implementation
in simulators with simplified RRM modeling.
Index Terms—LTE-A; Radio Resource Management (RRM);
Carrier Aggregation; Modeling; Packet Scheduling
I. INTRODUCTION
To meet the growing demand for higher data rates, Carrier
Aggregation (CA) is introduced in Release 10 Long Term
Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) specifications. In CA mode, two
or more Component Carriers (CC) are aggregated to support
effectively wider transmission bandwidths [1], reaching up
to 100 MHz. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic CA framework,
considering N deployed CCs at the base station. Being de-
signed to be backwards compatible with User Equipments
(UE) without CA capabilities, each CC follows the Release
8 LTE numerology. Users are assigned onto one or more CCs
according to several factors (terminal capabilities, CC load,
radio channel conditions, Quality of Service, etc), and dynamic
packet scheduling takes places either independently per CC or
jointly across the deployed CCs. Finally, link adaptation and
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) management are
solely performed at a CC independent basis.
However, the explicit design of the aforementioned frame-
work on a subframe granularity is only mandatory for particu-
lar case studies. E.g. dynamic packet scheduling investigations
[2-4] are typically performed with such detailed simulation
tools. Scheduling decisions are taken at a millisecond basis at
the expense of large simulation runtimes. For studies, where
some of these system components are not so relevant for
performance evaluation, but the simulations still need to be
conducted in a LTE-A environment, the detailed design of all
L1/L2 aspects would be exhaustive. E.g. investigations associ-
ated to Self-Organizing Networks (SON) [5] require a lighter
approach in terms of modeling the LTE-A Radio Resource
Management (RMM) framework, since long simulations are
needed for convergence to be achieved.
For that purpose, this paper contributes a simple mathemat-
ical LTE-A RRM framework that realistically emulates the
performance of 2 particular scheduling policies, also referred
to as independent Proportional Fair (PF) per CC and cross-
CC PF [2], without requiring an explicit subframe-based
implementation. In particular, a set of fairness scaling factors is
utilized for modifying the resource allocation decisions subject
to the UE assignment onto the different CCs and the desired
RRM policy to be applied. However, since no additional
Signal-to-Noise plus Interference (SINR) considerations are
included, it is valid for interference limited scenarios only,
where the SINR distributions over the deployed CCs are
similar and system performance depends mainly on how users
are assigned onto the available CCs.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II provides a brief overview of packet scheduling in LTE-
A systems, while the proposed abstract RRM framework is
presented in Section III. The simulation assumptions along
with the corresponding results are available in Section IV and
V respectively. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
II. DYNAMIC PACKET SCHEDULING IN LTE-A
This section outlines the basic properties of different packet
scheduling policies in LTE-A systems. More specifically, we
Fig. 1. Carrier Aggregation Framework
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focus on the CC independent PF scheduler and the joint cross-
CC scheduling approach.
A. Independent Proportional Fair per CC
The PF metric is a well-known example of packet schedul-
ing that maximizes network utility (defined as the sum of loga-
rithmic user throughput) by exploiting multi-user diversity [6].
In the long term, user fairness is guaranteed and resources are
equally shared among UEs regardless of channel conditions
and fading characteristics [7]. For independent PF scheduling
per CC, the jth Physical Resource Block (PRB) on carrier i
will be assigned to the user ui,j according to:
ui,j = argmax
u
{Ru,i,j
R˜u,i
} (1)
where Ru,i,j is the instantaneous throughput of user u at
the jth PRB of CC i and R˜u,i is the past user perceived
throughput on the same CC averaged over a specific time
window. However, since non-CA users have limited access to
the overall available spectrum, maximizing the network utility
within the CC does not necessarily imply that the global utility
over all CCs is maximized.
In fact, CA UEs will be significantly favored if PF schedul-
ing is performed independently per CC, while non-CA users
co-exist in the system. Let us consider a scenario with n CCs
and equal split of non-CA and CA UEs. Assuming a load
balancing mechanism that distributes evenly the non-CA users
over the different CCs, then the total amount of PRBs allocated
per CA terminal will be n times larger than the resource share
of the non-CA UEs. Apparently, legacy non-CA devices will
have limited access to the spectrum resources, a fact that may
severely impact their perceived data rates.
B. Cross-CC Packet Scheduling
The joint cross-CC scheduling [3] overcomes the aforemen-
tioned resource allocation fairness problem by modifying the
PF metric as follows:
ui,j = argmax
u
{ Ru,i,j∑n
i=1 R˜u,i
} (2)
In (2) the aggregated past experienced user throughput over
all CCs is used so the scheduling priority for CA UEs actually
decreases. Hence, resource starvation for non-CA devices
is avoided and significant cell edge throughput gains are
achieved without any noticeable impact on the aggregated
cell throughput [3]. As shown in [2], the cross-CC scheduler
maximizes the global network utility also in cases when non-
CA and CA UEs co-exist in the system. Nevertheless, a more
flexible resource allocation is feasible by generalizing (2) as
follows:
ui,j = argmax
u
{ α ·Ru,i,j
(
∑n
i=1 R˜u,i)
β
}, (3)
where the a (user type specific) and b weighting parameters
are utilized for adjusting the UE category fairness. E.g. by
setting a = 1 for CA UEs and a > 1 for non-CA devices, the
scheduling priority of non-CA devices will further improve,
and vice versa.
III. ABSTRACT LTE-A RRM FRAMEWORK
In this section, the proposed abstract LTE-A RRM model is
thoroughly described. A set of weighting factors is introduced
that dynamically adjust resource allocation decisions subject
to the targeted scheduling fairness between non-CA and CA
devices.
A. Problem Formulation
Let us consider a LTE-A scenario with n CCs per macrocell
area. Let Ni and NCA denote the number of non-CA and CA
users in the ith CC. Obviously:
NnonCA =
n∑
i=1
Ni, (4)
where NnonCA is the total number of legacy non-CA users
in the cell area. Given that Ktot is the CC bandwidth, the
allocated resource share per UE class, assuming independent
PF scheduling per CC, will be:
KnCAi =
Ktot
Ni +NCA
(5)
KCA =
n∑
i=1
Ktot
Ni +NCA
(6)
Since CA UEs are allocated resources in all CCs, we can
define the virtual amount of CA terminals in the ith CC,
V NCAi , as follows:
V NCAi = wiNCA, (7)
where wi are the virtual scheduling weights for the CA users
on the ith CC. Thus, based on (7), the modified resource shares
per UE class can be expressed by:
KnCAi =
Ktot
Ni + wiNCA
(8)
KCA =
n∑
i=1
wiKtot
Ni + wiNCA
(9)
(8) and (9) indicate that resource allocation decisions could
be adjusted by different wi assignments. Therefore, given that
αu is the target Resource Share Ratio (RSR) between non-CA
and CA UEs, the proper virtual scheduling weights need to be
found, satisfying:
KnCA1 = K
nCA
2 = . . . = K
nCA
n = αu ·KCA (10)
subject to:
n∑
i=1
wi =
1
αu
(11)
wi ∈ [0, 1/αu] (12)
In such a manner, the fairness adjustments provided by the
α, β parameters of the generalized cross-CC scheduler can
be emulated by spanning αu over different RSRs. Note that
(11) and (12) are mandatory constraints for guaranteeing that
the sum of V NCAi over all CCs along with the sum of total
resources allocated per CC will not exceed NCA and Ktot
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Ku for different non-CA UE assignments onto the 2 CCs. 4 CA
users are assumed and au = 1.
B. Solution for virtual scheduling weights
Based on (10), we can express all scheduling weights as a
function of w1:
wi = w1 +
N1 −Ni
NCA
, i = 2, . . . , n, (13)
whereas by combining (4), (11) and (13), the set of virtual
scheduling weights can be defined, as follows:
wi =
1
n · αu +
NnonCA − n ·Ni
n ·NCA , i = 1, . . . , n (14)
In order to illustrate the behavior of (13), a simple case
with 2 deployed CCs, 4 CA terminals and different non-
CA UE distributions is assumed for αu = 1. Resource
fairness performance between the 2 different user categories is
evaluated by the obtained average CA UE RSR, Ku, defined
as:
Ku =
KCA
(
∑n
i=1NiK
nCA
i )/NnonCA
(15)
Both Ku and the virtual CA weights on the 1st CC (w2 =
1−w1) are demonstrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. We
observe that ideal resource share fairness is guaranteed for
all different UE assignments, as 1/αu = Ku = 1. This model
behavior is expected since (13) derives directly from (10). Note
that wj > wi for Ni > Nj ; hence, CA UEs are allocated more
resources in the CCs where fewer non-CA users are assigned,
in order to maintain fairness. However, αu might not always
be feasible, simply due to the UE assignment onto the different
CCs. In these cases, the weights solution violate (12), as it is
clearly shown by Fig. 3. This limitation is overcome if the
negative weights are truncated to zero and the remaining ones
are normalized accordingly, such as to fulfill (12):
w˜i =
{
0 , w˜i < 0
1
n·αu +
NnonCA−n·Ni
n·NCA , w˜i ≥ 0
(16)
TABLE I
SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Scenario CA Scenario 1 (19 sites, 3 cells per
site)
Inter-Site Distance 500 m
Pathloss 128.1 + 37.6 · log10(R)
CC Information 4 CCs at 2GHz (10 MHz each)
Resources per CC 50 PRB
Number of UEs per cell 10
CA UE Ratio 0%, 20%, 50%, 80% and 100%
Antenna Configuration 1x2
Transmit Power 43 dBm per CC
Traffic Type Full Buffer
CA Packet Scheduler Independent PF versus Cross-CC
wi =
w˜i
αu
∑n
i=1 w˜i
(17)
The results related to solution (16)-(17) are also depicted in
Fig. 2 and 3, as the regions of resource fair infeasibility are
indicated by Ku > 1, while wi ∈ [0, 1] for any UE assignment
onto the 2 CCs. Obviously, in the Ku > 1 regions, CA devices
will be scheduled in a single CC.
IV. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS
The proposed abstract LTE-A RRM model is implemented
in the system level simulator presented in [8][9]. The per-
formance of the mathematical framework is assessed in a
network layout consisting of 4 collocated CCs deployed at 2
GHz (CA deployment scenario 1 [10]). Statistics are collected
from a sufficiently large number of snapshots for different
user positions and several CA UE ratios. Full buffer traffic
is simulated and non-CA UEs are assigned onto the different
CCs based on the Least Load (LL) algorithm [11]. CA devices
are assigned on all CCs. The major simulations assumptions
are listed in Table I.
The UE perceived throughput derives directly from SINR-
to-throughput mapping curves, calibrated by extensive link
level simulations with explicit implementation of all packet
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Fig. 3. Cross-CC weights solution for different non-CA UE assignments
onto the 2 CCs. 4 CA users are assumed and au = 1.
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scheduling, link adaptation and HARQ procedures. It is always
assumed that the optimal Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS) is selected for each user, depending on its experienced
wideband SINR conditions. The impact of the Frequency
Domain Packet Scheduling (FDPS) diversity gain [12] is also
included in the system modeling by selecting the proper curve
subject to the amount of users that are scheduled in the cell.
Therefore, the experienced UE throughput, ru,i, of user u on
the ith CC is calculated as follows:
ru,i = R(SINRu,i) · fu,i, (18)
where fu,i is the number of resources allocated to user u
on the ith CC and SINRu,i the average SINR per PRB.
The generalized cross-CC performance is approximated by
calculating the scheduling weights according to (16)-(17),
while fu,i derives directly from (8) and (9) depending on the
user type. Similarly, (5) and (6) are utilized for the case of
independent PF scheduling per CC.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for the conducted
study are the network utility (sum of logarithmic throughput
in Mbps), the 5%-ile user throughput (coverage) and the
aggregated cell throughput over the deployed CCs.
A. Impact of target RSR αu
Fig. 4 illustrates the normalized network utility, coverage
and average cell throughput for different αu settings and 50%
CA UE ratio. All related KPIs are normalized by the values
associated to αu = 1. Indeed, network utility is maximized for
αu = 1, emulating the performance of the generalized cross-
CC scheduler with α = β = 1. This is case when the weights
are calculated such as to provide the maximum possible
fairness between non-CA and CA users. Consequently, the
highest coverage throughput gains are derived as well. Note
that for this particular simulation setting, the αu = 0.25
case actually represents the independent PF scheduler per
CC. Therefore, no impact on the average cell throughput is
observed compared to αu = 1, a fact that is aligned with
other related studies in the literature [3]. Any other fairness
adjustments performed by αu replicate different combinations
of the α, β parameters of the generalized cross-CC scheduler
and consequently the network utility decreases.
The impact of different packet scheduling approaches on
the experienced UE throughput per user category is shown in
Fig. 5. As expected, CC independent PF scheduling favors sig-
nificantly CA terminals, achieving n times higher throughput
compared to non-CA UEs. Nevertheless, this performance gap
is diminished when the joint scheduling approach is emulated
by setting αu = 1.
B. Impact of CA UE Penetration
Since it has been confirmed that the performance of cross-
CC scheduling can be emulated by αu = 1, the model is
investigated for different ratios of CA devices. The coverage
throughput for different CA UE ratios is depicted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. Normalized network utility, coverage and avg. cell throughput for
different target αu values. 50% of CA UE ratio is assumed.
We observe that the cross-CC solution enhances significantly
the cell edge throughput, whenever non-CA and CA users co-
exist in the network, providing gains that are in the same range
with the ones derived in [3]. More specifically, for the cases
of 20%, 50% and 80% of CA UE ratio, the recorded coverage
gains are 44%, 92% and 78% respectively. Note that for ratios
above 50%, the performance of the independent PF improves,
since the coverage throughput statistics are also biased by cell
edge CA UEs that actually experience higher data rates.
The significant fairness enhancements between the 2 user
categories is also highlighted by the network utility, that is
provided in Fig. 7. In principle, higher utility is achieved by
the cross-CC solution, an observation that is in very good
agreement with the simulation results in [2].
Finally, Fig. 8 demonstrates the corresponding average cell
throughput results. Once again, the abstract RRM model
realistically replicates the subframe implementation, as similar
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Fig. 5. CDF for non-CA and CA users for different αu values. 50% of CA
UE ratio is assumed.
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system performance is achieved, regardless of the CA UE
penetration and the scheduling approach.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an abstract RRM framework for system level
simulations in LTE-A systems has been developed. It allows
to emulate different packet scheduling policies in scenarios
with a mixture of non-CA and CA users. In particular, a set of
weighting factors is introduced that adjusts resource allocation
decisions depending on the fairness to be maintained between
the different UE categories. The model behavior has been
tested for 2 particular packet scheduling policies, also denoted
as CC independent PF and cross-CC scheduler. Results have
shown that the performance of the aforementioned metrics can
be satisfactorily approximated in an abstract manner, without
any requirement for explicit simulations at a subframe basis.
Therefore, it could be considered as an excellent candidate
for a scheduler implementation in simplified system level
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simulators, where the detailed modeling of all L1/L2 LTE-A
aspects would have been a rather exhaustive approach.
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Appendix E
Complementary Results for
Chapter 5
This paper reprint provides another performance comparison between the de-
veloped DAP+FHO@CS solution and the RSRQ-based mobility framework. Un-
like Chapter 4, the associated simulation campaign is conducted in Scenario C
with and without intra-eNB CA. Albeit the trends are similar to the ones ob-
served in Scenario B, it is shown that the RSRQ-based configurations become
even more costly in terms of handover signaling in Scenario C. The reason is
that this scenario considers an additional macrocell carrier deployed at the 1.8
GHz band. By enabling intra-eNB CA, the cost paid in handovers essentially
reduces; nevertheless, DAP+FHO@CS still finds a better trade-off between the
capacity gain and the associated signaling overhead.
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Abstract—This paper aims at evaluating different mechanisms
for providing Inter-Frequency (IF) Load Balancing (LB) in
multi-layer heterogeneous deployments. More specifically, the
performance of IF mobility management based on signal quality
measurements is compared against a load-dependent Traffic
Steering (TS) framework that triggers IF mobility events only
if load imbalance is detected. To evaluate the joint interaction
of the aforementioned schemes with more advanced LB features,
system level simulations have been conducted with and without
Carrier Aggregation (CA) capable users. Results have shown that
although quality-based handoff procedures can act as a passive
TS mechanism, they are costly in handovers and measurements
gaps. The developed TS scheme utilizes cell neighbor measure-
ments more efficiently, achieving significant handover reduction.
Finally, CA makes the proposed framework even more attractive,
since its careful parameterization becomes less relevant and load
imbalances can be tackled by the packet scheduler as well.
Keywords—Load balancing; Mobility management; Radio Re-
source Control (RRC); Carrier Aggregation
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-layer deployments are envisaged to be the necessary
network evolution for meeting the future capacity and coverage
requirements. Hence, cells with different characteristics will
co-exist in the same environment, also denoted as Hetero-
geneous Network (HetNet), providing a common pool of
resources to be efficiently utilized subject to the User Equip-
ment (UE) capabilities, power consumption, load conditions,
requested service, etc. This functionality is also denoted as
Traffic Steering (TS) and its target is to properly distribute
traffic such as to accommodate the optimum combination of
the aforementioned factors based on the network operator use
cases and performance indicators.
Focusing specifically on load-based TS schemes, the ma-
jority of the state-of-art literature investigates the potentials of
Load balancing (LB) in co-channel deployments, where both
small cells (e.g. pico/femtocells) and the overlay macro are
deployed at the same frequency [1]. This involves dynamic
range extension schemes that positively bias measurements
from underutilized cells such as to virtually enlarge their power
footprint and attract more users by means of handover (HO)
executions. In the context of Inter-Frequency (IF) TS, different
layer selection schemes are available in [2], where UEs are
directed to the optimal cell during the Radio Resource Control
(RRC) connection establishment. Nevertheless, the associated
signaling cost of the proposed mechanisms is neglected. As
shown in [3], the auto-tuning of mobility parameters can
further be utilized for IF TS. However, unlike to the co-
channel case, IF measurements are not always available. In
principle, they should be kept at a reasonable level, since
measurements gaps are required for the device to perform
such measurements. High measurements rates could have an
impact on the experienced data rates along with a potential
UE power consumption increase [4]. To maintain IF mobility
procedures tightly coupled with TS functionalities requires
adequate measurement availability for mobility events to be
triggered. Nonetheless, the overhead cost might be relatively
high, jeopardizing UE power consumption due to excessive
cell neighbor measurements.
On top of the applied TS policies, features such as
Carrier Aggregation (CA) [5][6] can actually relax IF LB
requirements. Being introduced as part of the LTE-Advanced
standardization, CA allows terminals with multi-connectivity
capabilities to simultaneously access the bandwidth of multiple
carriers. Packet scheduling can be further utilized for inter-
layer LB, while IF measurements become less relevant for CA
users, as they may concurrently receive data on one carrier,
while performing measurements on a different carrier [7].
This paper focuses on evaluating different solutions for IF
HetNet LB with and without CA. To cope with HO overhead
and UE power consumption, a low cost TS framework has
been developed, that decouples IF mobility management from
Fig. 1. Decoupling IF mobility management from TS in the RRC Connected.
(a): TS-driven IF HO due to overload detection at F2, (b): Mobility driven IF
HO due to coverage hole , (c): No need for any action if F2 is not overloaded
and coverage is provided978-1-4799-3083-8/14/$31.00 c©2014 IEEE 2396
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LB functionalities. IF measurements are explicitly requested
by the network whenever overload is detected, while HOs are
kept low by aligning the LB procedures in both RRC UE
states. IF events – HOs and cell reselections – are classified
into 2 different categories depending on the triggering cause.
As it is shown in Fig. 1, an event is defined as mobility-
driven, if it is performed due to poor radio conditions, while
events triggered for LB purposes are categorized as TS-driven.
The performance of the designed scheme is compared against
the standardized quality-based handoff mechanisms, where IF
HOs/cell reselections are triggered by exploiting the in-built
load information that is available in the Reference Signal
Received Quality (RSRQ) measurements. No other TS mech-
anism is applied and the distinction between mobility-driven
and TS-driven events is not possible. System level simulations
are conducted in a Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A)
scenario consisting of a co-channel macro/ pico deployment at
2600 MHz, supplemented by 2 additional macrocell carriers
at 1800 MHz and 800 MHz respectively. To investigate the
CA impact on the aforementioned schemes, intra site CA is
enabled, meaning that CA UEs can aggregate spectrum from
multiple co-sited macro carriers
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II outlines the IF mobility management framework for non-CA
and CA users, whereas the proposed TS scheme is thoroughly
presented in Section III. Simulation assumptions and results
are provided in Section IV and V respectively. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper.
II. INTER-FREQUENCY MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK
This section outlines the standardized IF mobility manage-
ment framework for both non-CA and CA terminals in the
RRC Connected and RRC Idle state.
A. Physical Layer Measurements
Measurements in terms of Reference Signal Received
Power (RSRP) and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)
are specified for mobility support. RSRP corresponds to the
signal strength measurement and therefore is insensitive to load
fluctuations. On the other hand, RSRQ is defined as:
RSRQ =
RSRP
RSSI
, (1)
where RSSI is the Received Signal Strength Indicator and
comprises the linear average of the total received power includ-
ing co-channel serving and non-serving cells, adjacent channel
interference, thermal noise, etc [8]. The contribution of RSSI
in (2) makes RSRQ partly capture load information. Hence, if
properly configured, RSRQ-based mobility management can
operate as a passive TS mechanism by triggering IF HOs/ cell
reselections due to the load variations between the serving and
a target cell.
B. Non-CA Framework
1) RRC Connected State: RRC Connected mobility man-
agement is network-controlled and UE-assisted. UEs perform
physical layer measurements and the associated reports are
sent to the network, either periodically or whenever an event
is triggered. Devices can be configured to initiate IF measure-
ments only if the serving radio conditions become worse than
a particular threshold, also denoted as A2 event [9]. As soon as
the A2 event is reported, IF mobility is activated by configuring
the corresponding A3 event [9] (neighbor becomes offset better
than serving). Given that a target cell fulfills the A3 condition
for a specific time duration, referred to as Time-To-Trigger
(TTT) window, an IF HO is triggered.
2) RRC Idle State: RRC Idle UEs autonomously reselect to
a neighboring cell based on the reselection rules that are broad-
cast in the system information. Similarly to the intra-frequency
case, the cell selection S criterion along with the cell ranking R
criterion [10] can be utilized for IF mobility management in the
RRC state. Nevertheless, an alternative mechanism, referred to
as Absolute Priorities (AP) [10], is available for prioritizing
particular carriers during the cell reselection process. Carrier
priorities are broadcast in the system information and a set
of priority-based rules is evaluated for reselecting towards an
IF cell. More specifically, devices camping on a lower-priority
carrier reselect towards a higher-priority one once the target
signal strength or quality exceeds the ThreshAP2High threshold.
On the other hand, reselecting towards a lower-priority carrier
requires a more restrictive condition to be fulfilled, since the
serving cell must drop below ThreshAPsLow and the target to
exceed ThreshAPHigh2Low. Note that such reselection rules are
only valid for carriers with different priorities. In case of
equal priorities being assigned to cells belonging to different
frequencies, the conventional S and R criteria are applied for
evaluating the cell reselection process.
C. CA Framework
1) RRC Connected State: CA devices can simultaneously
access the bandwidth of multiple carriers. A set of serving
cells is configured, and one of them is designated as the
Primary Cell [5][6]. The PCell is responsible for all basic
operations including mobility support and Radio Link Failure
(RLF) supervision. HOs are solely performed at the PCell,
following the non-CA handoff procedures. With regards to
IF measurements, CA users may perform relaxed background
measurements with a certain periodicity (i.e. 40 msec) [4].
Nonetheless, the A2 event can still be utilized for enabling
PCell IF HOs.
Additionally configured cells are denoted as Secondary
Cells (SCell), and they can be added, changed or removed
depending on the UE measurements. Consequently, whenever
an SCell event condition is met, the UE sends a measurement
report via uplink RRC signaling for triggering the correspond-
ing SCell action. An example of dynamic RSRQ-based PCell
and SCell management is illustrated in Fig. 2. Situation (a)
refers to the case when the RSRQ of the PCell is higher than
the A2 threshold, A2Thresh. Obviously, the PCell remains the
same regardless of the SCell radio conditions, as the associated
IF HO event is not configured yet. Unlike case (a), an IF HO is
triggered for both situations (b) and (c). Cell j is now assigned
as the PCell and cell i will eventually be configured as a SCell
only in case (b), where the RSRQ of cell i is above the SCell
addition threshold.
2) RRC Idle State: CA is not applicable in the RRC Idle
and CA UEs follow the typical non-CA framework for the2397
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cell reselection process. Thus, whenever CA users switch to
the RRC Connected, the latest camping cell is assigned as the
PCell, unless any TS action occurs.
Fig. 2. Dynamic CA UE PCell and SCell management.
III. PROPOSED LOAD-BASED TRAFFIC STEERING
FRAMEWORK
A LB framework is proposed, where IF HOs/cell rese-
lections are primarily performed by TS-driven procedures. A
relatively low A2Thresh is configured, while measurements
are explicitly requested by the network whenever overload is
detected. Consequently, measurements gaps are minimized and
IF mobility management is decoupled from the TS functional-
ity. Mobility-driven IF events can only occur only if the radio
conditions degrade dramatically, such that the A2 condition is
met and the IF handoff mechanisms are configured.
To minimize the impact of TS on signaling overhead and
UE power consumption, the LB procedures in the RRC Idle
and Connected state should be aligned. For that purpose,
the developed framework applies the load-based decisions at
the switching instances of the RRC UE state machine. UEs
switching to the RRC Idle are provided with dedicated mobility
parameters such as to camp at the appropriate carrier, while
TS-driven HOs are employed for users switching to RRC
Connected.
A. Load and Composite Available Capacity Formulation
In order to provide TS support, load information for
neighboring target cells should be available at the base stations.
Since high Physical Resource Block (PRB) utilization does not
necessarily mean overload conditions [11], the resource share
of user u, fu, is scaled by the satisfaction ratio Rt/Ru, where
Rt represents the desired data rate that should on average be
achieved in the cell, and Ru is the actual rate that the device
experiences. Hence, the load contribution ρu of user u to its
serving cell is defined as follows:
ρu = min {fu ·Rt
Ru ·B , ρmax}, (2)
where B is the cell bandwidth and ρmax specifies the max-
imum load that a user can contribute to the cell in order to
avoid situations where a single UE in poor channel condi-
tions could declare the cell in overload. Note that for CA
devices, Ru represents the aggregated data rate that the UE
experiences over the multiple carriers that is scheduled. Cells
periodically monitor their own load conditions ρ˜own =
∑
u ρu
and the relevant information exchange is performed in terms
of Composite Available Capacity (CAC) [12]. To control TS
operation, a target operational cell load, ρt, is specified, and
CAC is expressed as below:
CAC = 1− ρ˜own
ρt
(3)
TS procedures are triggered whenever ρ˜own exceeds a pre-
determined overload threshold. As load oscillations around
ρt may repetitively trigger TS events, a hysteresis region is
applied and the overload detection threshold is defined as
ρhigh = ρt+ρhyst. Similarly, cells below the ρlow = ρt−ρhyst
threshold are only willing to accept load.
B. TS upon RRC Connection Establishment
Whenever a UE switches to RRC Connected, it is requested
to initiate IF measurements if overload is detected. Once
the measurements reports are collected, the strongest RSRP-
measured cell per carrier is selected, subject to the following
constraints:
QRSRPmeas ≥ ARSRPthresh (4)
QRSRQmeas ≥ ARSRQthresh, (5)
where QRSRPmeas , Q
RSRQ
meas are the performed measurements in
terms of RSRP and RSRQ and ARSRPthesh , A
RSRQ
thesh correspond to
the respective thresholds that the target IF cells should satisfy.
The final set of candidate LB targets is sorted in a descending
CAC order and the cell with the highest value is selected. The
load condition of the target cell is derived directly from CAC
and if it is below the ρlow threshold, a forced IF HO is initiated
towards that cell for LB purposes.
Note that ARSRPthesh is set ∆ dB higher than A2Thresh
in order to ensure that the steered device will not perform
IF measurements when is connected to the target layer. In
such a manner, ping pong HOs [13] are less likely to occur
and mobility performance is not compromised by the TS
intervention. Finally, interference-related information for the
target layer is provided via (5).
1) TS at RRC Connection Release: In the context of TS at
the connection release, the dedicated priorities framework is
applied, where carrier priorities are dynamically adjusted at a
UE resolution, according to the exchanged CAC information
[14]. Therefore, the highest priority is assigned to the least
loaded carrier. Note that no additional RRC signalling is
required since UE-dedicated Idle mode parameters can be
provided to the device via the RRC CONNECTION RELEASE
MESSAGE [9]. Dedicated priorities provide significant sig-
nalling gains, as the number of forced TS-driven HOs required
for LB can be decreased. In particular, UE distributions in
the RRC Idle are balanced and the probability of establishing
the a new RRC connection at an overloaded cell decreases
noticeably.
The developed dedicated priorities scheme follows the
same logic in terms of radio conditions constraints, implying2398
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that (4) and (5) must be fulfilled as well. Nevertheless, ARSRPthesh
is replaced by ThreshAP2High, since Thresh
AP
2High controls cell
reselections towards higher priority carriers in the RRC Idle
state. Hence, the algorithm ensures that the redirected UE will
camp at the least loaded carrier, as it is the one being assigned
with the highest priority.
IV. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS
The TS framework is evaluated by means of extensive
system level simulations for 0% and 50% CA UE ratio
respectively. As a reference, the RSRQ-based IF mobility man-
agement framework is used, assuming 3 different A2Thresh
values. Mobility management in both RRC states is explicitly
modeled, along with the associated delays regarding the Idle-
to-Connected (and vice versa) transition timers, HO exe-
cutions, cell reselections and SCell additions, removals or
changes. Finite buffer traffic is simulated and packet arrivals
are modeled as a Poisson process. The payload is negatively
exponentially distributed with a mean value of 3 Mbits. 2 high
traffic areas (hotspots) are randomly generated per macrocell
area and picocells are deployed concentrically. 2/3 of the users
are confined within the hotspots and the remaining 1/3 is
uniformly distributed in the macrocell area, moving at straight
line trajectories. Low mobility at 3 km/h is assumed for
all UEs. A detailed list of the key simulation parameters is
provided in Table I.
The A2Thresh is set equal to ThreshAPsLow in order to
minimize the probability of RRC Idle to Connected (and vice
versa) ping pong events. An idle-to-connected ping pong event
is declared whenever a user that switches to RRC Connected,
is immediately handed over to a different cell either due to
radio conditions or LB purposes [15]. The RRC Idle priority
assignment for the RSRQ-based LB simulations is fixed and
prioritizes the 2600 MHz capacity carrier (p2600 > p1800 =
p800). Measurements towards higher priority carrier are always
performed, in contrast to the ones towards a lower priority
carrier, which are triggered whenever the serving quality/power
drops below the ThreshAPsLow threshold.
CA UEs support a single SCell. The associated RSRQ-
based criteria for adding, removing or changing a SCell are
outlined in Table II. In particular, a relatively low threshold of
-16 dB is set for SCell additions in order to exploit CA as much
as possible. If more than one cells meet the SCell addition
criterion, the highest RSRQ-measured cell is selected. The
SCell removal threshold is set 2 dB lower, avoiding repetitive
additions and removals of the same SCell due to RSRQ
flunctuations. Finally, a SCell change event is also defined,
according to which, the serving SCell is changed whenever
a 3 dB stronger neighbor IF cell is detected. Note that TS-
driven actions are only applied on the PCell, while the SCell
decisions are taken independently based on the aforementioned
criteria. Scheduling across the macro carriers is performed
jointly, by using a modified proportional fair metric, also
denoted as cross-Component Carrier (CC) scheduling [16] that
enhances fairness between legacy and CA users. Conventional
proportional fair scheduling is applied, if CA is not supported.
The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the conducted
study are the average UE throughput and the overall HO rate,
defined as the absolute number of HOs averaged over the
TABLE I. SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Scenario 3GPP Hexagonal grid (7 sites, 3 cells
per site)
ISD 500m
Carrier Frequencies 800MHz, 1800MHz, 2600MHz
Bandwidth 10 MHz, 10 MHz, 20 MHz
Number of UEs per macro area 100
Number of picocells per macro area 2
Hotspot Radius 40 m
Hotspot UE Density 2/3
CA UE Ratio 0%, 50%
Transmit Power 43 dBm (macro), 30 dBm (pico)
Shadowing Standard Deviation 8 dBm (macro), 10 dBm (pico)
Shadowing Correlation Distance 50 m (macro), 13 m (pico)
Antenna Configuration 1x2
Traffic Type Finite Buffer
Packet Size 3 Mbits
Intra-Frequency HO RSRP-based A3 event
A2Thresh (TS case) -110 dBm
A2Thresh (RSRQ case) -12, -14, -16 dB
IF mobility-driven HO (RSRQ case) RSRQ-based A3 event
IF mobility-driven HO (TS case) RSRP-based A3 event
A3 Offset 3 dB (Intra-HO), 4 dB (Inter-HO)
HO execution Timer 0.15 sec
SCell Addition Configuration Delay 0.05 sec
TTT window 0.4 sec (Intra-HO), 0.5 sec (Inter-HO)
Measurements Error 1 dB
L3 Filtering Factor 4
Rt {3,6}Mbps for {0%,50%}CA UE ratio
ρt 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.35, 0.2
ρhyst 0.1
Idle-to-Connected Transition Time 0.1 sec
Connected-to-Idle Transition Time 1 sec
simulation time and the number of users (including both intra-
frequency and IF HOs). As IF measurements are more relevant
for non-CA devices, 2 additional KPIs have been explicitly
utilized for the simulation campaign with 0% CA terminal
penetration. To provide an indication of the potential impact on
measurement gaps and UE power consumption, the Cumulative
Distribution Functions (CDF) referring to the measured RSRQ
range and the network cell load are used.
TABLE II. SCELL EVENT DEFINITION
Scell Action Event RSRQ Value (dB)
Addition A4: target becomes better than threshold -16
Removal A2: serving becomes worse than threshold -18
Change A6: target becomes offset better that SCell 3
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 3 illustrates the average UE throughput for the
case when only non-CA devices exist in the network. More
specifically, we observe that the A2Thresh = −12dB con-
figuration outperforms any other simulated setup, since it
provides adequate IF measurement availability for exploiting
the in-built load information that RSRQ carries. Although
A2Thresh = −16dB performs the worst for all offered traffic
conditions, the performance gap between the -14 dB and -
12 dB case increases at lower traffic demands. This effect
is explained by the AP behavior in the RRC Idle. At lower
load conditions, the ThreshAPsLow = A2Thresh = −14dB
threshold is not high enough for triggering reselections towards
lower priority carriers. Therefore, the 1800 MHz and 800
MHz carriers are gradually being underutilized. UEs camp
at the prioritized 2600 MHz carrier and they establish their
RRC connection at the same carrier, whenever they switch to
the RRC Connected state. Although not presented, for values
higher than A2Thresh = −12dB, throughput gains saturate2399
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Fig. 3. Avg. UE throughput versus offered load for different LB configura-
tions. 0% CA UE ratio is assumed.
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Fig. 4. HO rate versus offered load for different LB configurations. 0% CA
UE Ratio is assumed.
and therefore should not be recommended due to the excessive
cost in terms of HOs.
The load-based TS policy manages to follow the -12 dB
RSRQ performance only if the operational target load, ρt, is
set according to the offered load conditions (capacity driven
configuration). This behavior is expected, as the number of
TS-driven actions decrease at lower traffic demands, given
that the high load ρt = 0.8 configuration is used. The Rt
data rate requirement is met, and no overload is detected for
triggering TS events. Nevertheless, the throughput gains of
the A2Thresh = −12dB case over the capacity driven TS
scheme are in the range of ∼7%-∼15% depending on the
offered traffic. Better performance can be achieved if TS is
more carefully parameterized or an additional LB mechanism
is applied, being triggered during the life time of the session.
The associated HO rates are presented in Fig. 4. As
expected, there is a clear trade-off between the capacity gains
and the derived HO rates. An A2Thresh of -12 dB is the
most costly configuration due to the relatively high number
of IF HOs that are triggered by the RSRQ sensitivity to
the load fluctuations. The advantage of decoupling mobility
management from LB is the fact that low HO rates can be
achieved. In particular, such an approach results in a 30%-
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Fig. 5. CDFs for the measured RSRQ and network cell load, ρ˜own.
Depending on the selected configuration, different IF measurement availability
is provided. 0% CA UE Ratio and traffic of 50 Mbps are assumed.
60% reduction in the HO rates compared to the -12 dB RSRQ
case. Considering the 2 different load-based TS configurations,
the capacity-driven results in more HOs since LB is triggered,
validating the better UE throughput performance that Fig. 3
illustrated. Finally, no difference is observed at low traffic
demands due to the fact that LB is provided via the RRC
Idle state and the applied dynamic dedicated priority scheme.
Fig. 5 shows the measured RSRQ and network cell load
CDFs for the 50 Mbps offered load case. Regarding the devel-
oped TS framework, recall that IF measurements are solely
triggered whenever ρ˜own exceeds ρhigh. Compared to the
proprietary RSRQ-based mobility, the proposed mechanisms
not only maintain satisfactory data rates and decrease HO
rates, but also achieve such a performance by utilizing IF
measurements more efficiently. Although the presented KPIs
refer to the RRC Connected state, trends are the same for the
RRC Idle. In fact, dedicated priorities ensure that UEs are
camping on the highest priority carrier, and therefore, no IF
measurements are performed [14].
The CA impact on the investigated configurations is de-
picted in Fig. 6 with 50% CA UE ratio. Compared to the
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Fig. 7. HO rates versus offered load for different LB configurations. 50%
CA UE ratio is assumed.
case without CA, the vast resources availability and the larger
transmission bandwidth significantly boosts the system perfor-
mance at low load. At high traffic demands, gains saturate
and the benefits come primarily from the increased multi-
user diversity. Moreover, CA makes system performance less
sensitive to the mobility/ TS configuration. Fast access to an
overlay IF cell is achieved by means of SCell additions for
UEs with CA capabilities. Apparently, the A2Thresh effect is
only visible at low traffic demands and derives primarily from
non-CA users. At higher offered load conditions, all A2Thresh
cases perform the same, since the scheduler improves the
resource allocation fairness between the 2 different UE cat-
egories, maintaining an acceptable performance for non-CA
devices. Additionally, CA UEs empty their buffers at a faster
rate, releasing resources to be utilized by the legacy terminals.
In such a manner, any potential lack of IF measurements for
legacy UEs is compensated by the CA scheduler.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the HO rates for the 50% CA UE ratio
case, where it is rather visible that the same gains in terms of
HO reduction are maintained by the TS framework. Compared
to the corresponding 0% CA UE ratio results, lower rates are
now observed. This behavior is an outcome of the finite buffer
traffic model as the downlink buffers empty faster and the time
that a UE spends at the RRC Connected state is reduced. Note
that this plot does not include any SCell-related overhead. In
principle, the RRC signaling is dominated by SCell events
and minor differences between the different setups has been
observed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Different solutions for inter-frequency load balancing in
multi-layer HetNet deployments have been studied with and
without carrier aggregation. A traffic steering framework has
been developed that triggers inter-frequency handovers/cell
reselections whenever load imbalance is detected. Its perfor-
mance is compared against the standard LTE mobility manage-
ment framework based only on RSRQ measurements. Results
have shown that properly configured RSRQ-based mobility can
perform as a passive traffic steering mechanism, exploiting the
implicit load information carried in the RSRQ quantity. Albeit
an easy approach, the cost in handovers and physical layer
measurement rates is relatively high. The developed algorithms
tackle this problem by using inter-frequency measurements
more efficiently. Handover events can be reduced up to 30%-
60% by aligning the load balancing decisions in both RRC
states, while UE power consumption is not jeopardized by
excessive cell neighbor measurements. If carrier aggregation is
supported, system performance becomes less sensitive to the
parameterization of the investigated mechanisms. The need for
inter-frequency load balancing by means of handoff procedures
is relaxed and load imbalances can be compensated by the
scheduler as well. Nevertheless, the aforementioned benefits
of the proposed traffic steering framework are maintained even
in a carrier aggregation environment, making it an attractive
low cost solution for inter-frequency load balancing.
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